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Expectant Mom Bares Aftack By Boys Gang
Charmer Chatters Some Spectators
Laugh; Ordered
To Leave Court
Mrs. Lucilee Price of 1388 Kney
at.; Mrs. Elmira Neely, of 1600
Pecan st.; Mrs. Ethyl Venson of
1509 S. Parkway east, and Ma-
-nine Florence McCleave, of 475
VInee ave.
The money collected during
0 0
•
A LOCAL LOVELY — Freddie
Wilson, a comely conversation-
alist, seems to be at a loss
for words as she holds tele-
phone receiver. The classy
miss works as a ticket seller
In one of the local theatres
and 'tickets" herself to t h e
tune of 38-25-38. In off duty
hours Freddie finds time to
indulge in hobbies of dress de-
signing and sewing. (Staff Pho-
to by Pulley.)
Five Women Aid
Officer's Order: Pull Over
Boy' Irks Rev. Love, Wife
When a motorcycle policeman
pulled along side of Rev. R o y
Love, pastor of Mt. Nebo Baptist
church last Friday afternoon as
he was bringing his wife home
from a beauty shop appointment,
and yelled, "Pull over, boy!" the
minister became righteously in-
dignant.
told him that I was no boy,"
the minister said, "and he asked
me how old was 1."
Rev. Love said that he told the
officer that if he wanted to learn
such answers as where he was
born, his age and other data he
could Ind it by taking a look at
his driver's license.
'SHUT UP NIGGER'
Res'. Love said that he was giv-
en a ticket for reckless driving
and speeding although he was not
exceeding 25 at the time that the
man stopped him.
Mrs. Love said that she made
some comment about the police-
men stopping them, and when
one of the officers became angry
at her statement, he came up to
her and yelled. "Shut up, nigger!"
"I told him that I was no nigger,
and he got in the car, sat up real
close to me and started yelling at
me," she said, "and I was talk.
Mg just as, loud as he was. 'le
lad me that if I did not shut tip
he was going to arrest me, and I




Its certain to be exciting com-
petition.
A total of 20 prizes in cash mon-
ey amounting to $250 will be given
to Tri-State Defender rw.wshoys
at the end of a 14-week contest,
and the top prize of $50 will go
to the boy with the greatest aver-
age increase over that reported
for the week ending Feb. 21. The
contest is open from Feb. 28
through June 2.
Heart Campaign 
The six rules are
average increase during 14-week
:
1. Contest will be based on
period.
Five outstanding women leaders of the Memphis Ne- b2e. rSot
ar rtiang rshassoeld wFiellb be21 num•
gm o community served as Heart Sunday captains of volun- 3. Comp p7ete report .must • be
teer house-to-house workers to solicit funds for the Mem- made by Thursday of each week.
phis Heart Association last Sunday. 
4. Non-payment of bill will dis-
qualify contestant.
They were Mrs. Carnell Banks, of 970 Lenow Mall; 5. must %en papers each week.
6. List of customers must b
the drive will go for the support
of the programs of education,
service and research conducted by
the Memphis Heart Association
(See 5 WOMEN, Page 2)
given to supervisor.
Newsboys who wish to enter the
contest must fill out an entry
blank which appears in this paper
and mail it to the address listed
on the coupon.
Showdown Begins On
Bus Bias February 27
The legality of segregation on r
Memphis buses will be tested here r
on Friday when a three-judge pan-
el sits in Federal court to re-hear
the case involving 0. Z. Evers
versus the Memphis Transit com-
pany and officials of the city of
Memphis.
Scheduled to hear the case are
John B. Martin, recently appoint-
ed chief judge for the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals at Cincinnati;
e.nd Federal Judges William Mil-
ler of Nashville, and Marion S.
Boyd, of the Western District of
Tennessee.
The case was heard by the
fame trio in January 1958, who
ruled after a lengthy period that
It was one involving no controver-
sy, and stating that the plaintiff
hod suffered no damages, it was
unanimously dismissed.
LOWER COURT'S VIEW
The three ruled that Mr Evers
Was not a regular bus rider, and
was not in a position to represent
"Lbtise persons who were regular
riders of the system. His sole
purpose in boarding the bus, the
panel stated, was to institute the
suit.
An appeal was made by t h e
plaintiff, through his lawyers, di-
controversy did exist, and it was
one which the three judges should
have considered.
BACK TO COURT — A three
Judge panel will sit here in
Federal Court on Friday to re
hear ease asking for desegre
gation of buses. In court dur-
ing previous trial are from
ect to the Supreme Court, which The high court said that the
uled unanimously that an actual plaintiff had a right to test the
restrictions upon him, and that
(See SHOWDOWN, Page 2)
left, G. Meyers and 0. Z. Ev-
ers, who were forced to leave
boa when they refused to fol-
low Jim crow pattern on Ap-
ril 26, 1956. Suit followed.
Mrs. Love stated in court that
she was surprised at the officer
wanting to get so close to her,
and spectators laughed.
The dfficers, Patrolmen S. 0.
Blackburn aid J. R. Murphree,
the coupie stated. thought that
they must have had some thing
to drink because they talkedd
to them in such a forthright man-
(See REV. LOVE, Page 2)
White Gets Life,
Kills Minister
A 17-year-old white youth was found guilty of mur-
dering a former Memphis Church of God in Christ minister
dering A former Memphis Church of God in Christ minister,
sentenced to life impt!sonment.
John Thiel.), of Norwood, Ohio, was found guilty of
slaying Elder Joseph Brown, jr.,
the son of Elder and Mrs. Joseph
Brown, sr., of 538 W. Holmes rd.,
on Oct. 22, 1958,
in a burglary at-
tempt in t h e
Guaranty build-
ing where t h e
27-year-old min-
ister worked as
a janitor in the
evenings.
Elder Brown,




a member of the Home Church of
God in Christ and was chairman
ok,
Elder Brown
of the Finance Committee of the
Western district of Tennessee for
the denomination.
The youth's father returned to
Florida to see the confessed kill-
er of his son go on trial. It lasted
for three days before the jury
brought in a verdict of guilty with
a recommendation of mercy.
Thiery attempted to burglarize
the building as the last act be-
fore leaving the city with his 15-
year - old bride, Joyce Ostendorf
Thiery, for South Carolina where
he hoped to find work, but was
trailed by his landlord from




(See Editorial, Page 7)
NASHVILLE—The Rev. Charles F. Williams, of Mem-
phis, Saturday was elected chairman of the just formed
Tennessee Leadership Conference for Political Action and
will lead the group's drive to get every qualified Negro
in the state eligible to vote.
Memphis labor leader James T.
Walker was named treasurer.
The Rev. Williams, most worship-
ful grand master of Prince Hall
Masons, jurisdiction of Tennessee,
accepted the post "with humility."
"Now is the time to forget polit-
ical affiliations," he told the 81
Tennessee leaders who elected
him at the meeting held on the
Fisk university campus. "This
only generates strife. We have
only one objective, and that is to
get every qualified Negro in Ten-
nessee registered and eligible to
vote."
STEP BY STEP PLAN
The Saturday meeting was call-
ed by W. C. Patton, director of
the present registration drive in
Memphis. Termed the Tennessee
Summit Leadership Conference,
it grew out of the Memphis Citi•
zens Non-Partisan Registration
Committee.
Civic leaders from every section
of the state received advice on
how to conduct regular drives In
their communities Miss Willa Mc-
Williams, a Memphis school teach-
er, advised the group on resources
available in local and state cam-
paigns. Mr. Patton provided a





Funeral services for Olander
Coburn, an 18-year-old youth who
was reportedly slain he accident
when he went to the home of
friend. who had been warned to
keep hiss out of the house, to bor-
row a pair of shoes, were held on
last Sunday in Rossville, Tenn.
According to a report given
police, young Coburn, who for-
merly attended Manassas High
school, was struck in the right
cheek with a bullet from a pistol
while scuffling with the weapon
in the home of a younger friend,
James Tucker, 16, of 2254 Lyons
at.
At the time of the incident,
Clarence D. Tucker, the father of
James, who had warned his son
about bringing the victim into his
house, was in Gunterson, Miss.,
where he had gone to take some
friends to a funeral, and Mrs.
Tucker was attending service at
Keel Ave, Baptist church.
HEARD LOUD NOISE
Mrs. Martha Cooper, who lives
next door in the duplex house,
said that she and her husband had




Aceorthng to a survey conducted
by the Inter-Racial Emergency
Committee of Little Rock, Ark.,
the Negro teachers in the city fa-
vor the retention of separate
schools, although the majority of
the Negro citizens there favor de-
segregation.
The "statistics" were released
by James T. Karam, a Little Rock
haberdasher, who is secretary of
the organization.
A good friend of Gov. Orval
Faubus, Karam was accused of
directing mob activity outside of
Little Rock's Central High school
when Negro students entered there
in September of 1957.
'WOULD COMPROMISE'
The report said that the rank-
and-file Negro in the city was
willing to compromise on t h e
means to achieve integration in
the city, hut that members of the
NAACP were opposed to any
change in the plans for integration
which were approved by the Fed-
eral court.
In the survey, the committee
also quizzed Negro citizens on
their attitude toward segregation
by sex, rigid health tests for all
students achievement tests and
placement of pupils according to
qualifications and the enforcement
of a high code of morals.
Negro teachers were said to have
favored all of the provisions by
slight to overwhelming margins.
By McCANN L. REID
A frail young mother of two small children, who is
expecting another child in late April, occupied the witness
stand for nearly two days in Criminal Court. Division 2,
last week describing the most nightmarish experience of
her 35 years.
The horrible incident she de-
scribed caused some of the 13
men on the jury to sit on the edge
of their chairs. It was an account
of how she was criminally assault-
ed for nearly three hours last July
16 by nearly a dozen boys as one
of them threatened to kill her if
she screamed for help.
But not everyone in the court-
room regarded the crime serious
ly. On several occasions Judge
Sam Campbell has had to halt the
proceedings to evict teenagers who
sniggled at an answer given by
the woman.
ONE OLD WOMAN
Not all were teenagers. At one
point Judge Campbell pointed to
a woman who was past her for-
ties and said, "You, the woman
with the fur around your neck.
Get up and get out of here. This
is nn place to be amused. Sit out
in the hall if you wish."
Atty. Oen. Minor Talt accused
one of the defense lawyers, Ervin
Weiss, of grinning during the trial
but the man explained that he WAS
grimacing because of a headache.
Originally 14 boys were charged
with the crime, but the woman
cleared one when she told the
court that the youth. William Park-
er, 18, of 632 McKinley st., had
attempted to make the other boys
leave her alone.
FOUR OTHERS FREED
Freed for lack of evidence on
the request of the state were An-
derson Jordan, 16, of 283 Cynthia
st.; David Massey, 17, and Charles
Marr. 16, of 7411 Hobart st., and
Kennie Baker 16, of 372 Allen's
But evidence piled up against
Paul Kirk, 19, of 382 S. Wellington
at.; William J. Webb, 20, and his
16-year-old brother, Grover, of 616
B St. Paul ave.; Thomas Coleman,
20, of 475 Concord ave.; Robert
Earl Drinkwater, 18, of 601-B St.
Paul ave.; Victor Smith, 16, of 384-
L S. Fourth ave.; James Arm-
strong, jr., 6, of 1303 Edith ave.;
George White, 16, of 747 Porter
st., and Henry Jennings, 17, of 799
East moreland at.
With the experience etched in
her memory the victim told how
she had prepared supper for her
family on the night of July 16,
and had then gone to a cousin's
home for a visit.
ACCUSES COLEMAN
After watching television a n d
chatting until shortly after 9 p. m.,
she said that she was walking
along Lauderdale at. and hid
gotten as far as St. Paul ave.,
when a boy, whom she identified
as Thomas Coleman, ran up and
grabbed her, hit her in the
mouth and threatened to kill her
if she screamed.
'He asked me where I was go-
ing, and when I told him that I
was on soy way home, he said,
You are not going home. You
are going with me,' " she recall-
ed.
Other boys came up. She wag




A free six-week sales clinic, be-
ginning on Monday, March HI, ,
will be offered at the Fuller Pro-
duct company office located here
at 492 S. Main st., and persons in-
(crested in learning how to sell
W. LOUIS DAVIS
merchandise may register immed-
iately.
In charge of the clinic will be
W. Louis Davis, a nationally known
public relations consultant, who its
president of the W. Louis Davis
(See CLINIC, Page 2)
IThe important phase of financ-
ing a drive Was discussed by A.
Maceo Walker, president of t h e
Universal Life Insurance company
and Tri-State Bank of Memphis,
and B. G. Olive, vice president
and secretary of Universal.
HOW TO DO IT
W.. E. Davis, who is assisting
Mr. Patton In the drive in Mem-
phis, led a panel on "Techniques
for Getting Out the Vote During
an Election." Memphis attorneys
R. B. Sugarmon, jr., and S. A.
Wilbun joined Nashville lawyers
Z. A. Looby and R. E. Lillard in
this critical discussion.
After setting up the state-wide
group as a permanent organiza-
tion and adopting the name, Ten-
nessee Leadership Conference for
Political Action, the delegates vot-
ed to meet again Saturday, April
IS. on the Fisk campus.
Other officials elected were Rev.
W. A. Dennis, of Chattanooga,
vice chairman; Rev. I,. A. Alex-
ander. Knoxville, secretary: Allen
Summers, Clarksville. assistant
secretary: F.. Z. Kelly. financial
secretary and Dr. Vivian Hender-
son, research secretary, both of
Nashville.
fit State-Wide Vote Confab
REV. CHARLES 1 W11
LAMS, left, elected chairman
of the new rennes.ee Leader
ship Conference lot' Political
Action In Nashville saturday,
checks agenda with W. C.
Patton, right, who called
statewide meeting. Also in on
the discussion alk Labor
Leader James T siker and
Miss Willa WI% itlums, Mem-
phis school teacher. The Rev.
the Williams is Most Worshipful
Grand Master of Prince Hall
Masons, Jurisdiction Tenses•
see. Goal of the conference is
to get every qualified Neer*




Sat., ,6h. 211, 1939
Heart Attack Claims
Education Executive
Rev. Edwin Clifton Sanders sr.,
executive secretary of the Board
of Education of the Southwest Con-
ference, suffered a fatal heart at-
tack at Devil's Canyon near El
Reno, Okla., Tuesday, Feb. 3. He
was serving on a panel discussion
In an executive meeting.
Reverend Sanders, whose home
Is here in Memphis, was carried
to Park View hospital where he
passed Thursday, Feb. 12.
. Rev. Sanders, a graduate of Le-
Moyne college, was born in Miss.
Since living in Memphis he had
served as a letter carrier and
served the following charges in
the Tennessee conferene: L u c y,
Lebanon, McMinnville, Braden
Memorial, East Nashville, South
West conference. White Memorial
Little Rock, Ark., and St. James
ad Pine Bluff, Ark.
After 13 years of pastoring he
NI as appointed executive secre
tary.
Survivors are: Mrs. Jessie La.
Rosa Sanders, his wife; a son. Ed-
win C. Sanders, jr.; two daugh-
5 Women
I (Condoned From Page 
1)
tind the American Heart 
Associa-
tion
t Mrs. Banks is a 
member of the
rollins Chapel CME church, s
ecre.
tory of the Council Association 
of
LeMoyne Gardens and chairman
of the Morning Glory circle 
mis-
tionary work for children.
Also a member of Collins Chap-
'el, Mrs. Price is president of the
Bluff City Council of Parent-
Teacher associations, vice presi-
dent of the Collins Chapel Auxil-
iary and secretary of the Fortieth
Ward Civic club. She served as
Chairman of the Negro division of
the 1958 Heart Sunday drive.
1 Mrs. Neely is a member of
St. Paul Baptist church where she
Is director of the BTU, a Sun-
day school teacher, secretary of
the Dr. Watts' Course and assist-
ant secretary of the Missionary
Society of the church. She is vice
president of the Douglass High
school PTA and a member of
Eastern Star, St. Mary's No. 6.
; A chairman of the nominating
litrommittee of the advisory board
of Family Service. Mrs. Venson is
I member of the League of Wom-
en Voters, chairman of the pre-
school committee of the Health
and Welfare Planning Council and
a member of the National Council
a Negro Women.
! Mrs. McCleave Is a member of
the Auxiliary of the Bluff City
Medical Society the League of
Women Voters, the YWCA. t h e
Elite Literary club, president of
the Memphis Music Association,
'and a member of Delta Sigma
Theta sorority and the Church of
Christian Scientist.
ters. Sadye Calvene and Rita De-
bora Saunders; a mother. Mrs.
Rosa L. Saunders; two sisters,
Mrs. Debra S. Thompson and
Miss Cornelia C. Sanders; a broth-
er and nephew from Detroit, Hu-
bert L. Sanders and Norvell Dil-
worth Sanders, respectively; and
other relatives and friends.
Rites
(Continued From Pr.,- 1)
stayed home from church and
about 12:30 p. m.. she heard the
boys wrestling, and their voices
were louder than usual. All at
once, she said, she heard a noise
and thought that perhaps some-
thing had been knocked over.
She said that she decided to go
over and ask the youth to stop the
noise, and when she got as far as
the front door she WAS met by
young Tucker who was running
and screaming for help, and who
asked her to call an ambulance.
"I looked in the door and I
could see the boy lying on the floor
and gasping for breath. I went
into my house and called the
police and the ambulance," she
said. The boy died before he was
taken from the house, she stated.
'HORSE PLAY'
Mr. Tucker who owns a combina-
tion barber shop and beauty par-
lor at the corner of Vollentine at.
and Speed ave.. said that his son
told him that he and the boy were
in the living room and that the
Coburn youth wanted a match to
light a cigarette, and on going into
the kitchen he got a butcher knife
out of a drawer and started play-
ing with it.
When the visiting yout h,
who was living with a relative at
2152 Clarksdale at., asked James
to let him see a pistol, Mr. Tuck-
er said that his son said that
he went and got it and then took
the clip out, but that one Was
left in the chamber.
"The Coburn bey started twirl-
ing it on his finger, and James told
him to stop. He WAS afraid that
the boy would drop the gun, and
when he continued to twirl it my
boy tried to take it away from
him and the gun fired," Mr. Tuck-
er explained.
WARNED HIS SON
Mr. Tucker said that he did not
want his bey associating with Co-
burn because the boy was older
than James, and did not dress
neatly.
"Not too long ago I saw him
walking down the street with
James' overcoat on, and I told
James that I did not want him to
go around with him any more,"
Mr. Tucker explained.
Coburn is survived by his fa-
ther, Doc Coburn, of Rossville, and
two sisters, Mrs. Mary Wade and
Mrs. Evalina Webb, of Memphis.
DON'T GIVE UP
" If You Are Facing Cross Conditions
. LOVE • MONEY - HEALTH
READ PROVERBS 22-VERSE 29 DAILY
Send Donation for Good Luck Card
Visit Prophet Samuel—Spiritual Advisor
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above are the seven charm'
lug young ladies vying for the
title of "Miss Mallory
Knights." The lucky one will be
crowned at the "Stars" pro-
gram April 2, the first annual
United Charity Revue sponsor-
ed by the Mallory Knights
Charitable Organization. It is
also the seventh anniversary
elac
program of the group. The
likeable young ladies above ap-
peared recently at a kick-off
luncheon on the drive for
tickets to the revue held at the
branch YMCA. The charmers
alms e, from left to right
standing are Misses Estelle
Neal, Virginia Williams, Geral-
dine Haraway and Ruby
Young. Sitting, from left to
right are Misses Willie C.
Guy, Mary Ann Andern and
Forestine Bethel. Advance
tickets may be purchased to
this charitable cause by con-
tacting Miss Virginia Williams,
at WIC 6-6518. Tickets are
61.25 in advance and $1.50 at
the door. The show will be held
in Ellis auditorium.
(Photo by Withers)
White Gets Hunt Key Man In
(Continued From Page 1)
whom he had borrowed a car
He knew that Elder Brown work-
ed in the building, and he tntered
the building with a crowbar,
pliers, a wooden club and a pistol
as weapons, a gag for tying up
the janitor, and a toy stethoscope
which he hoped to use to he the
tumblers fall in a safe IOW.
His plan backfired when t h e
Church of God in Christ minister
Wag not knocked out with t h e
first blow, but started to scream.
Thiery struck him six times with
the club and shattered his skull.
After hearing the other elevat-
or in the building start up, Thiery
ran from the building, but was
captured at the station with his
bride two hours later as they
were getting ready to board a bus
for South Carolina. lie still had
blood on his clothing.
The city was shocked by the,
slaying which was described as1
the most Vicious in the history of!
Welt Palm Beach.
As the trial reached Its final
stages, State Atty. Gen. Phil D.
O'Connell asked the jury to re-
turn a first degree verdict without
any recommendation of mercy.
"When you think about this
mercy thing in the jury room,"
he told the all-white jury, "think
of the mercy this janito- got in that
elevator. Think of the mercy he
got when be was hit over the head
six times. Think of the mercy he
got as his life's blood spattered
over the walls of the elevator, and
ran out on the floor."
Reporters were told that some
of the members of the jury did
not want to recommend mercy,
which would have meant a death
sentence for Thiery. The majority
ruled for mercy.
One of the witnesses during the
trial was Cannard Irving, the oth-
er janitor in the building, who told
how the strange growling of his lit-
tle dog led to the discovery of El-
der Brown's body, which Was
found half in and out of the ele-
vator on the second floor.
Di'Llugh Dortsch, pathologist,
testified that Elder Brown's death
was caused by six blows, two of
Which could have been fatal by
themselves. He said that the
skull over the right ear was crush-
ed and five individual pieces driv-
en into the. brain.
Nelson Spiker, Thiery's land-
lord, and James Madison told of
follewing Tillery on the night of
the killing and then seeing him
enter the building and run out
about 10:30 p. in.
Elder Brown's body was re-
turned to Memphis and his funeral
WAS held in Mason Temple. He
was a veteran of the Korean War.
Fell Cuba's No.
3 Top Soldier
HAVANA — (UPI) — Lt. Col.
Luis H. Grao, Cuba's "war crimi-
nal No. 3." fell before the guns of
a firing squad in the dry moat
of the Cabana Fortress-prison here
just before midnight Monday, it
was announced today.
Gras was the last of the three
army officers described as Cuba's
principal war criminals to face
the rifles of "revolutionary jus-'
lice." Maj. Jesus Son' Blanco and






JOLIET. Ill. — (CPI) — A
"model prisoner" Was eleetro.
rated accidentally while doing
electrical work at the Stateville
Prison firm.
Edward Jansen, 39, Cook
county, was (mind (bad Monda,
beside a fuse hex he had been
repairing at the Smith gate of
die prison hosier farm.
atuatiiiiiii Mail 1
Florida landowner is being sought
here as a key figure in a Michi-
gan bolds (numbers) racket in-
volving several top police officials,
Detroit authorities said here.
Russell Raymond Track (cq)
was traced to the home of a Mi-
ami strip dancer in nearby Holly-
wood, Fla. but from there, his
trail faded again.
Assistant prosecuting attorney
Albert A. Goldfar of Detroit said
Trilck was wanted on four counts
of conspiracy to bribe public serv-
ants. He said the Kefauver com-
mittee in 1947 produced evidence
showing that Trilck's earnings
from bolita alone amounted to
$612,000. Atty. Goldfar said some
luggage belonging to Trilck was
found at the home of a Fort Laud-
erdale man identified as Leslie
0.19rien. He said Fort Larderdale
police also picked up his mother
and stepfather, Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Dtnnis, for questioning concern-
ing possible charges of harboring
a fugitive.
The attorneys said Trilck spent
the last few days at the home of
Leocadia Neivlt, who dances at
a Miami nightclub. He said she
told him .she knew Trilck "in the
old days" when she danced at
Mickey's show bar in Detroit.
Trilck owns four homes and sev-
eral lots in the Fort Lauderdale
area, and was formerly associated
Clinic
(Continued From Page 1)
agency, inc., of Chicago, Ill., who
is also director of public relations
and publicity for the Fuller Pro-
ducts company.
During the six-week perio d,
classes will be conducted from 9
a. in. until 1030 a. in. Monday
through Friday, and on Wednes-
day night from 8 to 9 p. m.
Mr. Davis has announced that
certificates will be awarded to all
persons who complete the course
, and prizes and cash awards will
!he given to those who enter the
Fuller organization and begin
selling as they learn. He empha-
sized that one does not have to
. be a member of the Fuller firm
to enroll in the clinic. Classes are
open to any person interested.
—
Mich. Digit Probe
MIAMI — (UPI) — A wealthy with a Fort Lauderdale firm now
out of business, the International
Richwoods Plastics,
Rev. Love
(Continued from Page I)
ner, and that they searched the
car from stem to stern to see if
there was any liquor in it, and to
make sure that they did not have
a pistol.
"While they were searching the
car, two other squad cars drove
up and we were carried to the po-
lice station where I was booked
for profanity and disorderly con-
duct." Mrs. Love explained.
Mrs. Love was released on $70
bond, and Rev. Love was required
to put up $76 before he was re-
leased after being charged with
reckless driving and speeding.
"The police figured that anyone
who talks up for himself is drunk.
so they asked me to take t h e
sobriety test," Rev. Love stated.
The minister said that he had
had nothing to drink, but had used
a mouthwash which had a little
alcohol content, so that there was
a alight reading on the drunko-
meter. His wife said that the man
in charge of giving the tests told
the officers, "I don't need to give
her a test. You can see she hasn't
had anything to drink."
Mrs. Love said that she was
surprised that the officers would
make up such a story as her has'-
ing used profanity and that
when she got into court she ex-
plained that neither she nor her
husband or the officers used any
profanity at the time of the ar-
rest.
Charges against both Rev. and
Mrs. Love were dismissed by
Judge Ingram on Saturday. who
said, "When people stand before
my bench and swear before God
to tell the truth, I believe them."
"I certainly appreciate the fair-
ness of the Judge,", Rev. Love
stated after the trial.
A minister for more than 30
years, Rev. Love announced re-
cently that he would make anoth-
er try for a seat on the Memphis
Board of Education.
"My havsing been arrested will
not cause me to falter in my bid
for office this Fall," the minister
added.
Joe Schaeffer's
Bluff City Buick Co.
Introduces To You
J. 0. (Ted.) PATTERSON, Jr.
RECENTLY APPOINTED —
to the Bluff City Buick corn•
pani's sales staff. Both are
nett% e Memphians and good
solid family men. Joe echaef-
fer with the addition if these
capable men is makinc every
effort to create more services
CII1RLES FIELD4
to the potential Buick buyer.
Come today at Joe Name'.
fee* viral' City Buick com-
pany ea Union ave., and see
these zentlemen. het them
show the ik Sabre. In.
victa a.4 Electra Buick, THE
CAR for
Attack
(Continued From Page 1)
seized by the arms and half drag-
ged to a dark area behind a
church at St. Paul ave. and
Cynthia st., she said, and after
ripping off her undergarments a
group of them lined up to criminal
Ir assault her.
HOODLUM STRIKES MATCH
One of the hoodlums, she said
through that the gang might have
captured one of his relatives. and
to make sure that she was no
one of his kin came up and struck
a match and looked in her face
to see if he recognized her.
While she was being raped, the
woman said that she could hear
people talking nearbp and that
several girls who had been follow-
ing the boys were laughing.
After detaining her there f o r
what she said was "a long, long
time," the young mother said that
she was carried to the L. E.
Brown park to a rest room when
the group became afraid that po-
lice might discover them at the
rear of the church.
TOO WEAK TO STRUGGLE
As she was led to the park, the
victim said that she ,vas surround-
ed by a dozen boys, and that she
was too weak to put up a struggle.
Asked by one of the defense law-
yers why she did not scream then,
she said, "I was too weak to fight
them, and besides that, the boys
had told me that they would kill
me if I screamed."
As its second witness the prose-
cution called to the stand, M r s.
Carrie B. Williams of 610-B St.
Paul ave., who said that she and
some other women were sitting in
the yard. when they saw the youth
bringing the woman to the place
behind the church.
CALLS POLICE
Mrs. Williams said that she did
not have a telephone but when
she saw the boys dragging t h e
woman to the dark spot near the
church she went to a neighbors
and called the police.
Mrs. Williams said that she
called the police at 10:30 p. tn.
(a half hour before they are
scheduled to change shifts) and
that they waited and watched
For them to come on the scene,
but none arrived.
One member of the jury asked
her if grown men were in the
area, and whether or not such an
incident of that kind was so com-
mon in the neighborhood that no
one bothered to stop the young
hoodlums.
HALF NUDE
Mr. Williams identified t h e
Coleman youth as the one s h e
saw hit the victim in the mouth
as she was being carried to the
I.. E. Brown park, and said that
.the woman had been stripped
and was wearing, only the waist
part of her dress and one shoe.
Another witness, Mrs. Rose Ma-
rie Ash said that she also noticed
the disturbance in the park and
that she called police at 12:15
p. m. and that they arrived 15
minutes later and asked where
the boys had gone.
The next witness was Manuel
Murrow, a truck driver, of 400-F
I.auderdale, who said that he
was about to go to bed when
some woman told his wife about
the incident and that he went
out and caw the boys standing
around the woman and could see
that she was being criminally as-
saulted.
AFRAID OF BOYS
He said that he saw that the
woman was trying to push the
boys away, and that he saw them
when they "toted and drug her to
the park."
Asked by a member of the jury
why he did not go to her aid,
Mr. Morrow said, "The police
had been called. I could see that
some of them had sticks and they
might have had knives. and I
wasn't going up on all them boys."
He said that he did remain
nearby and went with the police
when they arrived to the rest
room. Asked to point out t h e
boys that were in the rest room
when the police rescued the
woman, he walked down from
the stand and identified William
Webb and George White.
The victim's cousin was also
called to the stand, and she testi-
fied that the woman had been at
her house on the evening of the
attack. Asked by the defense at-
torneys what they had talked
about, she said. "When women
peoples get together they talk
about everything. I really don't
know what we talked about."
The two arresting officers, who
finally arrived on the scene, said
that they received the call to go
to the park about 12:30, an hour
and a half after they had been on
duty, and that Mr. Murrow direct-
ed them to the rest 'room in the
park.
CATCH GEORGE WHITE
The officers were Patrolmen J.
N. Willis and B. T. Wallace, who
said that they. found the woman
in a half sitting 'Iiokition in t h e
rest room and Georç White at-
tempting to fasten hl trousers
when they entered.
More than a dozen y uth were
standing on the outsidfr of t h e
building when they ar ived. but
the youth ran in ever direction
when they came up.
They said that a woman asked
them to let the victim put on a
dress at her house fore carry-
ing her away.
DOCTOR TESTIFIES
Dr. Lester R. Graves, of John
Gaston hospital, said ths he ex-
amined the woman whe she
came to the hospital with ce
and that her lips and face w re
swollen, her knees bruised, a n
that she had been criminally as
saulted.
Patrolman Thomas Marshall of
the homicide division, said that
he and his partner, Officer Ben
Whitney, were given charge of the
boys who were caught and that
they rounded all hut the Coleman
youth before morning.
He said that it was not until
Sept. 24 that they were able to
Dr. Watkins Returns
To Alabama College
Dr. S. A. Owen, president of the
Tennessee Baptist Missionary and
Educational Convention, Inc., and
chairman of the board of trustees
of Owen college denied that a rift
DR. LEVI WATKINS
existed between the body and Dr.
Levi Watkins. However, some dis-
harmony was reflected in Dr. Wat-
kins' resignation from the office
for an admiistrative post at Ala-
bama State college in Montgomery,
Ala.
Dr. Owen said that the trustees
had pleaded with Dr. Watkins to
remain in the office and that they
had begged him to remain until
the end of the term.
The former Owen college presi-
dent left here last week to accept
the post of business officer for
the Alabama school where he will
handle the fiscal affairs of t h e
institution and act as a liasison be-
tween the president and the secre-
tary-treasurer.
SERVED THERE BEFORE
Before his appointment as presi-
dent of Owen college, Dr. Watkins
was assistant to the president at
Alabama State college.
In his news release of Feb. 18,
Dr. Watkins said that his resig-
nation was decided upon after the
board failed to agree on t h e
"next steps" which should have
been taken to develop and give
permanence to the school which
.was accredited as a two-year col-
lege at a recent meeting of the
Southern Association for the Ac-
dreditation of Secondary Schools
and Colleges.
The next steps would have in-
cluded public relations, financing
and other changes in policy which
he did not outline.
"In my judgment, the response
thus far to these efforts leaves
me without confidenee in my abili-
ty to successfully lead the college
in light of our record of the
past five years.
'TOO SLOW'
"I feel that the possible pro-
gress under my leadership would
be too slow for the demand of the
institution. After serious weighing
of reasonable evidence, I conclud-
ed that I should bow out so that
another president could be chosen
without delay," Dr. Watkins said.
In his release Dr. Watkins ex-
pressed his appreciation to persons
who had worked with him for
almost six years, and said that "if
perchance there is any misunder-
standing of my objectives as a
professional educator, I firmly be-
lieve that such misunderstanding
on the part of my friends is sole-
ly a matter of my own failing.
"I shall always pray for the con-
tinued success of the college, for
I strongly believe that our people
will need it even more than they
think," be stated.
Showdown
(Continued From Page 1)
It was not necessary for Mr. Ev-
ers to ride the bus every day, and.
subject himself to further arrests.
in order to prove that he was a
regular bus rider.
The case was began in April
95i; when Mr. Evers, a former
Chicago policeman, boarded a bus,
and sat in that section usually re-
served for white passengers. T h e
driver ordered him to go to the,
rear of the bus and when he re-
fused the man stopped and called
police.
HE GOT OFF
They told him. after arriving on
the scene, that he could go to the
rear of the bus, but he got off
rather than comply or remain in
front and be arrested.
Mr. Evers is expected to ask for
declaratory judgment in the case
based on rrecent decision regard-
ing segregation on buses in other
cities.
He will be represented by Attys.
H. T. Lockard, A. W. Willis and
Russell B. Sugarmon, jr.
The defendants in the case a r.
Mayor Edmund Orgill, Police Chief
J. C. MacDonald, the City Com-
missioners and the Memphis Tran-
sit company.
catch him, and that he confessed
to his guardian that he had been
involved in some trouble in t h e
park before they led him away.
WOMAN DENIES THIS
In their confessions, read in
court while Lt. N. E. Zachary, of
homicide division was on t h e
stand, the youth claimed to have
come upon the woman while she
was having relations with a man
behind the Porter school, and that
they had relations with her with LONDON — (UPI) — Premier
her permission after then. Macmillan, 65 last Thursday, has
The woman repeatedly swore given official notice he does not
that she had not been near the plan to retire just yet. He has
Porter school, and no amount turned down his old-age pension
of questioning by the defense of SO shillings ($7 a week),
lawyers could get her to change I 
any of her testimony, which
was backed up by witnesses. i
2 Clerics Balk
At Oath, Fined
PADUA, Italy — (UPI) — Two
Italian Protestant preactters were
fined 60 cents each in a court here
today for refusing to take the oath
as witnesses. The fines were sus-
pended.
The Revs. Raffaele Paone and
Lamberto Filippi, ministers of the
Church of Christ, quoted St. Slat-
thew ("But I say to you, do not
swear ...") when they were asked
to take the oath before testifying
against a defendant who they said
had stolen a microphone from
their church.




CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — (UPI)
— Harvard University announced
today it had received 'a $50,000
gift to aid deserving southern stu-
dents, either Negro or white, who
would otherwise not be able to
attend college.
The money, provided by a donor
who asked to remain anonymous,
stipulated that no preference
should be given any student on
a racial basis.
One of the defendants, Victor!
Smith, was placed on the witness
stand by the defense lawyers!
and asked if he had made his
admission voluntarily.
He said that he had not and,
that as soon as he entered the,
homicide room, Lt. Zachary who!
is over six feet tall and weight
more than 200 pounds, hit him in
the stomach with his fist, started
banging his head against a wall
and told him to start talking.
BEATEN AGAIN
When he refused to admit that
he had had a part in the crime, he
said that the officer took him
into another office and beat him
until he consented to make a
statement admitting that he had,
been with the victim.
On Monday the defense lawyers
were scheduled to start presenting
character witnesses on behalf of
the defendants.
They told Judge Campbell that
they had 21 persons who would
appear in the case
Macmillan Turns
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BIG PAINT SALE
Wallpaper — 50% Discount
Rubber lase Latex Flat Wall Paint-Colors
FREE CITY DELIVERY - MAIL ORDERS APPRECIATED
H. A. CARROLL & CO.
Paint Heeclquerters Since 1871
Herbert Streuli
334 Gayest) at Wellington
Walter Stria
JA. 3-1626












































































































































































































ODr. R. Q. Venson, prominentemphian and chairman of the
executive board of the National
Dental Association, announced last
week that he and the board are
busy planning ahead to the Nation
al Convention. The meeting is to
be held in Ohio from August 16
through 20.
Dr. Venson had just returne!
from the mid-Winter board meet
ing of the Association which was
held in the Sheraton-Gibson hub
in Cincinnati. He reports that the
meeting was well attended.
Dr. Charles E. Williams, of Chi
cago, is the president of the Na-
Hone] Convention.
Mrs. H. W. Williamston, Okla.
boman, is the president of t h e
Woman's National Auxiliary to the
National Convention.





NEWARK, N. J. - The Ameri-
can Jewish Congress last week
hailed a Superior Court decision
that two all-white housing develop-
ments in New Jersey must face
charges of violating the state anti-
discrimination law.
Judge W. Orvyl Schalick ruled
in Woodbury, N. J., last week that
the 15,000-unit Levittown housing
development in Burlington county
and another all-white project,
Green Fields village in Gloucest-
er county, must samit to a hear-
ing before the New Jersey division
Against Discrimination.
Both huosing developments have
er: charged with refusing to selles to Negroes.
THE LAW
Commenting on the ruling, Jul-
lus Wildstein, Newark lawyer and
presents a single front on racial. West. Many Afro-Asian leaderse
spokesman for the group of at-
issues. The Afro-Asian countries are potential Western allies. They
are joined on many votes by dele- tend, however, to follow the ideo.
gates from Latin America, where logical lead of the three N's -
most of the people are non-white. Nkrumah, Nasser and Nehru. All
Some of these leaders. Ebony three advocate "positive non.a-
says, are democrats. S o us e are lIgnment." Two things, the article
left-wingers. All are in a hurry. concludes, could tip the delicate
Among leaders listed in the arti- balance - color and western aid.
TELEVLSION TEACHERS -
A reception was given by the
National Council of Jewish
Women, Memphis section, for
television teacher assistants
of streamline reading Cours-
es, and they had an oppor•
tunity to meet Dr. Frank
Laubach, w h o developed
method of teaching people te
read. From left are Mrs. Geer-
torneys who represented the Negro
complainants in the two cases, de-
scribed the court's action as con-
stituting "the first step in trans-
lating the promise of equality con.
tamed in the law into the reality
of equality in housing regardless
of race or religion."
Ebony Sees Political
Lead Changing Hands
Wildstein is chairman of the Harvard Offers HelpNew Jersey Commission on Lawand Social Action of the Ameri-
can Jewish Congress and chair-
Against Discrimination In Housing. I 3outhern Students
man of the legal committee of i 
To 
a,
the New -Jersey Committee
He represented Yuther Gardner.
a Negro who charged he had been Harvard college has received a
denied the right to purchase a special
home in Green Fields Village be- 
gift of $50,000 to help
cause of his race, 
needy students from the South in 1,000 Pour
Judge Schalick's ruling vacated the 
next two years. At the request 
Into Cuba Foroy obtained last November by of the donor, particular attention ta
two housing developers halt-
and preference will be given to
, further action on the corn- 
Negro and white students f r o m 1 A g 'welcome Tour
!Mints of discrimination. 
Southern high schools.
Attorneys for Levittown and The money, 
provided by a don- HAVANA - (UPI) - About 1,000
Green Fields Village had also ask, or who 
asked to remain anony- Florida tourists poured into Have-.
ed the court to declare the New mous
, is intended especially
Jersey anti-discrimination housing "a
ble students from impoverished
law unconstitutional, 
backgrounds who might not, other-
wise, have the opportunity to at-
tend college."
Draws $83 Fine For
Abusing Native Cop
SINGAPORE - (UPI) - The
wife of a British Air Force officer
was fined $83 today for hitting,
biting and abusing a native police-
man
A senior habor hoard patrolman
told a magistrate that Mrs. Miora
Hnford called him "ugly faced,"
hit him on the nose and bit him
on the arm when he tried to ar-
rest her last December.
president and founder, respective-
ly, of the Social Science club at
Hamilton,
In his closing remarks, Mr.
Cash reminded the students that
Rev. Hooks had very ably ex-
pressed facts that their teachers
them daily, and that Rev. Hooks
was a "great American" because
was a "grea American" because
he lives up to the standards he
had championed in his message.
The Negro History Week pro-
gram was sponsored by the facul-
ty members of the music and so-
cial science departments.
New York, Ohio Papers
To Receive LU Awards
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. - To The April presentations mark the
the 24 newspapers, magazines and eighth consecutive year for the
agencies that have received t he' human relations awards.
Lincoln University Curators Award 
Better Human Relations will be
for Significant Contributions to carter Better
added three others at the 11th An-
na Monday to open the city's bar- 
nual Headliner Week Banquet, Ap• M
gain-rate "Welcome Tour." Au.
thoritics here hope at least four The banquet closes the first of
$ 1 1872 P
ay Cut Son s
a four-day journalism workshoptimes that number will be on hand ay
PoosWontc To The ful
l $50.000 is to be spent . n
alists by the Lincoln Department WASHINGTON - (UPI) - Rep.
They are holding 2,000 double .Journalism. is








' on new freshman and sophomore
advantage 
rooms open for tourists who take
awards in the Classes of 1923 and Two newspapers and a radio-
1964 during the next two academ- days' free lodging and entertain: 
television corporation have been old son's $11,872 annual salary or
selected to receive the human re- taking him off the payroll com-
ment, designed to revive the stall-Mow Rebind . ic years.
. . lations award at the banquet. pletely.If the Scholarship Committee of ed tourist trade.
, Harvard college considers it de- The $5.50 cost of the three-day 
The newspapers are the Toledo The Iowa Democrat told United
(Ohio) Blade and the New York Press International he employedI sirable, the fund may support a tour, open to any traveler from Tim
VIENNA, Austria - (UPI) 
_'candidate for Harvard during an es. The Radio Corporation of his son, Steven A. Carter, 
only on
Trumneter Louis Armstrong said extra 
year of preparatory school- 
the Florida area. covers the round-
trip air fare, hotel accommoda 
America and its subsidiary, the a "temporary basis" to keep the
- National Broadcasting company office running during his own
aassterrlay he may take his world- tin 
or Summer study. tions, a sightseeing tour of Have- will be cited as a unit. Lloyd E. serious illness.
toering hand behind the Iron Cur- Some $15,000 to 
$20,000 of t h e - a, a street carnival, a parachute Yoder, vice-president of the Na-, 
and water show, night clublain. "My instrument knows amount 
will be awarded, it is ex- "He di issed as "not true at
nothing about realities," "Satchmo" pected. 
to freshmen entering liar- all" reports that he decided to re-
told United Press International. 
yard next fall. If able Southern consider beacuse of criticism of
Armstrong is on a tour of Eurone I 
students do not require the full his action.
and Turkey. He started in Stock. 
amount available, some of t he Carter said he is suffering from
NIT m ran 14 and tsia eaceetion 
fund may be used to help stu- cancer, has been hospitalized on
everywhere ras been loud and en- 
dents from particularly underpriv-
,fleaking about his two concerti 
ileged backgrounds elsewhere.
The two-year fund is in addition4111,siastic.
n Vienna. Armstrong said. "it was 
pro- as
 an observance of the 64th an-
' ' to continuing financial
 aid a niversary of the Cuban uprising
wonderful. hut 7 am thankful that 
vided by endowment funds with against Spain which led eventually
I wasn't trampled to death." 
preference given to boys from to this country's independence.
He added that he wneld like to 
Ala. Fla., Ga., Miss . La., North
play in Moscow. too, before he 
and South Car Tenn., and Va..,
returns to America May II.
"Music is a common denomina- Mambo Series On
tor." Armstrong said. "Jazz fans Fletcher Weatherspoon and Al
are the some all over tl,e world - "Rock" Evans' Mambo, Cha, 
Cha,
. Working with the 62-year-old Cha night series will continue to-
musician during the tour are Dan- night in the Mambo room of the
no Barcelona on drums, Peanut Packinghouse Workers Union hall,
Iiticko on clarinet, Bill Kyle on 49th and Wabash.
niano. Thome., Young on from- The weekly affairs feature free
bone, Mort Herbert on bass and dance instructions and music by
Velma Middleton singing, the Manny Garcia band.
Iron Curtain
gia McNeal, Mrs. Margaret
Perna', Mrs. Memory A.
Bishop, Dr. Laubach, Mrs.
Ruby e Gadison and Mrs. Al-





CALLAHAN, Fla. - (UPI) -
CHICAGO - The political init- cle are Primp Minister Nkrumah Five presons, including a 
Marine
iative in the world is passing into of Ghana and Premier Nnarmli Corps hitch
hiker, were killed Tues-
the hands of colored men, Ebony Azikiwe of East Nigeria, both of day when their 
car rammed a
magazine reports in its March whom were educated at predomi; huge tractor-trailer and 
buret into
issue, nately-Negro colleges (Howard and flames. Trouble I see," and "Swing Low,
Listed for perhaps the first Lincoln (Pa.) universities.) Among r The victims were identified as Sweet Chariot," was presented by
time are the emerging rulers of others discussed are Prime 5Iinis- Mrs. Pauline K. Driver, 40. of the band, with the director, Prof.
so-called backward countries in ter Nehru of India, Gen. Ibrahim Hartwell, Ga., Mrs. Joyce Moored Thomas Doggett, guiding it in his
Africa and Asia. These leaders of Abboud of the Sudan. Queen Salute, 19, a daughter, Garland Driver, l quiet and unassuming manner.
over one billion 500 million peoples Emperor Selassie and Prime Min-12, a son Walter R. White, 42, of AS a fitting ending to the pro.
are trying to do in 50 years what ister Fulbert Youlou, a Roman Iva, S. C., and Jan A. Barlow, 22, gram Archie Reid and Oscar Ray
Europe did in five centuries, Eb- Catholic priest who defied his bish. Columbus, Ind., who was assigned Shepherd unveiled models of two
ony says. op and seized political control in to the end Amphibian Tractor Bat- "great Americans." One was Ah-
Since the Bandung conference, the Republic of the Congo. 
. lotion at the Camp Lejeune, N. C. raham Lincoln and the other was
the article continues, the colored The overriding importance of 
Police said Barlow's family. be- of the principal, Harry T. Cash.
peoples of Africa and Asia have these men, Ebony says, is that 
lieved he must have been hitch- GOOD ARTISTS
made common cause. In the Unit- they hold the balance of power in. 
hiking. Both Mr. Reid and Mr. Shepherd
ed Nations, the Afro-Asian bloc, the struggle between East a n d 
are promising artists and are the
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 3
Trials, Contributions Recalled
at., Feb. 28, MB
At Negro History Week Programs
Purpose Of Week
held annually for high school jour-
by Today,
Negro History Week was observ-
ed at Hamilton high school recent-
ly with the faculty and student
body assembled in the gymnasium
to hear an inspirational address
by the Rev. Benjamin L. Hooks,
pastor of the Greater Middle Bap-
tist church.
Sharing the speaker's platform
with his was Leon Brownlee,
who rendered a masterful presen-
tation of the "Purpose of Negro
History Week," declaring that it
was "to honor the great Ameri-
cans of the past and present."
"Contributions of the Negro to
American Life" w4, discussed by
Carol Jones, of the Junior High
department, and the guest speak-
er was introduced by W. T. Mc-
Daniel, jr.
SONGS SUNG
Several numbers were render-
ed on the program by the senior
high school chorus and the Cres.
cendoettes, under the direction of
Mrs. Lucille Rhine Woods, and the
Junior High chorus appeared with
Mrs. Thelma Twigs Whalum direct-
ing.
An excellent rendition of the Ne-




HOLLYWOOD -,/Rosemarie GILLINGHAM, 
England -(UPI)
Bowe, who retired from the -The Rev. J. 
R. John said he
creen shortly after her marriage will take a 
package of sandwiches
Robert Stack, two and one-half and a flask 
of cordial to church
arg ago, plays a small part in, with him on 
Holy Saturday.
Warner Bros ' "John Paul Jones,"' He said the repast would 
nourish
In which her husband has the title him between the 
eight weeding




9 straight years. . . .
IOW
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performances and open-air con-
certs.
Officials of the Tourist Bureau
and the Hotel Association predict
a "sellout" by the time the cele-
bration ends today.
The tour is officially described
tional Broadcasting company, and
Julius Haber, director of communi-
ty relations for RCA, will be on
hand to represent RCA-NBC and
address the banquet audience.
The Jefferson City Chamber of
Commerce, which attended in a
body of 35 members last year, will
again augment the banquet au-
dience of high school students,
their advisors, and Lincoln univer-
sity staff, faculty, and students.
MEETS FAMOUS TEACHER
-Mrs. Elizabeth Hawkins, of
14,57 Goodbar ave., meets Dr.
Frank Laubach, who develop-
ed streamlined reading coarse,
which has been used by people
In 94 countries to learn to read
In 275 languages and dialects.
.Mrs. Hawkins improved her
reading skill by taking course
for two years at Hamilton
High school during e.eninga
and is now helping others as
television teacher assistant at
Vance Ave. branch of Public
Library.
and off since Jan. 30, but has
now been told by his doctors that
he has a "reasonable chance to
lead a normal life."
"This changes the whole pic-
ture." he said. "Now that I am
back working, I am studying this
whole thing carefully. If my son's
salary is too high for the services
being performed, it will be adjust-
ed. If his employment is unneces-
sary, the job will be ended."
He said he regrets the furore
stirred up by young Carter's
"temporary" employment. He said
It was particularly unfair because
"this young man has been doing a
tremendous job."
New Type Espionage
MADISON, Wis. - (UPI) -
David Blanchard, Republican floor
leader in the Wisconsin assembly,
has charged that the Democrats
have recruited the capitol page
boys as spies.
"When you see a page around,
don't talk," he advised GOP col-
leagues.
DO YOU WANT YOUR
CIVIL RIGHTS NOW?
JOIN Us in our fight for find-class citizenship. equal Job oppor-
tunity, other benefits, and due respect for the law.
BELIEVE it or not, our fight is your fight. Now is the time for
positive thought and action.
SEND your contribution, large or small, to:
BINGHAMPTON CIVIC LEAGUE, INC.
P. 0. Box 5077 Memphis, Tennessee
When your feet hurt you
hurt all over. You lose pep
and energy, become easily
Irritated, cranky and hard
to get along with. Worst of
all, people begin to shun
you because of your
changed disposition.
Dr. Graves offers you re-
lief from all this. Dr.
GRAVES VIGENE FOOT
TONIC goes to work FAST
to ease the ache and tired-
ness . . . makes you forget
those foot discomforts. Or-
der your bottle TODAY ...
You'll be mighty glad you
didl
UNVEILING - At the Hamil-
ton high school Negro History
Week program two sculptured
heads were unveiled depicting
school Principal harry T.
Cash and Abraham Lincoln.
The heads were done by Ar-
chie Reid and Meal R. Sher).
herd, students or the school.
Shown above with the pieces
are, from left to right WII.
liam Suggs and Earnest Ab.
ron, history teachers; Rev. B.
Books: Leon Brownlee a n d
William Terrell, students; and
Professor Cash,
New Club Started At
Booker T. Washington
By ELIJAH WALLACE
The recent "Jubilect" held at
Ellis auditorium was a good ex-
ample that the city schools can
work together for fun just as good
as they can oppose each other on
the football field or the basketball
court. Talent came from Manas-
sas, Melrose, Lester and Booker
T. Washington, with the best num-
ber, in my opinion, being Mel-
rose's "King Cotton Goes to A
Football Game."
Maybe I shouldn't have paid too
much attention to the schools' per-
formances. While watching one of
the acts someone took the liberty
of borrowing my wallet - without
my knowing it.
JAKE PEACOCK
It took some doing, but Ceach
Jake Peacock and his Lester Lions
walked off with the Prep Cham-
pionship Thursday night after a
squeaker over Manassas. 50-49.
Mr. Peacock, proud as his name
would Indicate, played the cool,
calm and collected coach which
he usually Isn't.
SOMETHING NEW
Something new is being added
to the campus of Washington. The
football coach, Hosea Alexander,
has organized the Lettermen's
club, which will consist of stu-
dents who have earned their letters
In football, basketball, track and
in the prep squad or band.
The club is the first of its IYPe.
and should be a great success.
Seine of the members are George
Tyson, president; Willie Earl
Bates, "gridiron great:" Carroll
Holman, -gridiron great" and All-
Memphis player: Elijah Wallace,
All-Memphis; and Charlie Colbert.
This group will have the authority
to seize green and gold letters
from any student who is not sup-
posed to be wearing them.
CERTAIN SOCIETY
A certain society attending Wash-
ington had the idea that borrow-
ing from a neighborhood store
without the owner's consent was
a good idea to save money. Tues-
day a week ago, the idea back-
fired. Ten of them were arrested
on charges ranging from shoplift-
ing, to drinking and loitering. They
will either he expelled from school
or sent to juvenile court.
On the same day Miss Hattie
Williams, a BTW junior, found a
purse containing $21.00. She re-
turned the money to its owner.
Negro Struggle I
The theme of Manassas Hi
school's Negro History Week ob.
servance was "Proud American
Day." It was chosen as the theme
because of Frederick Douglass'
birthday and because of the anti.
slavery orator's work.
The school held their celebratioe
on Lincoln's birthday.
During the program the story
was told of how the Negroes were
brought to America in 1619 by
the Dutch, their trials and tribu.
lotions and their constant struggle
under tyranny and slavery.
Atty. B. L. Hooks and Prof.
L. B. Hobson spoke on the chapel
program. Prof. Hobson, the princi-
pal of Manassas, was a former
history teacher in the school he.
fore being named principal. He
was graduated from Virginia Um.
ion and holds a master's degree
from Western Reserve universi-
ty in Cleveland. Since that time
he has worked toward his doctor-
ate at the University of Michigan.
Attorney Hooks, a prominent
Memphis lawyer and Baptist min.
islet, was graduated from L.
Moyne college, lie holds a late
degree from De Paul university
in Chicago.
Aside from these two interest-
ing speakers, all 12 of the grades
in the school took part in the ac-
tivities. Bulletin boards and doors
in the school carried out the theme
with pictures and rosters. An ar-
ray of colorful pictures, on the
entrance hall bulletin board told
the story of the Negro's progress
in America.
The committee in charge of the
week's activities were led by Leon
Gammon. Assisting him were Mrs.
Addle D. Jones, chairman of the
social science department; 0. T.
Peeples, Arthur Woodson, Mrs.
Milton Barber, John Johnson and
Jewel Gentry, all history teachers.
Well - Known Beautician
Joins Memphis Company
MEMPHIS. Tenn. - Mrs. Mil- the J. Strickland and company
licent Bolton, a beautician who
has won recognition on local,
state and national level was re-
cently appointed research consult-
ant to the J. Strickland and com-
pany, makers of Royal Crown
Hair Dressing and cosmetic pro-
ducts.
The well known and highly quali-
fied beautician is a graduate of
Bobo's Beauty school in Memphis
and has attended Tennessee State
university School of Cosmetology.
Nashville, where she won a schol-
arship to Comer and Doran Beau-
ty school in Hollywood, Calif.
She Is a member of the State
and National Beautician Associa-
tion, and during the year of 1957,
at the National Convention in New
Orleans, she won the National
Trophy for the most crtative ef-
forts for that year.
The lady whose hair is being styl-
ed is Mrs. Gladys Brodnax of
Memphis, Tenn., one of Mrs. Bol-
ton's research customers.
Mrs. Bolton's primary Job with
will be to help pre-test all nese
products before they are offer.
ed to the consumer.
Mrs, Bolton will work directly
with the Marketing Research staff
headed by Mr. L. C. Ashby, di-
rector of Market Research for the
company, who is assisted by Pro-
fessor Joseph D. Hardy, faculty




O'Brien as a boy lived at 113th
Street and Seventh Avenue in
New York City, directly across the
street from Houdini. He would run
errands and in turn was taught
some tricks and given a few of
the magician's props. O'Brien
made his entertainment bow put.
ting on magic shows.
In normal conditions eight to 1;
Inches of snow equals an inch of
water.






It Soothes. . It Softens . . . Wonderful!
MADE FROM THE VERY SAME PRESCRIP-
TION THAT HAS GIVEN BLESSED RELIEF TO
THOUSANDS OF PATIENTS IN BOTH THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.
ASK FOR IT AT YOUR DRUGGIST!
Or Mail Coupon Below with only $1.50 TEMA
TO
DR. GRAVES VIGENE FOOT TONIC
P. 0. Box 5737, Dept. 0, Chicago Si, Minas
I enclose $1.50 (M. 0. or Check. No. C.O.D.) Please
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The Mid-Winter eession of t h e
State BME Convention was held
at the Hills Chapel Baptis
church, recently. Scores of B a p-
fists, as usual, turned out . .
making it another successful en-
deavor for the group. Rev. E. L.
Slay was the host pastor.
Rev. E. H. Alcorn of St. James
A. M. E. church has returned
from Oklahoma. He and Mrs. Al-
corn attended the Bishop's Coun-
cil, there. We are looking forward
to glowing accounts of the trip in
our next column.
MT. MORIAII BAPTIST
Three glorious days of inspira-
tion and fellowship will mark this
year's Pastor Appreciation day at
the Mt. Moriah Baptist church of
2634 Carnes ave. The celebration
Is slated for March 5, 6, 8. The
theme "They Deserve Our Best,"
conveys the warmth the congrega-
Dan feels toward the pastor and
Isis wife, Rev. and Mrs. R. W.
Norsworthy. Rev. Norsworthy has
serv d at the Mt. Moriah Baptist
church for 13 years.
The beginning services of this
observation will be carried out by
Rev. J. W. Williams of Lane Ave-
nue Baptist church and Rev. B.
L. Hooks of the Middle Baptist
church. Dynamic Rev. Williams
w i 1 I deliver the sermon.
Rev. Hooks will be master of cere-
monies. The service will begin at
7:30 p. m.
Rev. W. C. Holmes of Beaulah
Baptist church will preside at the
helm of the activities on March
6, at 7.30 p. m. lie will officiate.
Rev. A. R. Williams of Greater
White Stone Baptist church will be
master of ceremonies.
Sunday, March 8, will culminate
the Pastor Appreciation Day. The
anticipated resounding message at
p. m. will be delivered by Rev.
Frank Briscoe of New Era Bap-
tist church. Rev. Roy Love of Mt.
Nebo Baptist church will be guest
speaker.
TRINITY CME CHURCH
A marvelous fashion show and
chocolate hour was presented
at the Trinity CME church on last
Friday night at 650 Wells ave.,
which was attended by many visit-
ors.
Mrs. Esther Chambers was the
chairman of the affair, and Rev.
Gonya Hentrell is pastor of the
church.
Other participants on the program
will be members of the church.
The committees that have done
just a grand job in planning this
celebration are being headed by
Mrs. Helen Bowen and James
Rooks. Assisting them in the ca.
parity of program, publicity, fi-
nance, decoration and music
chairmen are Mrs. Dorothy Bow-
en, George L. Brownlee, P. J.
Nelson, Mrs. Zena Holmes and
Mrs. Lauretta Jones. Emerick
Clark is the technical director.
NEW PHILA. BAPTIST
, On Sunday last, the New Phila-
delphia Baptist church visited the
First Baptist Broad Avenue church
as guest of the East Memphis Ush-
ers Union. Rev. B. T. Dumas,
the pastor, delivered a resounding
message on "Thou Shall Call His
Name Jesus for He Shall Save His
People From Their Sins."
F. H. Hampton is president of
the East Memphis Ushers Union.
Rev. H. C. Cherry was host pastor.
The membership is now focusing
attention on Annual Sunday school
and Baptist Training Union day.
The day is scheduled Sunday,
March 15.
Hickory Hill Baptist church and
New Bethel Baptist churches have
been invited.
W. L. Garmond and Mrs. Ver-
die Mae Bradshaw serve as su-
perintendent and directress, re-
spect ively.
ST. PAUL BAPTIST
"Quite a time" was had by the
St. Paul membership when they
held Heart's Day recently. A love-
ly reception and breakfast preced-
ed it. The B. T. U's Annual pro-
gram was made even more en-
joyable by Rev. Eugene Waller's
stirring address. Rev. Waller is
the pastor of Early Grove Bap-
tist church.
Getting a head start were the
52 men who met and made plans
for Men's Day at the church. Men's
Day will be held Sunday, May 3.
More than 30 captains have pledg-
ed their support.
Rev. S. H. Herring is the minis-
ter.
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
The 35th Anniversary of the
Langford Memorial Choir was ob-
served at Collins chapel CME
church two Sundays ago. An oc-
casion, it was, indeed . . . for on
Feb. 23, 1924, Mrs. Mottle Lang-
ford Teer organized this choir and
35 years later she sat witnessing
the organization "in full bloom"
of service. Though she now re-
sides in Holly Springs, Miss., Mrs.
Teer made a special trip to at-
tend the celebration.
Muical renditions by gueat
choirs from the St. James AME
church, Trinity CME church, Ward
Chapel AME church and Friend-
ship Baptist church were superb.
The St. James AME ushers served.
Miss Maggie McDowell of the
Trinity CME church was mistress
of ceremony. The unique way in
which Miss McDowell carries out
this particular duty makes her
very much in demand in this ca-
pacity.
Attractive gifts were given to
the founder, the president, Mrs.
Geraldine Smith, and the secre-
tary, Mrs. Elizabeth Proctor.
Mrs. Matti* Sullies served Ii
chairman of the program And Mrs.
Barnetta Smith served as chair-
man of decorations.
The Lanford Memorial choir, UR.
president is making plans to pre-
sent a repeat performanace of the
play "The Prodigal Son." Upon
the last presentation of it, the at-
tendance and requests were such
that the group decided to give the
play again. Mrs. Smith wrote
the play which is based on the
biblical version.
During the Lenten Season, the
pastor, Rev. D. S. Cunningham, is
teaching a series of lessons on
"Our Christian Faith." The clam
now consists of 40 . . . and the
pastor invites attendance of the
public. The service is held every
Thursday at 730 p. m.
Ellington were outlined by Charles
Thompson. those of Dr Mary Mc-
Leod Bethune by Edna Williams,
W. C. Handy by Christine Wit-
'llama; Dr. George Washington
ICarver by -Marvin Bledsoe, and
!Mrs. Daisy Bates by Patricia
Townsel.
'Other Toples
Other famous Negroes who
were discussed were Dr. Ralph
Bunche, by Eddie Walsh, Adam
,Clayton Powell by Donald MciCis-
!sic, and Dr. Martin Luther King
by Shirley J. Daye.
"The Negro in Business" was
explained by Spencer Brooks;
"The Negro in Sports," by Czell
Golden: "Alphabet of Slavery,"
Mrs. Beulah Young; "Nece
'Women of Today," by Mrs. Lois
The congregation partakes of object of laymen of the 
churchlEmery; and "The Negro Press 
Communion Sunday at 11 a. an. and the Lynching of Negroes," bywas Jesse Clarke, while Mrs.
and 7 p. m.
MT. ?ARAN BAPTIST
Men's Day is foremost on Mt.
Paran's agenda. It claims the
spotlight on Sunday, March 22. A
number of activities will precede
the day.
Rev. J. Allen of Morning Grove
Baptist church has graciously con-
sented to appear as guest speaker devoted to the observance of Ne-
on that occasion. Music will be gro History Week, Joan Givhan Joye McPherson and Carol Bass,
provided by the Southern Male z IIVP the opening talk on "What who rendered soloes.
rue Elizah Williams is director is a Negro?" which was followed Remarks at the end of the pro-.
and Eddie Beek is pianist. by a speech, "Negro of America," gram were given by Mrs. M. Haul
Exhausting every means to make by Carolyn Givhan. and the pastor, Rev. E. M. Al-
this day memorable are the chair-
man and co-chairman, George Du-
mas and Clyde Barr.
The Mt. Paran Baptist church,
located at 963 Florida extends a
warm invitation to visitors.
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
Atlanta Life Insurance company;Rust college choir spread a
warm ray of sunshine over an Verna Bass, who gave facts about
otherwise wet and dreary afternoon Marian Anderson; and Charles
at Progressive last Sunday. Rev. DeGraffenreaid, whose topic was
Guy sponsored the choir to hone- Carl Ditson.
fit an educational fund. The accomplishments of Duke
Plans of the church's 41st Anni-
versary are "in the air." It will 
be observed March 1145. A host, Rey
of churches, citywide, will partici-1
pate in this grand celebration. I
The church has shown steady, Reviews Althea
progress during the 11 years of ad- I
ministration by the present min-
ister, Rev. 0. C. Collins. The 14 Gibson's Book
room sanctuary with an approxi-
mate 1,000 seating capacity audi-; Rev. C. Thomas Paige, instruct-
itorium now stands at 394 Vance' or of Bible and education at Rust
college, Holly Springs, Miss , re-
viewed the book, "I Always Want.
t-now is the time for all men to
ed to Be Somebody," by the world
tennis champion, Miss Althea Gib-
son last Monday night at the
The book, excerpts of which ap-
peared in the Saturday Evening
Post, is currently being r a a ii
throughout the United States with
much interest and discussion.
The program at which the re-





month of activities at the Metro-
politan Baptist church was t h e
treat prepared for members,
friends and the general public
there Sunday.
Widely.known Dr. Lynette SaMe
of Spelman College Atlanta, Ga.,
stirred the audience with h e r
thought - provoking address. Dr.
Clara Brawner, highly esteemed
physician of our city and gradu-
ate of Spelman college, introduc-
CROWNED — Miss Vera
Wright, senior at E. A. Har-
old High school, was crowned
the school Homecoming Queen
recently when Barret's Chapel
HONORED — At a recent
meeting of the Bluff City and
Shelby County Council of PTA
a plaque was presented to
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, principal
of Booker T. Washington
school for his outstanding serv•
Ice to the organization during
ed Dr. Salm. Others who took
part on the program were Mrs.
semble.
A lively and informative well ShreveportViola E. Parker and the Zeta En-.
discussion brought an end to this
endeavor by the women of the ge
church. Competent panel members,
Mrs. Addie Owen of the YWCA,'
Mrs. Laurette Cato of Family,
Welfare, and Mrs. Mildred Heard,
Church Observes
Founder's Day
The founding of the African,
Methodist Episcopal church by
Richard Allen and Negro His
tory Week were observed during
a program at the St. James AME
church on Sunday evening, Feb.
8, with Mrs. Ethel T. Nelson
serving as the master of cere-
monies.
Participating on the Founder's
Day program were John F. Giv-
ban, who spoke on the birth and
conversion of Richard Allen;
Mrs. Posy Alexander, who told of.
his withdrawal from another'
congregation to found the AME
church; and William Jackson,
who gave the purpose and ob-
ject of the AME church.
Earline B. Walsh told about the
object of the schools, John M.
Hall the budget of the AME
church, and Joe T. Williams gave
a talk concerning the founding
fathers of Negro churches.
Cite Famous Negroes
On the section of the program
Discussing the lives of famous corn. Mrs. Dora Whitson was in!
Negroes were Richard Townsel, charge of the program.
who spoke of Booker T. Washing-
ton; Mrs. Nannie Dixon, whose
topic was A. F. Herndon, a




of Good-Will Home for Children SHREVEPORT, La.—Behind the
fully explained the subject, "So- rallying cry "every qualified
Negro a registered voter," this
City'. voter registration drive,
spearheaded by the United Chris-
tian Movement with an all-out as-
general chairman. Assisting her as 51st
 from the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, moved in-chairman in other capacities were
I
to high gear this week with the
naming of a general chairman
and a steering committee.
The Rev. R. C. Thomas, pastor
of the Williams Memorial CME
Temple, was named general
chairman with several communi-
ty leaders from the clergy, busi-
ness and professions, trade
unions, civic and fraternal organi-
zations named as steering com-
mittee chairmen
STEERING COMMITTEE
Steering Committee leaders in-
clude: James Pitts, owner Pitts
Service station, and McKinley
Leveng, owner Mack's Barber
Shop, business and professions;
the Rev. J. C. Smith, pastor
Philadelphia Seventh Day Adven-
tist church, and M. M. Flynn,
educational director of the Louisi-
ana Baptist Convention, church
committee.
ial and Civic Building Project."
An able committee executed the
any plans so necessary in putting
ver a program of this caliber.
rs. Bernice Abron headed it as
Mrs. Laura Robertson, Mrs. Ivy
Roddy, Mrs. Emma G. Claybrook
and Mrs. Thelma Whalum.
Rev. S. A. Owen is the minister.
FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST
Coming to Friendship Baptist
church on Sunday. March 1, will
be the Rust College A Capella
choir. They will render a program
at the house of reverence at 3:30
p. m.
The Friendship Church school is;
sponsoring the program. Rochest-
er Neely is the superintendenL
COLUMBUS, Ohio — —
Olympic Champion Glenn Davis of
Ohio State, Bobby Morrow of AM-
lene and Dave Sense of Duke will
compete in a special 220-yard
dash at the West Texas Relays at
Odessa, Tex., March 26. Davis
winds up his college career in the
ABC relays at Big Spring, Tex.,
March 28.
Funeral Directors Plan
Trip To La. Board Meet
The National Funeral Directors president, and Robert H. Miller,
and Morticians Association will Chicago, general secretary.
trek to New Orleans for their 
Many of HA Funeral directors
plan to visit Mobile, Ala., Tex.,
22nd Annual Board or Directors and Ark.
Meeting at the Home office of the -- —
Louisiana Life Insurance com-
pany. 2107 Dryades st., March 8th
through 10th.
They will be the guest of the
Louisiana and Crescent city fun-
eral directers, who are planning
many social activities.
The board Is composed at 150
funeral directors representing all
of the states in the Union. Plans
will be made for the 22nd Annual
Convention to be held in Chicago,:
IV August 16th through 30, at
the Sherman Hotel.
Over 1500 Funeral directors
will be in Chleago; and meeting
with them will be the Women's,
National Auxiliary, and two negal
prior the Epsilon Nu Delta Mer-
tuary Fraternity will meet.
Jenifer W. Renfro of Cincinna-1
ti, Ohio, is chairman of the!
Board; Lacy J. Kennedy, Ma-
rianna, Ark., secretary; R. 14.1
der the leadership of the talented1Horton, Washington, D. C., vice'
his 46 years of tenure to the
school. The meeting, which
was held at the Vance ate.
branch YWCA also honored,
from left to right Mrs. Blon•
dell ( ross, from Douglass
high; Mrs. Lela Smith, Manas-
sas; and Mrs. M. S. Draper.
came over to Play them. Carl
R. Wells, son of Principal C.
L. Wells does the honors. P.
S. Harold school won the game
43-42.
At the extreme right Is Mrs.
Lucille Price, president of the
council. Other certificates went
to Mrs. Marguerite Turner of
Carver; Rev. J. L. Netters,
Riverview; Mrs. Carrie Hunt-
er, Lester Elementary; and
Mrs. Susie Bryant of Dunbar.
"Thus says the Lord to you, 'must be able to reach
 back and
'Fear not and be not dismayed find so
mething that will enable us
at this great multitude; for the to 
measure up to the best that is
battle is not yours but God's." in us. This is 
possible only to the
2 Chronicles 20:15. extent 
that we have a knowledge
that what we are doing is t h e
Sometimes life gets too big for,
eurys.diatymoacycutebencrr es 
asubcreh aekv:
'"Arklocing Gtiodme ago the old prophet
down in health, the loss of a job,; stood up in front or • 
a group that
a broken romance, or the loss of al
loved one. All of these things might was 
physically, economically, and
happen in the lives of any of us. 
I spiritually destitute and instilled in
It is at this point that many are I these people a new 
urge in go on,
not able to measure up. The fore- when he reminded them that what
mentioned things that might hap- they were doing is not their will
pen in any of our livee should but the will of God. What a differ-
serve to bring out the best that
Is in us. This is not a time for 
I ent world this would be today if
each of us were to realize that
frustration but rather a day of pull- what we are doing is not our job
mg one's self together and realn-1 but the work of God.
log the full imprint on our lives. —.
finds himself going, man must be. • .
neh men of history have. been
Through all of the ordeals mass, 
w
UD against the almost impossib
aware of the fact that the battles' 
each tune when man had rea
he is fighting are God's battles.. 
his extreme, God stepped ut
As in the life of Job each of us 
eve him a new power to go on.
is God's exhibit—the way we act 
There 1: no exception today.Some-
in the day of trial or adversity 
body as said. and wisely so.
we show to those about us exactly 
"Man's utmost is God's opportuni-
bow much of God is with us. . 
ty.
„ 
This is the truth. Many times
.
when we have gone as far as we
us must find someone higher than
In hours of loneliness each of • can go God steps in and gives
ourselves to whom we might at- 
'tech our better selves. Life may 
us new direction and value and
I 
we are able to go on.
appear lonely to us but it is never 
The hardships we endure each
i as lonely as it appears. Life may day.
appear ever so fruitless but some our 
the crosses we bear are not
where down the line we will run' 
hardships or crosses — they
are those things that God has
into the fact that God is suffic.' 
placed upon us to allow us to show
ient for all of these 
• to all of those shout us the good.
The battles of life are almost
ness of God. When we realize this,
.
our lives. In some area each of
that fighting is a part of each of, new 
colors. The old prophet ismanda
tory. We are so constituted , Our 
battles and our lives take on
speaking to each of us this day
us is carrying on a battle, Some-, tellin
g us that what we are doing
times our battles are physical, 111 not 
something we are doing
sometimes, moral, sometimes eco- within 
ourselves but rather some-
nomic, or sometimes spiritual, i thing God 
is doing through us that
Whatever area we find these bat-' His love, 
His concern, His for 'sir-
tles, they are opportunities for us
indicative of the spiritual maturity' 
....
way we fight our battles 
)
ness might take on new met
to speak a word for Jesus. The 
to men in all walks of life.
each of us has been able to
will en ' must be our outlook on life an
d
each of us must accept it whole
gain. I heartedly.
The true measurement of a mini 
is realised during his hours of ad-
versity. From all indications it is
his balance when everything is go- 
Jackson Church
easy enough for one to maintain
.trouble The real test comes in
ing along with the least amount of Burns Mortgage
each of our lives when apparent.' 
man asked, "And what shall we 
recently at the St. Paul CME
A note burning service was held
ly all goes wrong. Years ago a'
do when hope is gone?” M a n y' 
church, Lane ave . and Middleton
at., of Jackson, Tenn, Rev, J. D.




we believe that all Taking an active part in t h e
hope gone. It is at this time ceremony were the St. Paul choirs,
that we must rise up and show the. Rev. W. St. Monroe, Rev. U X.
world the material of which we
,
McKinnon, Rev. C, F. Odom, Mrs
are made. M. L. Meriwether and Mee. Cora
In an hour of hopelessness we Deberry.
YOUTH PARADES TALENT
THESE PROUD and talented entertainers appeared on Radio
statloh WDIA recently and gate an excellent performance. Each
Saturday morning at 11:30 Big Star food stores of Memphis
and the Mid-South eke opportunities to boys and girls from
throughout the area to appear on the big WDIA program. Are
you interested In auditioning for a broadcast? If so, just contact
WM. Shown in the above photo, standing In back Is Joseph
Jackson. Front row, from left to right are 011ie M. Willis, Helen
Tolliver, Lenora Thomas, Catherine Evans. Reek row, left Se
right are Sam Stewart, Ismer Hays, !Kahle Ruppert and Queenola
Brooks.
Yes Madame,
For all types of breads the
modern housewife uses Jack
Sprat enriched wheat flour. It
contains extra vitamins as
well as the correct amount of
gluten that assures perfect
baking.
Re smart and always keep a
supply of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour on hand to help
you make every meal for your










5 cups Jack Sprat enriched
flour
1 teaspoon salt
'a cup seedless raisins
IS cup chopped canned cher.
ries
PLAIN WHITE ICING
Dissolve yeast in water,
cream shortening and sugar,
beat eggs. Add to shortening
and sugar. Add milk and yeast,
add one cup flour, mix well.
Cover. Let rise in warm place
one hour. Add salt, raisins, ci-
tron, cherries.
Add remaining flour. Kneed
thoroughly. Put into a well
greased one inch round pan.
Cover and rise until double
in hulk. Bake 111 moderate
oven at 350 degrees 9' about
one and one-fourth hour. Re-
move pan.
Frost with plain Icing. It is





Mr. Williams later gave a talk
on the subject, "Banks, Loan and
Life Insurance Companies of the
Negro Race.
A Reading
Other participants on the pro-
gram were Lorelia Williams, who
gave the poem, "Let Down Your
Buckets Where You Are," and
Mrs. M. C. Jarrett, civic and
social leader, and the Rev. L. D.
Scott, pastor, Avenue Baptist
Church, civic a n d fraternal
groups; Miss Madeline Brewer,
principal, Central Free Methodist
'School, meetings and speakers;
Mrs. M. M. Flynn, president, City ;
Federation of Clubs, a n d Mrs.'
Clyde Lewis, active worker will
serve as co-chairman.
Clarence Long, vice president;
1local 4173 International Wood.
;werkers of America, labor; MIMI
,Taylor and the Rey. B. Dorsey,
block captains, and Mrs. Dorothy
Simpkins, wife of U.C.M. presi-
dent, Dr. C. 0. Simpkins, and the
Rev. J. S. Thompson, pastor, Cen-
tral Free Methodist Church, ma-
terials.
Directing the drive is Miss Ella!
I. Baker of Atlanta, Ga., asso- :
.clate director of the S.C.L.C.
, The local drive is part of an,
, intensive February-March Northj
Louisiana effort to add thousands
of qualified Negroes to the voter
rolls and similar organizations
will be set up throughout the
area.
Miss Baker, now in the city, e,•
plained that while March 15 it
the tentative deadline for t e
current voter drive, regist,ation
efforts will be carried on through-
out the year — "Because, she.
added, the only effective answer
to the segregationist drive to.
purge 100,000 Negroes from the,
registration rolls of Louisiana is
a constant and determined ef-
fort by Negroes to become regis
,tered voters."
IT'S FREE! YOUR BIG CHANCE! ACT NOW!
A SALES CLINIC,
which is a school to teach people how to sell, and make
big money—will be held at the Fuller Products Com-
pany offices, at 492 South Main St , Memphis, begin-
ning Monday. March 16. for six weeks. THE TRAINING
IS FREI TO ALL. Space is limited Register NOW.
You will learn to sell EVERYTHING and command
GOOD JOBS.
Course will be taught by W. Louis DSOs, nationally
krtOwn public relations consultant, and director of public
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BIRTHDAY PARTY - Little
Miss Karen Ramona Seymour
(center, with finger up), cele-
landed her fifth birthday
amidst a host of friends at her
home, 1618 Silver at. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Allen Seymour. Tb e
party was held Feb. 15. Guests
were: back row, left to right,
Lawrence Myers, Leo Dugar
S•s are, Roy Ellery Seymour,
Richard Au-ms, Charles Sa•
%are, Michael Jones, Melba
Sartor, Lillian Margaret as•
derson, Cheyenne Grisham,
Regina Blount, Tickle Johnson,
Tony Jordan. Maurice John-
son. Benson Johnson, Kenneth
Montgomery a n d Theodore
Johnson. Sitting. center row,
left to right are: Mitchell's",
BEAUTY SALON EQUIPMENT -
NEW AND USED
We have the most beautiful selection of used BEAUTY
SHOP equipment that we have ever had. Come by a
nd
pick out what you need-use our time payment plan.
KAR HILL BEAUTY SERVICE
220 South Dudley, BR 6-4461
Anderson, Andrea Simpson,
Quinn Sartor, the honoree Ka-
ren Seymour, Tony Johnson
and Sharon Jordan. In front
on the floor, left to right are:
A it gelea Adams. Brid-
get Jones, Patrice Jordan, Mi-
chell Campbell and Marla
Jones. Absent from the pit'
lure were Sylvia Wallace and
Get Your Tickets Now
For 'Holiday On Ice'
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority presents
th third annual edition of world
famous "Holiday on Ice." Sunday,
March 15, in the Ellis auditorium
amphitheater at 8:30 p. m.
The 1959 version will feature the
Txotic enchantment of "The Wiz-
ard of Oz," Chinese New Year
Festival and the Dutch flavored
"Sucet Tulip Time."
The stars will include Jinx
Clark, Erika Kraft, Jimmie Law-
rence and Margaret Field, and
Debbie and Johnny Williams,
Little five-year-old Debbie, al-
ready a veteran show-stealer Is a
favorite with young and old alike.
Mrs. Mildred P. Horne. Alpha
Eta Zeta chapter basileus, states
that "Holiday on Ice" will cul-
minate the activities of Finer Wom-
anhood Week to he observ-
ed March 8-15. This annual ob-
servance is celebrated nationally
at which time all sorors re-dedicate
themselves to the aims and re-
quirements of the sorority during





The Rules are Simple:
1. This contest will be based on your av
erage increase for the fourteen week period.
2. Starting base will be the number of 
papers you sold February 21.
3. Newsboys must make complete report by 
Thursday of each week.
4. Non-payment of your bill will disqua
lify you.
5. Must sell papers every week, rain or 
shine.
6. Customer list must be given to your 
supervisor.
Tell Mother and Father about contest. They 
will rbe dui to help you win these cash prizes.
CASH CONTEST FOR NEWSBOYS
$25 g00 Given Away
IT'S EASY TO WIN












 $50.00 11th Prize 
$5.00
40.00 12th Prize . ..  5.00
30.00 13th Prize  5.00
 25.00 14th Prize  2.50
20.00 15th Prize  2.50
15.00 16th Prize  1.00
15.00 17th Prize  1.00
10.00 18th Prize  1.00
10.00 19th Prize  1.00
  10.00 20th Prize  
1.00
Let Mother or Father fill out the b
lank below and return to Tel-State Defend






 Phone Number 
Mother or Father
Gregory Bass. The children
were served punch, ice cream.
popcorn and candy. Balloons
and horns acre given as fa.
von. (Photo by MeChriston.)
in the community.
The general committee of "Boll.
day'' includes Mrs. Carlotta Stew-
art. capable chairman and Mrs.
Gloria Dentham. co-chairman. Oth-
ers are sorors Loretta Kateo,
treasurer, Mabel Hudson, financial
secretary and Bernice Calloway,
publicity.
"Holiday" proceeds benefit the
Eyeglass project, scholarship fund
and other charitable projects of
the sorority. Tickets are available
at a number of Memphis sites as
well as those handled by the sor-
ors.
Tickets are on sale at- Paul's
Tailoring company, Beale a n d
third; Delight Bar, Mississippi
near Georgia; Four Way Grill,




The East End Community and
Flower club held its last meeting
at the lovels home of Mrs. Vera
Miller, 2715 Spottswood ave., rel
cently, with Mrs. Hattie B. M3I31
as co-hostess.
At the session, presided over by
Mrs Ethel McMurtry, the Presi
dent, all officers for the 1959 year
were reelected.
During the course of the meet-
ing, the following members receiv-
ed birthday gifts Mrs. \Tara Coch-
ran, Mrs. Willie Mae Patton, Mrs.
Lilly May Odem and Mrs. Maggie
Lee Reid.
Mrs Mary Taylor, treasurer of
the club has been absent from
the meetings because of a broken
leg sustained in an accident.
The club experienced a relative-
ly successful year for 1958, donat-
ing baskets and cash donations
to enedy families of the commun-
ity.
The next meeting will be held at
the home of Mrs. Reid, who re.
sides at 2750 Supreme. Mrs. Alice




Election of officers for 1959 was
held when the members of the Ma-
damoiaelle club met recently at
the home of Mrs. Sadie Jones of
164 W. Diann ave and afterward
the program for the year was out-
lined.
New officers for the club are
Mrs. Dosia Tuggle. president;
Mrs. Thelma Madison, vice presi-
dent; Mrs. Lillian Bowdrick, sec-
retary; Mrs. Isabell Carson, as-
sistant secretary; and Mrs. Sallie
Bailey, treasurer. Mrs. Sadie
Jones is treasurer of poor saints.
Committee chairmen are Mrs.
Sadie Ilall, badge; Mrs. Logic
Hicks and Mrs. Georgia Brown,
co-chairmen of the Sick committee:
and Mrs. Ora Berry and Mrs.
Ernestine Brown. refreshments.
A new member, Mrs. Jessie Mae
Carter, was welcomed into the
club at the meeting. A delicious
repast was served by the hostess
after the completion of business.
Mrs. Sallie Bailey will he the
hostess at the next meeting.
the auditorium box office.
Choice seats are also available
by calling Mrs. Mildred Horne at
6-8164.
- -
QUEEN ASPIRANT - Eagle
Lee Brooks, 15-year-old stu-
dent of the Delta Center
junior high school of Walls.
Miss., is In the thick of the
running in the "Miss District
III" Queen contest. The con-
test Is being sponsored by the
District III school teachers
for the benefit of band uni-
forms for the school group
Miss Brooks, the daughter of
Mrs. Willie Mae White of
Walls, is a majorette, a mem-
ber of the student council
and the Foul H club and is
secretary of her home room
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 5
Sat., Feb. 21, 1959
class. She has competition In
the form of four other girls
from the elementars schools
In the area. The District III
area is In the process of con-
solidation, the termination of
which will see all five of the
Negro schools in the district
joined together in one school.
This "togetherness" will come
about sometime in Jul). The
contest to select the Queen
will run until late March with
a coronation ceremony crown-
ing the young lady who has
garnered the highest number
of donations for the band uni-
forms.
RECONDITIONED AND GUARANTEED
TV SETS - • • $20.95 UP
TV Service Calls • • • $2.50
E•Z TERMS ON SHOP REPAIRS




Will Hold its Annual Stockholders'
Meeting Saturday March 14, 1959,
8 P.M. at 582 Vance Avenue.
The Company Features Men's Fine Sport
Shirts And Other Sportswear. All Stock-




[Bodden Tailoring Co. Building]
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4,315 Divorce Laws Pages
Even Get Lawyers Confused
Back in 1818, when Illinois had
just been admitted to the Union,
divorces were so uncommon that
they were granted by special acts
of the legislature as well as by the
courts. In those days the laws per-
taining to family matters were so
few that the pioneer lawyer knew
them from memory. How many
family laws do we have in 1959?
No lawyer will hazard a guess!
The reason no one knows is that
our hundreds of laws that relate
In some fashion to the family are
literally scattered throughout the
4,315 pages of the Illinois Revised
Statutes (not counting the 1,039
page index.) The situation has be-
come so complex that each ses-
sion of the legislature finds new
family laws being enacted without
consideration of the old, sometimes
without even knowing an old law
exists.
A recent announcement by Tim-
othy W. Swain of Peoria, presi-
dent of the Illinois State.Bar As-
sociation gives promise to the fu-
ture. Certainly it should gladden
the hearts of those who must cope
with this problem, and particular-
ly those who have had the bewild-
ering experience of going from
court to court in order to have
their interrelated family problems
solved.
SEEKS NEW CODE
In announcing a joint Illinois
State and Chicago Bar Associa-
tion project to codify or bring to-
gether all Illinois laws relating to
family and domestic relations,
Swain explained that "while this
in itself is an immense task, it
would be just one step toward our
goal. What is needed in Illinois is
a fresh look at our family laws
and the philosophies upon which
they ar based."
"Al of the various laws pertain-
ing to family matters throughout
the United States and elsewhere
in the world will be considered and
those that are workable under our
constitutional structure will be
proposed if thought desirable.
tin other words." Swain says,
"the best of everything pertaining
to custody and support of chil-
dren, separation of oarties, separ-
ate maintenance, divorce, annul-
ment, marriage, adoption and prop-
erty rights of married people will
be interwoven into a new, modern
code of family laws — a model for
the rest of the world to consider:'
NEED MODERN LAWS
"Many of our laws need to be
modernized." Swain continues,
"but in perhaps no other area can
modernization have such a great
effect on the social problems of
the day."
Swain states that the project ac-
tually began about two years ago
when the ISBA Section of Family
Law, recognizing the need, ap-
pointed a committee to study the
problems.
"And," Swain points out, "three
to five more years will be needed
to complete the ambitious pro-
gram. The 1SBA committee has
since been joined by a similar
committee of the Chicago Bar As-
sociation and the foundations of
both groups are financing the pro-
ject."
A NEW LOOK
Stanton L. Ehrlich of Chicago,
chairman of the 1SBA Section on
Family Law suggests that "per-
haps the time has come to take
a cold, hard look at the philoso-
phies of yester-year that still guide
our thinking on twentieth cen-
tury social problems."
"For example, why not do away
with the adversary nature of di-
vorce proceedings?" Ehrlich asks.
"In other words," he explains,
"instead of John versus Mary, ma-
trimonial sparring partners, p e r-
haps the matter could best be
handled as a problem of the family
as a whole, thus providing a
better climate for conciliation."
"The codification project," Ehr-
lich concludes "will result in a pro-
posed revision of the laws to simp-
lify pleadings in a domestic re-
lationship case and to provide
one tribunal, skilled in such mat-
ters, to hear all cases relating to
all problems of a family."
PIECE-MEAL HELP
Committee member Loren E.
Schnack of Quincy, recently cited
by the U. S. Junior Chamber of
Commerce for his work with juve-
niles while serving as Adams
County Judge, states that -separ-
ate laws translated by several
courts can provide only piece-meal
help at the very best.
"Realizing that there can be no
panacea, re-evaluation and codifi-
cation should. hewever, provide the
skilled tribunal the requisite frame-
work for the best efforts of mod-
ern man to meet the complex prob-
lems of modern society."
Aaron Cohn of Chicago, co-chair-
man of the joint committee, points
out that "we find ourselves seek-
ing remedies to the complex so-
cial problems of modern living
with laws that are relics of the
past. Separate problems involving
one family can only be tried in sev-
eral different courts without re-
gard to their interwoven relation-
ships."
"This," Cohn says, "has been
particularly devastating in its im-
pact on the children involved."
LEGAL TANGLES
"Just one of the many examp-
les at hand will illustrate this,"
Cohn explains. "In a divorce suit
the property rights of the respect-
ive parties can only be adjudicat-
ed if the divorce is granted. After
long litigation, if the divorce is
denied, the court has no jurisdic-
tion to deal with the property
rights in dispute.
"That must be done all over
again. In a separate maintenance
cause the court has no right to ad-
just the property rights of the par-
lice although that subject may be
crying for attention.
"The police court, the juvenile
court and other tribunals may af-
ford small and inadequate relief
but there is no one place in our ju-
dicial structure where all t h e
interrelated problems of the fami-
ly can be taken and considered
if they have a bearing on each
other."
PREVENTATIVE
"There is also a great need,"
Cohn suggests, "to study such ques-
tions as whether a more adequate
preparation for marriage would
stem the rising tide of eisorce
cases, whether the accumulation of
all property by married persons
ought to become so-called 'com-
munity property.' and whether or
not legal separation may be obtain-
ed irrespective of maintenance to
a spouse who desires a legal pro-
nouncement of the right to separ-
ate."
The forty-man committee ex-
pects to begin immediately on the
project. Law students from Loy-
ola university, Chicago university,
University of Illinois a n d Chi-
cago Kent will help in the research
under the direction of the commit-
tee members. Offers of further as-
sistance to the committee are be-
ing received from other I a w
schools.
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) —
Accused forger George L. Bennett
blamed his arrest on "bad luck."
He started his operation last Fri-
day—the 13th.
GOOD 5511 OWG eat togeth-
er last Friday night and ce.
mented thi
pet-ma""'' -r at
an installation banquet in
I.ake Meadow., restaurant •
lounge. The organaation,
which grew out of an inform-
al gathering there a few years
back, will be officially known
as The Liar corner dub
Gronp of officers and mem
berg gathered around Judge
Fred (flue) Slater. (seated
at head of table) who install-
ed 4ftl. ,rs. err ' her
Townaley, recording secre-
tary; Ileinaid R. Lewis. 2nd
wire president: Ralph Bass,
lt rke president; Simeon M.
Davie. president. r.porge War-
ner, treasurer; BIM' T. Smith,
William Ewing, sergeant at
arms, Dick Reniamin, Horace
Noble, Clarence F., Rogers,
Fitzhugh I). Dinkins, Lind-
berg Bell, membership chair
,nac Prestos O'Connor, Mon
tar Carr, llamas Chiles, Wal-
ter Seaford.
CAROL TURNER, 18, daugh-
ter of Hazel Turner, 6121 S.
Parkway, gets together with
Chief Yeoman Joan WI 1k,
WAVE recruiter, on occasion





Dear Mme. Chante: I have of-
ten read your column. You have
helped no many people who have
problems in life. Hope you can
help me. I am a widow, 30 years
of age, 5 feet, 5 inches tall. I arn
studying to be a nurse. Would like
to correspond with gentlemen be-
tween 39 and 60. Will consider
marriage to the right gentleman.
Will answer all letters and send
photo. Miss Helen Floore, 4410 Cal-
umet, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 33,
single and interested in meeting
a fine lady with good intentions
and marriage in mind. I don't
drink or gamble. I have a steady
job with the state of New York.
I would like to meet a girl be-
tween the ages of 18 and 40.
Please send a picture in first let-
ter. Mr. Jones, 585 Green Ave.,
Brooklyn 16, N. Y.
S's
Dear Mine. Chante: While sit-
ting here reading your interesting
column I decided to write to you.
I am very much interested in
meeting a very level headed and
sincere woman not under 5 feet,
7 inches tall and not weighing
more than 165 lbs. I would like
to meet a lady who desires to be
WAVES. Miss Turner a n d
five other young ladies left
Chicago en route to the Naval
Training Center, Bainbridge,
Md., for nine weeks of basic
training.
married. I am 31, 5 feet, 101/2 in-
ches tall, weigh 170 lbs., and had
three years of college. I have a
light tan complexion and consid-
ered attractive. I am employed as
a laboratory technician. I like
dancing, reading and all kinds of
sports. 1 want a woman who can
give the man she loves the kind
of spiritual inspiration to make
him a success in life. Howard H.
Eskridge, 4929 Moffitt Place, St.
Louis 13, Mo.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I have read
your column for many years and
enjoy reading it. My sister met
a gentleman through your column
and is very happy. I am hoping
for the same good luck. I am 38,
5 feet, 2 inches tall, weighing 135
lbs., medium tan complexion,
black hair, brown eyes. I am kind
and considerate of others. I have
a good job. I am looking for a
man between 30 and 50, looks and
complexion do not matter. He
must be kind and loving. If not
serious, please do not write. Miss
Ann Aldridge, 112-22 Dunkirk SL
St. Albans, L. I., New York.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lonely young lady 31, years of age,
121 lbs., 5 feet, 5 inches tall,
brown complexion and I have two
children. I am interested in meet-
ing a man about 5 feet, 11 inches
tall, around 180 lbs., brownskin be-
tween 37 and SO. I would rather
correspond with service men. Will
answer all mail. Miss 0. S. B.,
128544 Hearst Ave., Berkeley, Cal.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely man, sincerely interested
in corresponding with people of
any race or creed and all walks
of lire, not over 50 years of age.
I love to write and receive mail.
I am not seeking marriage — only
friends. No one from this city
please. Will exchange snapshots.
Louis Johnson, 520 W. State St.,
New Castle, Pa.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young man of 24 who would like
very much to meet a nice young
lady. I am 5 feet 101/2 inches tall,
weighing 150 lbs., black eyes and
black hair, brown complexion
and considered nice looking. I
would like to meet a young lady
between 20 and 24 about S feet,
5 inches tall, weighing between 120
and 130 lbs. I would like for her
to live in Chicago. Race or na-
tionality does not matter. Billy
Meyer, 8641 S. Wabash, Chica-
5 00 
Dear'o19  Mme, Chantet You b a v •
helped many lonely people find
happiness, please help me. I am
a widow in my early fifties, brown-
Pat4/44ofProf.Dood1e-
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Of AN ENTIRE EILOCK! IF THERE'S ONE 114 Youg
iGbIBORWOOD...CALL *Ala NEAR E POLICE
SIKDoN AND ¶Hel you. HAW I. REPAcrieDi
4 eee/
skin, S feet, 4 inches tall, 165 lbs.
I would like very much to meet
a gentleman who is looking for
the better things in life. I want
to buy a home soon. If interested
in marriage, please write. Mar-
garet Haskins, 44 Pone Road,
Great Neck, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mine, Chante: You have
helped so many lonely and down
hearted people, I hope you can
help me. I would like to corre-
spond with men and women of all
ages. I am 52 years old, 5 feet, 2
Inches tall, 134 lbs., Christian. Will
answer all letters. Mrs. Dammie
Mae Goodmon, 2605 Madison St.,
Gary, lad.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am Inter-
ested in corresponding with pen
pals between the ages of 25 and
30. I am 5 feet, 4 inches tall,
weighing 129 lbs., have dark brown
hair and eyes. My hobbies a r e
swimming, skating, dancing, bowl-
ing, tennis, hockey, singing and
writing. I wish to exchange pho-
to, and answer all letters prompt-
ly. Miss Yvonne Washington, c-o
Betty's Beauty Lounge, 1558 S.
Spaulding, Chicago 23, Ill.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
love to meet men in the profes-
sional field and service men. I
am S feet 61/2 Inches tall, brown-
skin and black hair. I want to get
married before June 10 of this
year. Will answer all letters and
exchange photos. Miss Thelma
Brewer, 31554 N. E. 2nd St., Olc-
Survey Notes Brothels Out
But 73' Girls Flourish
In commenting on the interest mainly by Community Chests and
aroused by the recent CBS show United Funds throughout the Unit-
on "The Business of Sex" moder- ed States.
ated by Edward R. Murrow, Con- As one of its major activities it
rad Van Hyning, executive direr- has carried on the fight against
tor of the American Social My- commercialized prostitution f o r
giene association stated this week the past 45 years.
that the significance of prostitu• Van Hyning pointed out that itlion as a social problem in the
is the only national voluntaryUnited States goes far beyond its
purported implications to the bus-
agency which makes studies of
Mess world as portrayed on the commercialized prostitution and
CBS show. related vice.
The American Social Hygiene Investigations are made mainly
association hopes that this wide- at the request of officials of the
spread public interest may be Armed Forces of the United
broadened to include an equally States and are mostly in commu-
grave concern about other phases nities near military installations
of prostitution which the associa- or where servicemen spend their
lion believes are moreharmful "leave" time.
and more significant because the Van Hyning stated that in the
numberf girls involved is official regulation1 of each of the
greater and because the custom. major branches of the Armed
ers are boys and young men, Forces — Army, Navy and Air
manly of whom are members of Force — specific measures are
the Armed Forces of the United set forth for the protection of the
States, moral welfare of members of the
In 1958, for example, prostitu- Armed Forces:
tion was studied by the American In connection with these metis•
Social Hygiene association in 125 urea the association is listed as a
American communities, resource which may be called
In 38 of these cities the asso- upon by officials of the Armed
elation found prostitutes easily Forces in relation to prostitution.
available in hotels, and as "pick- In recent years. according to
ups" in bars and taverns. Van Ilyning, the old-time brothel
Most of these communities were has largely disappeared and the
visited by large numbers of serv- tolerated "red light" district has
Icemen. In the other 87 commie been practically eliminated.
nities the association found prosti- Today the trend is toward call
tution at almost an irreducible girls operating in hotels, or "pick-
minimum, ups" operating in bars and other
The association has confidential places of entertainment, who take
records on the status of commer. their customers to rooming hous-
cialized prostitution in 900 Amen- es or to their own places of resi-
can communities. These records, dence.
Van Hyning stated, contain docu- Following each investigation,
reentary evidence secured by the association's regional staff
trained investigators based on a presents its findings to law en-
total of 3,273 studies in the 900 forcement and civic ceficrale, to
cities over a ten-year period. the Armed Forces Disciplinary
The association Is a national Control Board for the area, and
voluntary agency now supported to civic and business leaders in
the community in an attempt to
bring about action to reduce or
eliminate the problem.
In most instances remedial ac-
tion follows, said Van Hyning. but
in a few itestances civic authori-
ties and community leaders still
tolerate prostitution as a "neces-
sary evil" and in a few others
corruption of law enforcement of-
ficials permits continuing opera-
tion.
Effective results are secured,
according to the association's ex-
ecutive, when honest law enforce-
ment officials are backed by the
firm conviction of community
leaders that the business of pros-
titutioo is inconsistent with a
community climate in which adult
leadership can set a high example
for young people.
We hope, said Van Hyning, that
the wide attention given to the
CBS program on prostitution may
stimulate concern and action on
all important aspects of this prob-
lem; including the tolerance of a
practice which permits the re-
cruitment of girls into prostitution,
about what happens to their lives,
about their treatment and their
rehabilitation: and about police
and court methods and procedures
involved in the arrest and disposi-
tion of girls charged with prosti-
tution.
It should be recognized that
while prostitution is listed as a
crime In the statutes of almost
all of the states, psychiatry has
long recognized that girls and
women who engage in prostitution
are persons who need treatment,
not punishment. We have learned
through long experience:
1. That prostitution can be kept
at a minimum in any American
community where honest law en-
forcement officials work diligently
at the problem with the support
of civic authorities, religious, busi-
ness and industrial leader and
with the cooperation of hotels and
property owners.
2. That where prostitution is
kept at a minimum there is no
organized business into which to
recruit girls and women as pros-
titutes and thus by this simple de-
vice the rank of the prostitutes
are steadily decreased.
3. That the average prostitute
earns a meager living and that
the profits from prostitution go to
the pimps and procurers and to
payments for protection.
4. That the rehabilitation of
prostitutes is a difficult task
which has been attempted seri-
ously in but few instances. Social
workers and psychiatrists can ex-
plain why these women are so un-
responsive to rehabilitative ef-
forts.
5. That men and boys who he-
rein involved with prostitutes
and their associates lose self-re-
spect and find that in many in-
stances their own and the lives
of their families have been dis-
rupted.
6. That while the modern pros-
titute may take precautionary
measures against social diseases,
many venereal infections still
lahoma City, Okla.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a wid-
ow, brownskin, black hair, 5 feet,
6 inches tall, 130 lbs., have chil-
dren and own my home. Inter-
ested in marriage to self respect-
ing man with desire to Co forward
In life. Please send all informa•
lion and photo in first letter. I
will travel or we can live here.
Willie B. Jones, 233 S. 14th St.,
West Memphis, Ark.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to write to lonely, single ser-
vicemen everywhere. I am 5 feet,
inches tall, weigh 140 lbs.,
brown hair and black eyes. I will
answer all letters. Chrystal Hag-
eery, Box 761, Robbins, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I would
like to meet an intelligent young
lady about 23 to 30. I am 32,
5 feet, 4 inches tall, dark brown
complexion, 162 lbs. I like the bet-
ter things in life. Love all out-
door sports. Please do not write
if not serious. C. Bacon, jr., 789
Waldberg St., E. Savannah, Ga.
•• •
Dear letme. Chante: I have a
brother that had success finding
a mate through your column,
please help me for I am all alone.
I am a young Christian man of
45, 5 feet. 8 inches tall, light com-
plexion, nice looking, affectionate,
don't drink or smoke. I desire to
correspond with a young Christian
lady of any race, interested in
marriage. I promise to answer all
letters and exchange photos. IL
Pittigres. 7141 S. Wabash Ave„
Chicago ID, Ill.
as.
' Dear Mme Chantet I am a
reader of your column and would
like pen pals from all parts of
the world. I am single, 24, tall,
neat and considered attractive. I
attended college three and a
half years. I am interested in
writing a book on segregation
and would like ideas from any-
one who would like to give them.
I will answer all letters and de-
sire to exchange photos. M. E.
Coaley, 6754 S. Normal Blvd., Chi-
cao 21, III.
The paper mate pen company
reported Wednesday that studies
indicate writing time can be cut
in half by starting from the heft-
tom of a sheet of paper and work-
ing up.
come from prostitutes.
These and many other factors,
he said, account for the continu-
ing battle against prostitution to
which the association has no m'
milled itself.
The association is governed by
a board of directors of 40 mem-
bers from all parts of the United




A cab that ran away backwards
and "this cursed weather" were
the bane of Louis C. Booker, of
4244 Vincennes, last week, his cab
allegedly careened into a squad
car after it became unstuck from
the snow-covered pavement near
his home.
The accident caused minor dam-
age to Fifth district squadrol 219
and put the car's two officers, Syl-
vester Norman and Willis Nance
in sick bay, both suffering from
back complaints.
Booker's yellow cab reportedly
was stuck Sunday night in front of
4236 S. Vincennes ave. After plac-
ing the car in reverse, be end
his brother-in-law, Willie Moore,
of 2616 Indiana, attempted to rock
the cab from its ice moorings.
With a mighty lurch, the cab
became ice free and headed back-
wards (northbound) on Vincennes
while Nance and Norman were
headed south. The officers stated
they could not back away in time
and were struck by the driver-less
cab.
Nance and Norman were 
examMecl at Provident hospital; the
squad car taken for repairs (for
which Booker probably will be bill-
eti); and Booker given a summons
to appear in traffic court, Feb. 25.
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SERVING 1.000,000 NEGROES IN TH1 TRI-STATI ARIA
Our Opinion
'owe
If Lincoln Were Alive Today
Some of the experts who pretend to
know Lincoln's mind went 3/1 a wild spree
of speculation on the occasion of the 150th
bipri ersary of the great Emancipator's. In a symposium held at the Univer-
sity of Illinois, two of the four particj.
pants ventured the opinion that Lincoln
would have moved slowly in attempting to
solve the problems of school segregation in
the South.
Prof. T. Harry Williams of the Louisi-
ana State University declared:
"On the basis of the position that Lin-
coln took on slavery, he would say that any
great social change must come slowly and
gradually, and it best comes with the con-
sent of all concerned."
Pursuing further this line of argument,
Williams said: "I think he'd be a moderate
between the segregationists and the Na-
tional Association for the Advancement of
Colored People."
oncurring in that view was Prof. Nor-
A. Graebner of the University of Illi-
nois who noted that:
"Lincoln was no utopian . . . He was a
ealist, and his realism outweighed his
idealism. I think he would move slowly...
He did what he could to reunite the Union
. . ." He added, most people misunder-
stand Lincoln. They forget that he was a
ractical man."
A vigorous dissent was voiced by Prof.
avid Donald of Columbia University. He
rgued that Lincoln and the Civil War had
een wrenched out of context in a bewil-
ered search for modern applications.
Donald contended that "Lincoln can be
uoted on any side of any question. He can
be quoted as thoving slowly on emancipa-
tion ... But on the other hand, he did this
ar more drastic thing (the issuance of the
mancipation Proclamation) than the Su-
preme Court decision on
tion."
The director of the reference depart-
ment of the Library of Congress. Roy P. Bas-
ler, was somewhat more positive in his
views. He said:
"If Lincoln had lived, the Negro would
have gone farther in achieving his rights
than he did in the Reconstruction, after
Lincoln's assassination. And I think the Ne-
gro would have been far closer to what he
feels he is entitled to than he is in fact."
All these are, of course, academic spec-
ulations which are within the province of
anybody. One need not be an expert to sup-
pose what Lincoln might have done had he
been on the scene today. As Prof. Donald
has pointed out. if Old Abe had the courage
to issue the Emancipation • Proclamation
when the wounds of the Civil War were still
bleeding, he would not have hesitated to
stand unequivocally behind the Supreme
Court's integration decree.
We don't believe that he would have
moved slowly on an issue that bears the
clear sanction of one of the basic Amend-
ments to the Constitution. All the decisions
he took during his presidency, during the
national crisis would indicate that Lincoln
was not a man of indecisiot. On the con-
trary he was quick to resolve issues that
involved national interest. We say that Ab-
raham Lincoln would not have allowed the
school question to drift into sectional con-
fusion and despair; he would have lent his
full moral support to integration, and would
have said so in words that nobody would
misunderstand.
We wish he could rise from the grave
and administer a tongue-lashing to the pres-
ent leadership in Washington, and to the
segregationists below the Mason and Dixon
line.
rk A Little Harder
Reports on the Tennessee General As-
embly's actions relative to "single shot vot-
ng" leave nothing for minority group vet-
rs, particularly Negroes in West Tennis-
(Memphis and Shelby County) to int-
im.
It's crystal clear that the Assembly's
egislation to circumvent "single shot vot-
ng" is definitely aimed at keeping Negro
epresentation out of the state legislature.
he possibility of some Negro candidate's
inning a seat in the State House of Rep-
school desegrega-
voter's hands now tied permanently? Shall
Negroes give up all hope of sending mem-
bers of their race to the Tennessee Gen-
eral Assembly, in keeping with a growing
trend over the country? Is there any pro-
gram to gain his ends open?
The answer is "YES". Two simple steps
should be taken. And they should be initiat-
ed now. There should be a re-doubling of
efforts to get our people to register and
qualify to vote all over Memphis and Shel-
by County. In numbers there is strength.
A citizen with the proper qualifications for
esentatives or State Senate at Nashville-.-voting is always in a position of strength.
forcefully in the last elec- Second, all qualified Negroes should vote
at election time. They should examine candi-
dates for state office carefully, choose be-
tween them, and vote their selection,.
Among their selection could be an ALL-
NEGRO SLATE of legislative candidates,
if it is the primary aim to send Negroes
to the Tennessee General Assembly. Then,
even if Memphis and Shelby County are
divided into even more than eight districts,
it would still be possible for Negroes to pool
their political strength to effect their ends.
Let's see.
as borne home
ion. Political observers, of a reactionary
tamp, viewed with alarm the suggestion
f a tendency of Negro voters to throw
heir all-out support to a Negro candidate
or a state office. So it comes as no sur-
rise to witness the recent Assembly action,
ting mainly from the Shelby County
ation, to take the punch out of the
single shot" voting technique.
What now shall the Negro voter do. who
desirous of Negro representation in the
late law-making body? Are the Negro
he People Speak
'Want Leadership
Dear Editor: I read with deep
terest the letter written by Mr.
hn 0. Porter, 400 East 43rd
reet on the "Negro Leader.
p.' published in the Defender,
ebruary 11. According to h I s
atement he is against the ex-
emists on both sides of the Is-
gtp struggle. I wonder if he
pared t h e tremendous
plishments made with our
(*sent militant Negro leidership
tin the small amount of accomp-
shment made over the many
Care with leaders who believe
moderation.
We feel that one of the biggeit
andicaps that the Negro has had
the past has been too much
oderation in his struggle to
row off the yoke of segregation
second class citizenship. At
O same time there has been too
any segregation extremists try-
g to keep the Negro under
onomic and social slavery.
It would be nice if our racial
robiems could he solved peace-
lily, as Mr. Porter xeemo to
birth it can. The past History
as taught us the sad lesson of
ryie wait for justice to come
ealliPly. I feel that Many of
tat parents ate sleepier is their
graves who waited and waited for
integration, freedom and justice
to come. Thank God that we no'
have a larger number of militant
Negro leaders who realize that
if you want something you must
join the Struggle and not just sit
and wait.
I notice in Mr. Porter's article
he criticized the NAACP for the
way they are handling things. I
can't see how any one can wile.
ly criticize the NAACP for not do-
ing their part in this struggle that
is going on for human justice.
Actually instead of NAACP. it
should be called the NAAA P.
National Association for the Ad-
vancement of the American Peo-
ple. The problems that are being
solved by the work of the NAACP
are not just colored people's emb-




Dear Editor: 'The teatime over
Berlin, the recent Mikoyan visit
here and the current Moscow Coo-
gross, are all designed to confuse
and *liken America and divide
her from the rest of the world. The
point today is how to help
America and the free wield re-
gain the ideological offensive.
This is especially true in Asia
where the Communist plan is to
link the manpower of mainland
China to the industrial might of
Japan, and isolate America eco-
nomically, militarily and ideolog-
ically.
Last month the representatives
of 31 nations gathered in Los An-
geles for the Assenibly of Moral
Re-Armament for America and
the Nellie Natiene Its purpose
was M create a new era in the
Pacific anti answer this strategy
of COMMtlfliaM.
Prime Minister Kiehl of Japan
sent the Speaker of the Japanese
Diet to the Assembly with a mes-
sage which said, "We are grate-
ful for this significant part played
by MRA in uniting the nations
of South East Asia."
The Los Angelef "Herald and
Express", the North Hollywood
"Valley Times" and the Beverly
Hills Citizen" each devoted a full
page to evaluating this gathering.
Beeville Of the important contri-
bution that MRA is making today
we would welcome any auggestiona
or inquiries.
Victor Dunmore, Amalgam to
the Publisher, Leis Angeles Herald
and Express.
b) NAT D. WILLIAMS 
INTEGRATION BLUES
There's a new strain of blues
being heard in Memphis. And they
are not confined to Beale Street
. . traditional birth place of
those tearful tunes of tough times.
This new set of blues are what
might be called "The Integration
Blues." Like all blues tunes the
"Integration Blues" grew out of a
more or less sad situation. The
situation surrounding the Integra-
tion Blues has to do with the ex•
penences of working class color-
ed folk out of work.
As the unemployment situation
becomes more acute right thru
here, one hears more and more
Integration Blues notes creeping
into the muffled moans of folk out
of work.
The other day a Negro man
was telling a tale of woe. He
said he was convinced that the
main reason he has been out of
work since 1957, except for off and
on "piddling" bits of work, was
due to white employers' reactions
to the integration issue. In his
opinion . . . and this is how he
said it: "These folks done got
mad and done started to acting
plumb mean. They'll lay a man
off at the drop of a hat, if he's
a Negro. A lot of places where
Negroes used to get jobs. will
say they don't need anybody,
and turn right around and hire a
white man before you can leave
the place. Some of 'em get much
enough to tell .you they ain't hir-
ing Negroes anymore. I tell you
it's a whole lot of meanness mix-
ed up in this thing now."
MUST PAY FOR PROGRESS
Those were deep notes in the
Integration Blues. A lot of Ne-
groes, who exist on the raw edges
of interracial contacts . . . men
and women out there on jobs
where they are under the direct
supervision, or in direct competi-
tion with the most unyielding of
the die - hard segregationists,
know personally the full meaning
of what that man was talking
about. Some of them are sing-
ing the chorus.
Yet, most of them, no doubt,
are just like him in another re-
spect. For he also said, "Well. I
guess that's the price we have to
pay for progress. Somebody's gon-
na get left or hurt. But if it means
a better day for the next genera-
tion of Negroes. All I can do is
try to hold on 'till the change
cornea And if I can't hold on. ..
I won't know the difference any-
how,"
GOD WILL PROVIDE
First he was recognizing the
fact that Negroes of all classes
feel the need for the realization
of goals set forth on the Negro's
side of the integration issue. He
was saying that he understands
that in all such revolutionary
struggles there's going to be some
pinching in the clinching. He was
voicing the hope of millions of
other Negroes in his situation .
that things will be better for Ne-
groes tomorrow . . . for the Ne-
gro of future generations. He was
falling back on the Negro's his-
toric endurance and ability to sur-
vive under the most trying cir-
cumstances. He was reviving the
spirit of the old timers who used
to say so constantly. "God will
provide . . . for even me."
And the more one thinks about
it, the more one can see the bas-
is for his attitude . . . both in
the Negroes experiences racially,
and in his traditions. The Ne-
gro has long been a marginal
worker . . . that is, the low man
on the totem pole of American
economy . . . the last man hired
and he first man fired.
NO BROTHERHOOD
The 'economic squeeze' against
the Negro worker that was men-
tioned is not exactly anything new
under the Negro's sun. Such has
been the experience of every gen-
eration of Negroes since emanci•
pation. Some generatiohs catch
it harder than others, it's true, But
whenever and however it occurs,
it's the same old soup with the
same old taste, calling forth the
same anguished groans. It's part
of the price of being a Negro in a
slowly changing world dominated
by men who don't yet believe ev-
erything the word "Brotherhood"
means.
And yet, there is room for close
thinking about the plight of Ne-
groes who are the victims of the
economic squeezes resulting from
the integration issue. It suggests
that Negro spokesmen should
think out what they say in order to
avoid undue aggravation of an ag-
gravating situation. It suggests
that a lot of cost counting be done
before speaking one's piece where
it isn't absolutely necessary. Or,





By FRANK L. STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Consider-
able question has arisen of late
as to the continuance of special
weeks or days. Of all of these ob-
servances doubtless Brotherhood
Week is the most needed if we
seek a better guide for every day
living and not just a special time.
Brotherhood is the price of sur-
vival and still the most neces-
sary human trait. For brotherhood
is synonymous with Democracy
. . .the Democracy which is self-
denying and self-contradicting un-
less it entitles every man to wor-
ship according to his conscience
and to live proud and free and
equal in the color of his birth.
The three great lamps of civiliza-
tion are still freedom, equality
and cooperation.
In truth, every man is part of a
world brotherhood and is accord-
ingly diminished by what works
against it.
The nuclear developments of
this space age bring to each of
us, more demonstrably than ever,
full awareness of the absence of
any safe harbor. Today, every
nation is our neighbor and none
is removed from the other. There
Is bet one defense from the atom-
lc or hydrogen bomb; it in a word
of brothers who are living exam-
ples of good will and friendliness.
Such a world can exist only
through a living, breathing actual-
ity of universal brotherhood.
Obviously, the place to start
building a world brotherhood is at
home, right here in America in
our every day relationships with
America's many diversified peo-
ples of all nationalities, creeds and
colors. Until we solve local racial
denials and tensions, we cannot
expect to qualify for world broth-
erhood.
Brotherhood can only be achiev-
ed on a man-to-man basis through
realization that each is obligated
to become a brother to every hu-
man being and believe as Wil-
liam Lloyd Garrison that "my
country is the world and my coun-
trymen are mankind "
This requires admitting brother-
hood as a fact, living brotherhood
as a daily practice and accepting
the responsibility for personally
advancing the concept of brother-
hood by our every act and deed.
Only in this manner can we ever
hope to do anything worthwhile in
the world of tomorrow.
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So What?
Knew I'm Late Again Base But I Can't
It ... I'm A Slow Sleeper!"
Help
Now It's Your Turn
LANGSTON HUGHES
,Week By Week
Conked And Crowned All At Once
"She crowned him king of
kings," said Simple, "not to men-
tion lord of lords. When my Cou-
sin Minnie hit that man with a
beer bottle, he were both conked
and crowned all at once Minnie
raised a knot on his head bigger
than the Koorinoor Diamond
which I hear were the biggest dia-
mond ever to grace a crown."
"Why did your cousin attack the
poor fellow in so positive a man-
ner?" I asked.
"That man evidently did not
know my Cousin Minnie very well,
in spite of the feet he were her
steady boy - friend since last
Thanksgiving," said Simple. "I
could see trouble coming before
the holidays. In the first place,
that man did not buy Cousin Min-
tie what Or wanted for Christ-
mas, which were a fur piece. 'I
did not ask him for a fur coat,'
said Minnie, 'just • fur stole—and
he did not even get that. Come
explaining that his funds was kind-
er short,'
"Well. I knew Minnie were not
happy. Still and yet, it being the
season of Peace on Earth, she put
up with the joker, and even took
him out sporting New Year's
Eve on her own money. But, Min-
nie told me, he got so high be-
fore the bells tolled that he wanted
to send her home. and him stay
out and run the streets all night
without being bothered with his
old lady.
"Minnie allowed as how that
would never do, not with her mon-
ey that she had lent him in his
pocket. Whereupon, one word led
to another and he upped his hand
at Minnie. Howsoever. Minnie act-
ed like a lady and backed away.
She said, 'Daddy, do not show
your color in the Ritz Astoria Bar.
Let's not end the Old Year on a
low note.
"But Rombow were drunk. And
he must not have read that sign
up over the bar which says WE
GROW OLD SO QUICK B U T
WISE SO SLOW. When he upped
his hand at Cousin Minnie, he did
not even use common sense. That
woman is not afraid of man, beast,
or devil. She is also no respecter
of persons.
'Minnie were lust respecting
Rombow because they were out
in public, it were New Year's Eve,
and the bells had not yet tolled.
She also at times tries to be a
lady, and she did not wish to end
the Old Year on a low note. So
she said again, 'Rombow, 1 done
spoke nice now, but I can raise
my voice, too.'
" 'You better not raise it at
me,' says Rombow.
"Whereupon, Minnie said,
'What?' so loud everybody in the
bar heard her, in spite of all the
noise going on plus Ray Charles
on the juke box. 'What did you
say?' says Minnie.
" 'If you can't hear my voice,'
says Rombow, "you can feel my
hand.' Whiz! He thought he were
fast, but Minnie was faster. As
he went to slap her, Minnie squat-
ted, and the blow went over her
head. When she come up, the
nearest beer bottle were in her
hand, and with this she christen-
ed, crowned, and conked Rombow
all at once.
"She said, 'If you want to be
king, I will crown you.' And she
did. A knot sprung out on Rom-
bow's head the size of a hen's egg.
But neither the bottle nor his
head broke. However, what little
sense he had must have been
knocked from his head to his feet
because his feet had sense enough
to carry him backwsrda fast,
out of Ninnle's way, and when he
fell, he fell back by the juke box.
Rombow were stunned, shook up,
shocked, thunderstruck, not UP
speak of unconscious.
" 'You must be out of your
mind,' said Minnie. And he were,
because when he came to, the
bells had done tolled. Minnie were
surrounded by her friends drink.
ing to her health, and everybody
had done yelled Happy New Year
so much that they were hoarse. It
was about that time that I come
into the bar, having taken Joyce
home from Watch Meeting. I spied
my Cousin Minnie and she told
me her tale I said, 'Cm, I should
have been" here to protect you.'
" 'There is as much difference
between SHOULD and IS, as be-
tween 1958 and 1959. SHOULD hall
gone down the drain—IS is here.
I is able to protect myself. Happy
New Year!' said Minnie.




Soon this column will come to
you from England and then Afri-
ca. Shortly before Christmas last
year, I received a phone call from
New York from an old friend in
the Time-Life organization asking
me would I be interested in a
press project being established by
the Prime Minister of Western Ni-
geria. My job would be to help
get it off the ground.
The idea of a temporary assign-
ment in Africa was exciting, but
I wondered what contribution I
could make in an area of the
world about which I knew so lit-
tle. Nevertheless, the more I
learned about the project and
about Prime Minister Awolowo
with whom I will be working, the
more irresistible the idea became.
The Prime Minister is a friend
of the United States and the West
and he has established a great
reputation for honesty and fair
dealing in public office. Moreover,
Great Britain has civen firm
guarantees to grant independence
to Nigeria in October, 1960. With
its tremendous population, nearly
40 million, and vast territory and
enormous natural resources, the
emergence of Nigeria as a new
member of the family of free Afri-
can nations in 1960 will be an
event of world-wide importance.
Anyway, after weeks of nego-
tiations with Patrick Dolan a n d
Axsociates, Ltd., of London, repre-
senting the government of West-
ern Nigeria, an agreement was
reached two weeks ago. None of
this would have been practical,
however, without the cooperation
John IL Sengstacke of the De-
fender Pi.blicationx. In turn. I will
work toward expanding the Ws
of the Defender Foreign News
Service in Africa where so much
history is being made today.
As this is being written the Ni-
gerians are feverishly at work
building the institutions which will
serve the new independent state.
Nigeria will be the first African
country to Inaugurate commercial
and educational television service.
It will be completed this year. Ni-
geria has established the Nigerian
Air Line and I have seen pictures
of Nigerian stewardesses, pilots
and engineers. It has established
a shipping line end is expand•
ing its navy to include two anti-
submarine vessels and other naval
craft. Close to 60 million dollars
have been loaned Nigeria by the
International Bank for Recon-
struction and Development for thc
further expansion of its railway
system which is already one of
the best in Africa. Multi-million
dollar housing developments have
begun and scores of new in-
dustries are being established.
The great burst of energy and
tremendous expansion in industry
which characterizes Nigeria to-
day ties been well publicized in
many quarters. What interested
me most, however, is the pro-
found concern that I have been in-
formed is being felt throughout the
country for broadening the educa-
tional opportunities of the masses
and raising the standard of living
for all the people. The Nigerians
are obviously motivated by t h e




The building of new schools and
universities and the general ex-
pansion of the educational system
will go far to put Nigeria in the
front rank of all the new nations
that are being born in our time.
Prime Minister Awolowo of West-
ern Nigeria has won a fine repto
tation for his efforts to bring the
best fruits of western civilization
I0 assist in the development and
advancement of his country's ID-
digenous culture.
Most of us in America have just
begun to take an interest in Afri-
can affairs. The emergence of
Ghana as a new nation and the
stirring story of the rise of Prime
•Minister
greatly publicized in this country
in recent years. The visit of the
Ghanaian Prime Minister last
year, of course, dramatically em-
phasized the importance of the de-
velopments on the African coati.
nent.
Negro Americans take grea t
pride in the achievements of the
Africans and there is a strong
bond of sympathy between pee-
plea who have known the trage-
dies caused by the doctrine of
white supremacy. The Africans
are demonstrating to the world At
large that this vicious doctrine is
no longer tenable in this period
of history.
I believe that the link between
the Negro millions in America
and the Africans will grow strong-
er in the years to come. I know
that in going to Nigeria I will
carry with me the best wishes of
Americans who have long hoped
for a new day in Africa. A bright
new world is being made by
men uho never believed the Akin
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FINED $4,561 in four years for raising too 
much wheat,
Cassopolis, Mich., farmer Stanley Yankus 
announces
he'll end his one-man war with the U. S.
 Department of
Agriculture over wheat quotas and move to 
Australia.
A framed copy of the Declaration 
of Independence is
In background. UPI Telephoto
Jewish Leaders Back With Report
PARIS—(UP11--Chicago Jewish leaders who have 
just studied re-
fugee problems in Europe and Israel 
returned home pledging "to
launch the greatest drive in the history 
of Chicago's Combined
Jewish Appeal."
The group, made up of 15 business and 
welfare leaders, will re
port their findings to the Combined Jewish 
Appeal of Chicago is
advance of the organization's 1959 campaign.
They surveyed the French program of the 
American Joint Distri-
bution Committee, the chief agency serving needy 
Jews overseas,
after visiting Switzerland, Austria, Israel and 
Italy.
General Marshall Condition Grave
FT. BRAGG, N. C. —(UPI)—Famed soldier
-statesman George C.
Marshall grew weaker Monday. His condition following 
two strokes
and a pneumonia attack was complicated by "i
nvolvement" of the
pituitary gland.
The 78-year-old flve-star general had been holding his 
own over
the weekend after showing slight improvement.
Involvement of the pituitary, an important pea-sized gland 
located
at the base of the brain, affected Marshall's blood pressure 
and
complicated treatment.
Doctors at Womack General hospital here said the gland trouble
resulted in a "definite increase of water output by way of the
kidneys."
Say Ike Will Veto Foreign Aid Cut
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Some top administration backers in
Congress are convinced today that President Eisenhower would veto
any drastic cut in his foreign aid program.
The President, it was stated reliably, fears that if the mutual
security program to bolster anti-communist allies is jeopardized the
United States would wind up in a "garrison hemisphere."
Some estimates of foreign aid cuts by the Democratic-controlled
Congress have run as high as a billion dollars. But more realistic
members think they will total less than half that amount.
Macmillan, Krushchev Begins Talks
MOSCOW — (UPI) — British Prime Minister Harold Mcmillan
opened formal talks Monday with Soviet Premier Nikita S. /thrush-
chev on his mission to Moscow.
The opening of the little summit talks in the Kremlin coincided
with the 41st anniversary of the Soviet army and navy. The official
Communist party newspaper Pnravda used the occasion to warn
the West against starting a war. It also criticized the agreement
reached on Cyprus last week by Britain, Turkey and Greece.
Macmillan, who arrived here Saturday, was the guest of
Khrushchev Sunday at the latter's Dacha, or country villa, 50 miles
southeast of Moscow. The villa was built for the late Josef Stalin and
is one of several maintained by the government.
Paper Charges Racket In Puzzles
PORTLAND, ORE. — (UPI) — A nationwide ring of puzzle solu-
tion "tipsters" is victimizing newspapers by supplying puzzle
answers to "fixed" winners, according to the Oregon Journal.
William W. Knight, publisher of the Journal, said in a front-
page editorial Sunday that the Journal and the Portland Oregonian
were "hit" by the ring, which was believed to operate from Detroit.
Mich.
The two Portland newspapers have been running a type of
"crossword" puzzle and paying cash to readers who solve the puz-
zles. Many other newspapers in the United States also carry the
puzzles.
Pro-Nasser Mobs Sack Beirut
BEIRUT, LEBANON — (UPI) — Inflamed pro-Nasser mobs
rizpaked through the streets of Beirut yesterday, burning streetcars
and battling with rival groups in a riotous climax to the city's cele-
bration of the first anniversary of the United Arab Republic.
Lebanese Army troops and police dispersed the brawlers and
sealed off the Moslem and Christian quarters to prevent the fight-
ing front brigading.
It was the first Incident to mark the U. A. R. anniversary cele-
brations in Lebanon as well as the first major outburst in Beirut
since the end of the civil strife last fall.
Macmillan's White Hat Sets Men's Style
LONDON — (UPI) — The high white fur hat which Prime Min-
ister Harold Macmillan wore to Moscow — observing the best
Church'than tradition of odd headgear — may start a new men's
fashion, it was reported today.
Organizers of the men's wear fair worked overtime to produce
"the British prime minister look," with a Bond street men's out-
fitting firm turning out a hat "identical to Mr. Macmillan's" to go
with a wide-collared suit line the one the prime minister wore to
Moscow.
Macmillans hat, bought in Russia 30 years ago, was unquestion-
ally the hit of the hour when the Prime Minister arrived in Moscow.
Dems Split Over Dulles Replacement
WASHINGTON — ( UPI) — Key Democratic senators were split
today over whether President Eisenhower should immediately re.
place cancer-stricken John Foster Dulles as secretary of state.
Sens. Stuart Symington ID-Mo I and Hubert H. Humphrey (D-
Minn.) called for the President to name a successor to Dulles at
once. But Sens. John F. Kennedy (I)•Mass.), John L. Sparkman (D.
Ala.) and Richard L. Neuberger (1)-Ore.) said Eisenhower should
wait. .
Despite his illness, Dulles continued to keep his hand in foreign
aNairs He conferred for 45 minutes Sunday with Vice Pr,---ident
Ftlehard M. Nixon on the B erlin problem.
NATIONAL military Honor
Society is comprised of a
select group of ROTC mem-
bers on basis of leadership,
patriotism, efficiency, loyalty
and honor. Charter members
of the Southern university,
chapter, Baton Rouge, La.,
are (from left) Paris Davis,
Open Hearings On Rights March 4
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Chairman Emanuel Celler, seizing
the initiative from the Senate, has decided a House Judiciary sub-
committee will open public hearings March 4 on new Civil Rights
legislation.
The New Yorker's move apparently took other committee mem-
bers by surprise. Celler cancelled other hearings previously
scheduled for that date to clear the way for the Civil Rights matter.
His action apparently insured that initial congressional hear-
ings at least will center on a strong civil rights bill backed by
Northern liberals rather than more moderate plans advanced by
President Eisenhower and Senate Democratic Leader Lyndon B.
Johnson.
The Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights
announced previously that it would open civil rights hearings
March 18. Some lawmakers believe these bearings will center
largely on the Johnson plan.
Vote To Integrate Miami School
MIAMI — (UPI) — The Dade county school board voted to
assign four Negro pupils to an all-white Miami school next fall
in what would be the first integration of a public school in Florida.
The board acted unanimously under the pressure of legal
action and the urgings of Florida moderates, including Gov. Leroy
Collins who prefers token integration on a voluntary basis to
court-directed classroom mixing dictated by lawsuits.
There was immediate reaction, however, across Florida from
staunch segregationists. If the color bars are lowered as indicated
at the Miami Orchard Villa school, and perhaps others under
Florida's Pupil Placement Act, there would be only five state.
still operating totally segregated public schools.
Gen. Marshall Suffers Second Stroke
FT. BRAGG, N. C. — (UPI) — Army doctors reported that
Gen George C. Marshall was in "serious condition" after suffering
a second and more severe stroke.
A medical bulletin issued late Wednesday afternoon said the
78-year-old soldier-statesman's condition "seems to be stabilizing,"
but the prognosis remained guarded.
"I hope the general's condition reverses itself instead of getting
worse," said Col. George Powell, chief of medicine at the army's
new Womack general hospital here. "If it stabilizes, chances for
recovery are fairly good.''
American Income Reaches New High
The total income of all Americans jumped to an all-time high last
month the Commerce Department reported. The department said
personal income last month reached an annual rate of $362,300,000000.
The only portion of the total to show a decline was farm income.
U.S. Births Outstrip Deaths 3 To 1
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Births in the United States during
1958 exceeded deaths by nearly a 3 to 1 ratio, Census Bureau figures
shower' today.
The bureau reported that 4,249.000 births were recorded last
year. There were 1,648,000 deaths for the year.
Actually, the nation's population chalked up its smallest per-
centage increase in 12 years in 1958 because the number of new
babies fell 52,000 below 1957. But the figure recorded last year still
was the second highest on record.
Rap Western Plan For German Parley
BERLIN — (UPI) — The east German communists today de-
nounced the western proposals for a big four power foreign ministers
conference in Germany.
The official communist party newspaper Neues Deutschland said
the western big three notes to the Soviet Union were designed to
win time through protracted negotiations.
It said in an editorial that the "so-called" western reply to the
Soviet proposal to convene a German peace treaty conference was
drawn up to receive by giving the appearance of a readiness to
negotiate.
Execute Cubas 'No. 1 War Criminal'
HAVANA — (UPI) — Mai Jesus Sass Blanco, Cuba's twice-
convicted "war criminal No. I," was exessiteci early today by a fir-
ing squad to which he gave the order for his own death.
Sosa was shot at 2:16 A. M. in the dry moat surrounding Ha
vana's Cabana fortress-prison
Reports from the scene said he fared the firing squad bravely.
"I forgive you, and I hope you forgive me," he said in a clear,
steady voice, and a moment later spoke his last word:
"Fire!"
The regular commander of the firing squad administered the
coup de grace, firing a .45-caliber bullet into Sosa's head to make
certain he was dead.
Ike Off To Parley With Mexican Chief
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower flew South
today for two days of shirt-sleeve diplomacy with the new president
of Mexico Adolfo Lopez Mateo,
After ;,n overnight stop at Austin. Tex , Eisenhower will spend
today and Friday as the guest of Lopez Matens in Acapulco, a fah
itnusWexman ksch resort where the raciemiss are air conditioned
and the jeep has replaced the burro.
The two president, will take a yacht ride around the sparkling
blue water, of Arnold, n Bay. and entertain each other at luncheons
and dinners in some of the flossiest night clubs and hotels of the
Western Hemisphere
Cleveland; Earl Wright, New
Orleans; Burnell Hayes, New
Orleans and Michael Maxwell,
Opelousas.
Army Draft Call Falls To 7,000
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Army bra issued a call for 7,000
draftees in April, the lowest number since late 1957.
The new nail was 1,000 men below the Mardh figure and 2,000
below January and February totals. The last time as few as 7,000
men were drafted was in the Odtober-December period of 1957.
The reduced April call results in part from manpower slashes
imposed on the Army. It is cutting from its Dec. 31, 1958, strength
of 890,769 men to 870,000 by next June 30.
Seek Army Jet That Threatened Air Liner
MIAMI — (UPI) — Federal authorities today attempted to iden-
tify a B47 military jet that almost collided in air ith an Eastern
Airlines Electra airliner Monday.
"That was a mighty big-looking B47," Capt. Raymond Ruprecht,
pilot of the airliner which was carrying 17 passengers and 5 crew-
men, said.
The airliner, the same type ship which crashed In New York's
East River recently killing 65 passengers, was on its way from Chi-
cago to Miami when the near-miss happened over Chattanooga.
Tenn.
Beauties Aid Drive For D.C. Home Rule
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Much-rejected advocates of home
rule for the District of Columbia sought to advance their cause with
a display of sex appeal in front of the capitol.
They tried to catch the wandering eyes of congressmen with:
—A shapely blonde carrying a sign saying: "Only convicts, luna-
tics and Washingtonians can not vote."
—A shapely brunette carrying a sign saying: "Congressmen! only
you can give us the vote."
Both of the young ladies chose to wear striped convict uniforms
for the occasion along with a ball (plastic) and chain (rubber).
Calls Artificial Insemination Adultery
PADUA, ITALY. — (UPI) — The Padua court of appeals has
indicated that in Italy artificial insemination is the same as adul-
tery.
The court upheld the adultery conviction of Mrs. Antonio Faeddo,
a 35-year-old schoolteacher, who said the child she bore two years
after her separation from her husband was a product of artificial
insemination.
"This claim was not proved, but the result would have been the
same even if it had been proved that artificial insemination was re-
sorted to," the court ruling said.
It imposed a suspended sentence of 20 days in jail on Mrs.
Faeddo, and ordered her to pay symbolic damages amount to about
two-tenths of a cent. The heaviest penalty imposed on her was an
order to pay $400 in court costs.
Dirksen Defends Budget Proposals
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Senate GOP Leader Everett M.
Dirksen Tuesday challenged a Democratic charge that President
Eisenhower is loading up his deficit-ridden 1959 budget in an effort
to come up with a balanced budget in the 1960 election year.
The Illinois Republican said there was nothing rigged or im-
proper in the fact that Eisenhower last week asked Congress to
vdte $3,175,000,000 in new obligational authority for the world bank
and $1,375,000,000 for the international monetary fund.
"The President is doing nothing but taking care of commitments
the Congress has already made," argued Dirksen. "It is proper and
it's just an authorization."
U.S. Reverses Stand On Labor Law
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The administration reported Tuesday
that 18 union officials have been convicted and sentenced under a
labor law providing criminal penalties for false statements on a
non-communist oath.
That's why, it told Sen. John F. Kennedy (D-Mass.), the ad-
ministration changed its mind about seeking repeal of the law —
section 9 (II) of the Taft-Hartley law.
It said the provision "constitutes an impediment to the efforts
of the communist party to infiltrate key offices in legitimate Ameri-
can labor organizations."
Kennedy, chairman of the Senate labor subcommittee, had asked
Labor Secretary James P. Mitchell to explain why the administra-
lion's labor bill this year did not suggest repeal of the provision
as did its prior labor recommendations.
Notes Trend Toward Censorship
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A social scientist said in a study made
public by the Fund for the Republic that there appeared to be an
increasing agitation in the l'nited States for government censorship
of mass entertainment media.
Dr. Charles Winick referred in his study to such media as
movies, television, drama and literature.
"There is apparently a growing trend toward organized social
control over (entertainment) media, and this may presage a rein,
terpretation of the historical American attitudes toward censorship.''
said Winick.
Winick said that advocates of censorship have cited the use by
communist countries of some of the desirable products of entertain-
ment media for propaganda purposes
Arthur Godfrey To Replace Murrow
NEW YORK (UPI) — The Columbia Broadcasting System
,nnounced Tuesday that Arthur Godfrey will replace Edward R





Louis G. (owan, president of the CBS TV network said radio
and TV veteran Godfrey would conduct the weekly "Person-to
Person" interviews during the 1959-60 season.
announced Monday he would take a year's leavt
I to travel, listen and learn without the pressor,
ACTOR X BRANDS, who claims the X is his real 
name,
not an initial, is shown in costume for his rol
e as aa
Indian with the improbable name of Pahoo - Ka - Ta
 -
Watt. Brands plays the Indian part on TV's "Yancy 
Der-
ringer," and so far has not spoken a single line 
except
In sign language. UPI Telephoto
Blame Talking Women For Dad's Death
SYRACUSE, N. Y.—(UPI)—Two talkative wom
en who refused
to give up their party line telephone 
conversation may have cost
the life of a 52-year-old man, sheriff's office said 
Saturday.
Authorities said the victim, Anthony Idank, died 
Thursday
night after his sun vainly tried to interrupt a te
lephone conversatiga
between two women so he could call for assistance 
for his fathillir
who had suffered a heart attack.
The incident occurred in nearby Mattydale.
Frank Idank. the stricken man's son, said the 
women laughed
at him when he told them he was trying to reach 
a doctor. He said
after a while they stopped laughing but refused to give 
up the line.
Ponder Name For Their 21st Child
ASHLAND, Pa —)UPI)—Mrs. Verna Lucas, 44, who ga
ve birth
to her 21st child in 29 years, said she and her 
husband have not
decided on a name for their new son yet.
"When you yet up to 21, it takes some thinking about 
what te
call it," Mrs. Lucas said.
The latest addition, which arrived Friday, makes it eight boys
and 13 girls, all born separately and all but one of them 
living.
A daughter died 20 years ago at the age of nine months 
front
pneumonia.
The father William, 49, operates an independent anthracite
mine with his brother, Frank.
Say Eddie Can't Marry Yet
HOLLYWOOD—(UPI)—Singer Eddie Fisher maintained silence
t
today on his plans to marry Elizabeth Taylor, but a friend 
sai 
the expected union would not take place until May at the earn
 )
and even then Me vows would have to be taken outside Califor
n
to gain any legality.
Some of the boyish-looking 30-year-old singer's friends said
"it's almost physically impossible" for Fisher to break away from
his many show t usiness commitments and get married before May.
"He has too many commitments till then," the friend said,
"benefits, shows bookings and so forth. And he can't marry Lie
and live legally with her in either California or New York."
AFL-CIO Rejects Soviet Bid
SAN JUAN. P.R.—(UPI) — The AFL-CIO Executive Council
has bluntly rejected Russian overtures for visits by American labor
leaders to the Soviet Union.
The council unanimously approved a statement branding Soviet
trade unions as puppets of the Communist Party.
Shah To Sign Pact With U.S.
TEHRAN, Iran—(UPI)—The Shah of Iran announced Saturday
that despite Soviet threats his government will sign a mutual de-
fense pact with the U. S.
Provisions if the pact will he invoked only in the ease of ag-
gression, the Shah told a news conference. He said the agreemeet
did not involve missile bases.
Dulles, Ike In 20 Minute Confab
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—Secretary of State John Foster Dulles
conferred with President Eisenhower for 20 minutes today after
getting his second radiation treatment for abdominal cancer.
The 70-year-old Secretary's doctors reported there still were no
adverse reactions to the radiation.
Disperse Junta Supporters
PANAMA—(UPI)—Armed national guardsmen yesterday clear-
ed the Panama City's Cathedral Plaza where crowds varying from
a handful up to 1,000 have gathered since a "revolutionary municipal
junta" seized city hall earlier this week.
As guardsmei. cleared the Plaza, overlooked by city hall. junta
supporters carrying banners proclaiming the "18th of February
movement" started marching down Central ave.
They shouted demands for the entire junta to be appointed as
the city's legal c•uncil.
Pope Revives Middle Ages Tradition
VATICAN CITY—(UPI)--Pope John XXIII marched with fligt
people of Rome in a Lenten procession Sunday, reviving a traditfuir
of the Middle Ages
The dynamic Pope. who has visited prisoners in jail and th•
sick in hospitals during his founmonth reign, mingled with his
"parishioners" at Sunday's second Lenten station.
The procession, starting and ending at the beautiful hilltop
church of Santa Maria in Dominica, wan one of a series of "Roman
stations" held every Sunday of the Lenten season.
Philipine Gets Freedom Award
VALLEY FORGE, Pa.—(UPD—Gen Carlos P. Romulo, Philter
pine Ambassador to this country, and Dr. Arthur A. Sehuck, heal
of the Boy Scouts of America, received the principal awards of the
Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge Sunday.
More than 700 individuals, organizations and schools also shared
in the Foundali iti s $lonsion awards program for their contributions
toward a better understanding of the American way of life during
1955.
Romuln received the foundation's special freedom leadership
award for his "unfailing, articulare exemplary devotion to the
cause of freedom " He was the sixth mdividual outside the Uaitolip






































































• RECIPIENTS of Windy
City courtesies from Indian-
apolis' socialite set were
'he Cliques' Mesdames Jim
Anderson, Ralph Hanle y,
James Martin, Frederick
Evans, Jane Stout, Stanley
Porter, Dr. Randle Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Spur-
lock, Mrs. James 0. Martin,
Mrs. Nancy Schatz, Mrs. A.
W. Hamilton and Mrs. Wal-
ter Perkins.
• WINDY CITY socialites
sharing the whirl of gay par-
ties were: Drs. and Mes-
dames Ronald Jefferson,
Henry Matthews, Elmer Mc-
Millan; Messrs and Mesdames
John H. Johnson, Robert
Landrum, Earl B. Dickerson,
Harry Gibson, Wendell Smith,
Walter Lowe, Roi Ottley, Rad-
cliffe Woolford, George Gray,
James Carter and Benjamin
Wilson, guests at the Spencer
party from Gary, Ind. Clyde
Reynolds. Mesdames Diane
Dickerson Brown and Law-
rence Dixon.
• MRS. JAMES MARTIN, Mrs. Frederick Evans, Indianapolis; Robert
Landrum, Mrs. Ronald Jefferson and Mrs. Diane Dickerson Brown, of
Chicago.
• MRS. THEODORE A. Jones, cocktail party hostess,
Dr. Randle Young, Mrs. Albert Spurlock, Mr. Spurlock,
Mrs. Jane Stout, all of Indianapolis and Theodore A.
Jones, host.
• DR. W. ROBERT MING and Mrs. Ming (standing




































• THE TRADITIONAL :ed and white for Valentine
Day was carried out in florals and appointments by each
of the socially prominent hostesses. Mrs. Jones, who
donned a fetching coral chiffon skirt with matching
cashmere sweater threaded with gold brocade, centered
the serving table with its abundance of hot and cold hors
town/yea patit fors, snacks and dips, with a lush ar-
rangement of red and white carnations.
• MRS. MING, striking in a tomato red mandarin loung-
ing ensemble of Chinese silk, scattered hearts on the
beautifully appointed buffet table centered with exotic
anthurium, red Hawaiian floral. The "hearts and flow-
ers" theme was carried out in the same colorful detail
by Mrs. Spencer, who greeted her guests in black velvet
lounging slacks topped by a white silk shirt. White glads
and red carnations were used as a center, and white
mums enhanced the beauty of the living room where
guests chatted and reminisced before leaving that after-
noon for Indianapolis.
spoils; Mrs. George Gray of Chicago; Mrs. Stanley Port-
er and Mrs. Radcliffe Woolford, Indianapolis.
• COMEI, \ INDIANAPOLIS visitor: are welcomed by Chicagoans
Walter Lowe and Dr. Henry Matthews. They are Mrs. Jim Anderson Mid
Mrs. Ralph Hanley of Indianapolis, Ind.
'Round Robin' Fetes Carry Indianapolis Socialites On Merry Whirl
• THE GOLDEN CHAIN OF friendship extended over
the miles Valentine Day weekend when a group of social-
ly prominent residents of Indianapolis converged on the
Windy City to enjoy a whirl of ultra ultra fetes in their
honor. The visitors, members of the Cliques club which
is composed of Naptown's socialite set, were carried on
a breathless whirl as Windy City friends strengthened
the "golden chain" with "links" of resplendent affairs.
A SYMPHONY of beauty and brilliance, each merry
fete carried out the"hearts and flowers" theme in pretty
detail. The "round robin" began Valentine Day evening
when Mr. and Mrs. Theodore A. Jones were hosts at a
cocktail party in their charming So. Ellis ave. home as
a prelude to a buffet supper later that night in the
home of Dr. and Mrs. W. Robert Ming, in Hyde Park's
exclusive residential community.
• SHARING MRS. MING's hospitality with The Cliques
were members of the hostess' club, The Guys and Gals,
of Chicago.
• THE SAME GAY note of informality which marked
these happy get-togethers rose to a crescendo of con-
viviality on Sunday following when Mrs. Roger Spencer,
wife of one of Chicago's leading medics, displayed the
rt of gracious hospitality at bruncheon in her tastefully




Sot., Feb. 28, 1959
The harbingers of Spring are
making their appearances . . . but
gradually . . . between the on-
slaughts of Winter weather that
has been our lot. A close exami-
nation of shrubbery reveals green
sprouts indicating that Mother Na-
ture's pulse is rising . . . the
grass is beginning to get green
and most any day now, we expect
to see our first robin!
With the Lenten season on hand,
social activities are enlivened with
the many lovely teas held by
churches, clubs and PTA groups.
One such tea was the first of a
series of teas sponsored by the
women of Emmanuel Epicopal
church, at their parish hall, this
given by the Woman's Auxiliary.
We'll be hearing lots more in this
vein . . . so keep this news flow-
ing to us.
Here's a sample of other activi-
ties of the past week . .
FORMAL
The debonair and Impeccable
members of Gersoppa Dukes club
were hose at a gay formal dance
held at the Flamingo room last
Friday night . . . when scores of
guestst ripped the light fantastic
amid decoraions of palms and
white snapdragon blossoms on
dance floor posts ... at the tables
of their members . . while
the orchestra stand was highlight-
ed with arrangements of white
spring blossoms set in low plant-
ers. Much comment was heard
anent the wide swath cut by the
members . . . each in complete
white tie attire. The music was
grand . with Luther Steinberg's
hand laying down the syncopated
beats . .. creating plenty of spon-
taneous applause for their scintil-
lating cha-cha, tango and rumba
numbers. Seems like the Latin
dances have finally come into their
own here in Memphis.
During intermission personable
Taylor C. D. Hayes introduced the
members of the club . . . and
their "girl Friday," Sweetheart
Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw . . look-
ing tres Parisienne in a green taf-
feta sheath ball gown, long white
kid gloves . . . one arm bewrap-
ped in black fox. Long being one
of our Town's best dreseed wom-
en . . . she was at her exotic
best for her Dukes — complete
with gold lacquered coiffure.
Connie announced, too, that
come Easter Sunday night, the
Gersoppa Dukes will present an-
other of their fabulous fashion
shows . . . this year featuring
glamorous, personality-plus Terry
Springer, who captured the hearts
of Memphians when she appeared
in the Ebony Fashion Fair Around
The World Show which was spon-
sored locally by graduate Deltas
at Music Hall last October.
Members of Gersoppa Dukes In-
clude Robert L. Dillard, president;
Clarence Fitzgerald, vice presi-
dent; Calvin Dillard, treasurer;
Carl J. Smith, secretary; James
Jacobs, financial secretary; Ben-
nie Donelson, business manager;
Clarence Spratlin, assistant busi-
ness manager; James Wells book-
ing agent; Herman Norwood, pub-
licity agent; Willie Pegues, assist-
ant publicity agent; Rock Wash-
ington, advisor; Alton Coleman,
parliamentarian; Elroy Black,
chaplain; and Mrs. Cornelia Cren-
shaw, club sweetheart . . . and
to them we extend our apprecia-
tion for the invitation to their love-
ly dance . . . which ended with
hardly a soul wanting to go home
. . . begging the musicians for




Been longing to see a good play
lately? Well, lots of folk have . . .
and to add a bit of refreshment to
the desert of local culture . .
graduate AKA's will present the
famed Lincoln University Stage-
crafters in "Bus Stop" on Friday,
March 13, at C. Arthur Bruce Hall,
LeMoyne college, at 8:15 p. m.
This famed dramatic vehicle was
a Broadway hit of a few years
ago . . . and later a movie star-
ring Marilyn Monroe.
Tickets are now on sale by
members . . . and are priced at
92, Et and 75 cents. The Lincoln
players will be making a Spring
tour, heading to Arkansas State
college, after appearing in Mem-
phis. Miss Margaret Johnson is the
general chairman.
VIP BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Earline F. Mobley's home
was the setting for VIP Bridge
Club's meeting last Thursday . . .
where pry Mrs. Hattie Swearen•
ger unveiled plan of work for the
club in the form of projects for the
year . . . two of which will ma-
terialize In April and in May.
The club's Spring formal . . .
which will take its theme from
European atmosphere . . . name-
ly, "April in Paris," will be held
April 3 at Curries Club Tropicana.
Plans and other preliminaries
necessary to make this dance a
fabulous affair are being care-
fully developed by Mrs. Mary Hel-
len Ezelle and other members of
the club.
Another highlight of the meet-
ing was the planning made for a
linen shower to be given for the
Goodwill Home for children. Invi-
tations to this affair will be in
the mail in the near future. It is
hoped that the r e ei p-
e n t a of the invitations will be
Sorority Planning Big
Rhomania' For April
Members of Sigma Gamma Rho
sorority, inc., have organized into
various committees to complete
plans for presenting its annual
project, "Rhomania." This is the
sorority's annual scholarship proj-
ect.
Each year it has been the sor-
ority's pleasure to help worthy
young ladies continue their educa-
tion.
In presenting "Rhorwinia" the
sorority is endeavoring to keep
in harmony with the National
jest theme, Curbing Juvenile De-
linquency. Local talent will be
Project theme, Curbing Juvenile
Delinquency. Local talent will be
presented along with outstand-
thoughtful of the purpose and will
cooperate wholeheartedly in mak-
ing the shower a success.
At the bridge party, Mrs. Mob-
ley's buffet table was centered
with red and white carnations in
a silver bowl. Old fashioned bou-
quets of red carnations in white
lace doilies trailed with red
hearts were seen in many areas
of her home. Stereophonic music
echoed throughout the homes from
the inter-com system installed
by Mr. Mobley, a birthday gift
to his wife.
FISKITES FORM CLUB
Fiskites of Memphis, graduates
of the famed Nashville university,
were on hand for the launching of
the Memphis Alumni club recently
at the home of Miss Lillian Ger-
aldine Pope at 578 McKinley.
Newly elected officers are Abner
B. Owen, president; Jo Carr, vice
president; Miss Charlotte Brooks,
corresponding secretary; Lillian
Geraldine Pope, recording secre-
tary; Ray Thomas, business man-
ager; and Mrs. Margaret Hubbard
Strong, reporter. Another meeting
was held at the Vance Ave. Y. W.
C. A. last Sunday, when each
brought another Fiskite.
Abe Scharff YMCA was the
scene of last Saturday afternoon's
lovely informal tea honoring ob-
server-reporters. (teachers) of W.
N. K. 0.'s Streamlined Reading
Program, at which the hostesses
were the members of the Mem-
phis division of the National Coun-
cil of Jewish Women. Guest
speaker was world renowned lit-
erary expert Dr. Frank C. Lau-
bach, who was presented by Mrs.
Pauline Hord, head of the Funda-
mental Educational Department of
WKNO.
Dr. Laubach told about his plan
to make a world classroom through
the media of television . . . thank-
ed teachers for the job they are
doing locally which has captured
the imagination of the nation and
the world. Just the day before,
he had addressed students of Le-
Moyne college on the subject,
"Communism or Compassion —
Which?" As we have all read in
the local press, Memphis is to be
the center for a world training pro-
gram.
Among the hostesses were Mrs.
Frederick Aloffin, Mrs. Herbert
Tenzer — co-chairman of the Lit-
eracy Department of the local
Council of Jewish Women; Mrs.
Pat Cooke, reading consultant;
and Mrs. Jeanette Smith, librar-
ian. Seen among the guests were
Mrs. Pearl Oates, Mrs. Lillian W.
Jones. Mrs. Amanda Washington,
Mr.o. Jewel Speight. Mrs. Rubye
H. Gadison, Mrs. Willie Smith,
Who Are The 10 Best Dressed
Women Of '59?
THE CATEGORIES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
FILL IN YOUR ENTRIES IN THE BLANK SPACES
I. SOCIALITES
A. Professional Men's Wives 




B. Nurses  
C. Office Workers, Secretaries, etc. 
EXECUTIVES AND ADMINISTRATORS
A. Business Women  





C. Working Gu Is ..
Clip Out and Mail To Tri-State Defender Newspaper
236 Soto', Wellington--Memphis, Tennessee
tog youthful guest artists. In the
past such talented performers as
dancer Lynn Thompson, pianist
Phillypa Duke Schuyler, the spell-
ing champion Gloria Lockerman,
and the Mexican dancers have been
presented.
Mrs. Katherine Jones, the gen-
eral chairman for the occasion, an-
nounces that this year's show will
feature Linnie Green's orchestra
from Atlanta, Ga., as the guest
artist. The show will be present-
ed April 18, at Bruce hall, Le-
Moyne college.
A special feature of the program
will be the crowning of "Miss
Rhomania." Mrs. Margaret Gook-
low is the basileus, with Miss Rit-
ta P. Smith, the reporter.
Celebrities
Hold Meeting
The members of the Celebrity
Social Club held their Feb. 16
meeting in the home of Mrs. Car-
rie Smith on Stovall at.
The president, Mrs. Viola
Woody, presided over the business
session in which plans were di-
cussed for the Annual Tea to be
held on a later date.
Taking part in the session were
Miss Eleanor Banks, Mesdames
Viola Woody, Mary Br as wel I,
Aims Hall, Josephine Wiley, Lue
Birda Sullivan and Carrie Smith,
the reporter for the club.
On sick leave were Mesdames
Emma Allen and Ida Crone.
The next meeting will take
place at the home of Mrs. Sulli-
van. of 2157 Eldridge.





Orange Mound sewing club held
their regular business meeting at
2455 Cable recently, with Mrs. Lu-
cille Moore, hostess.
Vice-president Mrs. Josie Pow-
ers presided over the meeting.
During the session Mrs. Grace
Hill was presented with birthday
gifts and Bible quiz was given with
Mrs. Laura Dowell leading.
The next scheduled meeting
be held at the residence of YI ,
Eddie Osby Mrs. A. A. SOWCil
will be the guest speaker.
An enjoyable repass was served.
Mn. Nolan Freeman is the pres-
ident of the club, and Mrs. Pearl
Polk is the reporter.
WEDDING PARTY — Shown
are members of the wedding
s party for Mr. and Mrs. Book-
er T. James, jr., married Feb.
14, at the Mt. Olive CME Ca-
thedral. serving the bride as
matron of honor was her sis-
ter, Mrs. Bernadine Weir, who
wore a gown of blue peau de
sole, a flowered Juliet cap and
a lavender orchid. Serving Mr.
James as best man was his
cousin, Edward Driver. Mrs.
Clarence Black, the bride's
mother, wore a gown of mauve
taffeta with matching acces-
sories and a lavender orchid.
Mrs. James, mother of t h e
groom, wore a dress of rose
beige lace over taffeta. About
Mn. Thelma G. Hooks, Mrs. Me-
mory Bishop, Mrs. Helen Scott,
Mrs. Daisy Oliver, Mrs. Lucille
Eddins, Mrs. Mary Lou B o n (1.
Mrs. Margaret Perry. Miss Elmy-
ria Williams, Mrs. Alberta Samp-




The Southern Belles were t h e
guests of Mrs. Elizabeth Lewis at
Tony's Inn last Friday night . . .
when a highlight of their bridge
party was the presence of Mrs.
Alma R. Booth, principal of Keel
School for Crippled Children, who
discussed the unique school and its
program. The Southern Belles
have been supporting patrons of
the school for more than three
years ... and were proud to have
Mrs. St. Elm-a Hampton present
two croquet sets and four chil-
dren's books for the school li-
brary ... all of which were stories
of handicapped children, selected
from a list of classics as their
latest contribution to the school's
facilities.
On hand to enjoy the interesting
evening were members and guests
Mrs. Mettle Oates, Mrs. Charlene
McGraw, Mrs. 011ie Mitchell, Mrs.
Kate Hudson, Mrs. Dorothy Mont-
gomery, Mrs. Mary Rodgers, Mrs.!
Eleanor Currie, M r s. Thelma
Moore, Mrs. Louise Walker, Mrs.
Mildred Joseph and Mrs. Thel-
ma Evans and Miss Lula McEwen.
'Prize winners were Mesdames
' Currie, McGraw and Walker.
NEWL1 WEDS — Mt. Olive
CME Cathedral WAS the site for
the impressive wedding of
Miss Geraldine Black to Book-
er T. James, jr. last Saturday
afternoon. Rev. Henry C. Bun-
ton officiated. The bride, a
teacher at Hyde Park Elemen-
tary school, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Black
of 2368 Shasta ave. The groom,
also a teacher of Mr. and
Mrs. Booker T. James, sr., of
1355 Thomas at. The bride
wore a gown of white taffeta
highlighted with a border of
bows. Her shoulder length veil
was of illusion which fell from
a coronet of pearls. Her bou-
quet was of white orchids and
white mums, with red heart
decorations.
MISS JUBILECT of 1956 is
all. stately and beauteous
Lois Williams. She is lb e
daughter of Mrs. Recie WII-
lame of 302 Carbon rd. Miss
Williams was steered to suc-
cess by her dynamic advisor'
capers sors, Mrs. Mary Slice
Met% interns and miss Down.
ia Williams. Miss Jubileet will
lead all of the Jubilee pa-
rades snd will receive an all
''otton rounds.the clock ward-
lobe. Her adskors will re•
ceive 925 cash anard and ten
‘ards of exquisite cotton fab-
rics. Tie wardrobe will be pre-
sented to her in a special as.
sembly program on Friday,
May let at her school, which
is Melrose high. Crowning
Miss Jubilect is the winner of
last year's contest, Miss An-
nette Johnson, who is also
senior at Melrose High. T h e
Jubilee celebration will be he'd
May 11-16.
200 guests attended the wed-
ding ceremony of the popular
pair with a reception being
held at Lelia Walker club-
house at 4:00 p. m., that eve-
ning. Mrs. Delores Boone, the
bride's sister, who introduced
the guests, wore a dress of
blue shantung featuring navy
velvet panels. Music for the
double ring ceremony was
furnished by Miss Carolyn
Rhodes. Others assisting at the
reception were Miss Marie
Brittman, Mrs. Elmer John-
son, Mrs. Pamella Dennis,
Mrs. Margaret Hubbard
M r s. Margaret Hubbard
Strong, Mrs. Alice Dassie,
Miss Charlotte Brooks, Miss
Phyllis Brooks and Miss
Ann White.
Les Voguettes Looking
For Best Dressed Women
What does it take to make a
woman rank in the position of the
top ten best dressed women?
Les Voguettes is sponsoring a
contest for the general public,
and the winning entries will be se-
lected by a panel of judges whose
decisions will be final. Winners
will be announced at a colorful
fashion show March 22 at Johnnie's
Hippodrome.
The rules for the contest are:
1. Enter contest by correctly
naming, according to categories
given on official entry blank,
persons you think best fit the
title.
2. You may submit as many
entries as you wish of the of-
ficial entry blank printed in this
paper, but no more than one
exact size handetaven facsimile
of the form.
3. Anyone, anywhere, is eli-
gible to enter the contest except
members of the Les Voguettes
and their immediate families
and employees of the Tri-State
Defender and their families.
4. Attach completed en try
blank on a postal card or on
on paste board for depositing
in box office of Tri-State Defend-
er.
5. Entries must be in the hand
of the judges no later than March
21, 1959, at 6 p. m.
6. Les Voguettes will award
prize to person whose entry is
closest too that of final selection
Small Fry
King And Queen
William D. Callian, III, and Sha-
ron R. Lewis were named the king
and queen of a recent contest held
among the third graders in teacher
Mrs. Willye Lee Branch's room
of Hamilton school.
The king is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. William D. Callian, jr., and
the queen is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lewis, jr.
Princesses are Judith L. Lett-
ing, Beverly Booker and Carolyn
Mare.
A party was given in honor of
the royal court at the school.






of judges. In case of tie, prize
will be awarded to one bearing
earliest postmark.
7. Only one prize will be
awarded to a family, and no con-
testant will receive more than
one prize.
8. Person entering contest un-
der fictitious names will not re-
ceive prize, and winners will be
required to sign affidavit stating
that no unusual name was used.
9. Every entry will be checked
and winners will be announced
during fashion show to be pre-
sented at Johnnie's Hippodrome
on Sunday, March 22.
10. Mall entries to TEN BEST
DRESSED WOMEN, c-o Tr-
State Defender, 236 S. Welling-




we welcome you in our large spacious
home. Make your reservations early
before choice dates are taken.
PHONE BO 8-4741
or WRITE






There's a sense of fresh,
sweet cleanliness that only
"Lysol" brings.
That's why millions of
women douche with it regularly.
They know "Lysol" brand
disinfectant keeps you from of-
fending. Ends odor by killing
odor-causing germs!
They know new, milder
"Lysol" can't harm you.
"Lysol" does a better job
than home-style douches, in-
cluding vinegar. Use it regular-












with a NEW MOUNTING
If your diamond ring is dated—and we all know that settings
do go out of fashion—bring it to Us for a beauty treatment.
We have s wide selection of fine mountings and you'll find
a price range to suit your pocketbook.
Arrange Terms—Ne Carrying Change
GEOlt)R Y.INCs














































































































Sat, Feb. 21, 1959Sahli 'Mr. Baseball' Paige Completes
Film Role In 'The Wonderful Country'
so they say.Critics Say Ageless'Pitcher Tosses Curve
In Bob Mitchum 'Epic'
HOLLYWOOD — Leroy "Satch-
el" Paige, the ageless baseball
wonder-pitcher, has thrown his
confused biographers another
curve — he's turned movie actor.
The lanky hurler makes his bow
as a disciple of the Stanislavsky
method before the cameras in
MPL Productions' "The Wonder-
ful Country," a story of romance
and adventure below the border,
starring Robert Mitchum and Ju-
lie London for United Artists re-
lease.
Satchel's first role is that of an
Army sergeant who is forced to
command an entire company fol-
lowing the death of its officers. On
the Durango, Mexico location set-
ting, the local youngsters ignored
the high-priced Hollywood stars
and made a B-line for "Satch."
They were treated to a short
course in the fundamentals of
pitching by the man who won't
say how long he's been throwing
fast -balls — just that he figures
he's just begun.
'Ole Satch' attracted llollywood
brass and got the role as a result
of spotlighting he received in ru-
mors that his life story would be
JULIE LONDON has the femme filmed. Thus Hollywood always
role in picture "The Wonderful anxious to get an act that looms
Country" in which Satchel Paige interesting grabbed off the ageless
occupies an important role, pitcher for The Wonderful Coon-
-
! LILLIAN ARMSTRONG, ex.
' wife of the famed "Satehmo"
ls one of the very few female
members of American Society
Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers (ASCAP).
Royalties For Revived
Tunes Climb High But
Often Drop Into Drain
Thanks to close check by ASCAP
(American Society of Composers,
and Authors) millions of dollars
annually lay in waiting for the
composers td pick up, much of
which is never called for, legally.
This condition is due in a meas-
ure to fact that so many strange
things happened back in the early
twenties when songwriting by ear
was a practice. In many cases the
composer, unable to put their mu-
sic on paper via symbols simply
lettered the sheets using the al-
phabetical' system.
ilow And to make matters worseith outlets for their tunes ald
compositions limited they some-
times sold their songs for restau-
rant rights. Not ownership of the
cafe but the right to eat in the
place regularly and put the ticket
on the cuff. In many cases the
copyrights were entered in same
of the person guaranteeing the
feed leaving the actual composer
with no claim legally.
There were other instances when
composers turned their songs over,
to a well known artist for record-
ing purposes. In order to get the
tune recorded on one of the older
labels the writer would permit his
chosen musician to lay claim to the
tune. As a result often managers
of the musician playing the tune
would secure copyright for the
songs, leaving both the writer and
the composer both out in the cold.
In other cases there have been
composers who were not familiar
to the limit placed on copyrights
and fact that the property returns
to the original source unless copy-
right is renewed a f ter a
certain time. Thus an interested
party in the "know" could ask
and receive copyright renewal
and establish legal claim to the
song and all royalties coming to
the owner. There are numerous
instances of this happening. A
close check would show that mil-
lions in copyright funds go a beg-
ging because owner of the tunes
has failed to exercise his rights
or to step in and lay legal claim
to the money due him g her.
Station, Sponsor Like
Plan For Sepia Video
41 If Sammy Davis Stars
A southside group (of two) call-
ed on a loop television station'
management yesterday with a
plan that couldn't miss. An all Ne-
gro television program that would
spotlight numerous artists as guest
stars includink Sammy Davis, in.,
and Johnny Mathis. It was a good
sounding story and an interesting
one indeed.
However, there was a pause in
the committee's conversation. A
pause that was welcomed by all
who was in listening distance be-
cause the head of the committee
Was talking not only fast but loud.
And then came the bombshell.
The listening brass, with a chance
to speak let fall the promise of
time en the air, locally, as soon al
Apthe show could be arranged, Only
WV thing, the station management in-
sisted that Sammy Davis, jr., or
try."
Rumors of such a film hit the
papers two years ago. Needless
to say nothing happened. The cri-
tics who wrote of the planned
filming of Satch's life story select-
ed Stepin Fetchit as the actor to
play the title role. Old "Step"
was elated at reading of his pro-
posed assignment when the news
first appeared in print. Since then,
however the famed ardor of the
silent screen days has admitted
no official offer came his way for
such an assignment.
iVhen "Step" was in Chicago
last week he was asked about the
proposed role he was to have
played. "Only thing I know about
such a role or film is what I read




William Warfield, Eddie "Roch-
ester" Anderson and Earle Hyman
will re-create their starring roles
in a live repeat of the "hallmark
Hall of Fame" 90-minute color-
Cast of Mare Connelly's "Green
Pastures" on the NBC-TV Net-
work, Monday, March 23 (9:30-11
P.m., EST),
Warfield will again portray The
Lord. ''Rochester" will play Noah,
and Hyman will appear in the
dual role of Adam and Ilezdrel.
According to exective producer
Mildred Freed Albers, most of
the all-Negro cast of SA will return
in their original roles.
When "Hallmark" first present-
ed "Green Pastures" on Oct. 17
1957, the Pulitzer Prize play was
hailed as one of the most mem-
orable programs in TV history.
There were many requests for a
repeat performance. The encore,
as the original, will be seen live
and in color.
"Green Pasture" was produced
on Broadway in 1930. Subsequent-
ly, it enjoyed two revivals and a
five-year nationwide tour. In 1936,
it was made into a movie.
Connelly, who wrote the TV
adaptation based "Green Pas-
tures" on Roark Bradford's '01'
Man Adam an' His Chilun,' a
Creation in concepts of country-





The Ramsey Lewis Trio, cur-
rently on national tour is creating
a real sensation everywhere they
appear.
The opening night at Birdland
in New York was a tremendous
success. They recei-ed a standing
ovation and literally stole the
show from such veterans as Chris
Connors and Mundell Lowe.
Their current bookings include
the country's most prominent jazz
rooms. From Birdland on Broad-




SATCHEL PAIGE In role of rushed for autographs by ' youngster while picture was on
Army sergeant, is shown being location In Durango, Mexico.
uarter Moon' Pix On
'Mixed Marriage' Kick
HOLLYWOOD — Racial inter-Ipitcure is given by James Ed- the lawyer who defends Miss Len.
marriage is a subject being found wards, outstanding young Negro don in court, against an annul-
more and more often in today's actor who previously won acclaim .ment suit brought by her hus-
headlines across the nation. It's a in "Home of the Brave." He plays band's mother, Agnes Moorehead.
theme, of course, that long has
been taboo in Hollywood motion
pictures — which is one reason
the new film, "Night of the Quar-
ter Moon," is bound to be widely
discussed.
The marriage of a beautiful, part
Negro girl to a white man — and
the controversy it arouses in to-
day's society — is the story dra-
matically unfolded In this picture
being released by MGM.
That the proviously avoided
story has been filmed is evidence
that Hollywood. according to the
picture's producer, "has grown up
to handle more adult, frank sub-
jects — to face issues which peo-
ple today must face in real life."
Albert Zugsmith, one of Holly-
wood's most dynamic young pro-
ducers, thrives on controversial,
topical themes such as in his pre-
vious "High School Confidential"
and his forthcoming "The Beat
Generation." He and Director
Hugo Haas both were determined
to film ''Nnight of the Quarter
Moon" with outspoken honesty,
yet also with a rare sensitivity.
In the film, Julie London playa
the lovely quadroon, John Drew
Barrymore is her white sweet-
heart and bridgegroom. Nat King
Cole also stars in both an acting
and singing role.
One of the key scenes in the
picture is Cole's declaration to
Miss London, "I won't do anything
for anyone who wants to exploit l
color. There's been enough ofl
that."
Besides his dramatic part In the
story, Cole sings the picture's
title song and also introduces the
new tune, "To Whom It May Con,
cern," composed by himself and
his sister-in-law, Charlotte Hawk-
ins.
Another top performance in the
Johnny Mathis must be the pro-
gram's star throughout the regu-
lation 13-week period it would run.
Of course, the committee could
make no such promise. In fact
they weren't positive that Sammy
Davis would appear on the open-
ing program that might turn out
to be the last.
However, "the committee" could
guarantee the presence of some
other "names" just as popular as
th eone that identifies "Mr. Won-
derful." Who were the names?
The committee couldn't say at
this time admittedly and the sta-
tion executive couldn't figure a
name that would prove profitable,
admittedly. So their request for
time on the air for a program that
would feature top names was
'washed op and out even before thecommittee of two left the execu-
Globetrotters Foul Out
In Debut As Cafe Stars
LOS ANGELES, Calif. — (CNS)
A daring chance taken by the
managers of the Moulin Rouge in
L. A. proved fatal when the
Globetrotters, America's top bas-
ketball team performed for three
nights in a brave stab at show-
business. The show was a flop.
The idea was to bring "something
different" to the nations in the
form of live basketball And tennis
matches, mostly done in clown
style. But unfortunately, even the
great Globetrotters could not cap-
tivate the audience, which was
very meager.
The Moulin Rouge is a beauti-
ful club with a huge stage and
amphitheatre seating arrange-
ment geared for the unusual. Un-
der the watchful eye of owner
Abe Saperstein, who made a mint
tive's office.
Few hours later a friend speak-
ing for Sammy Davis, jr., was
hearing for the first time a plan
to star him on a local television
station. The spokesman knew all
about the station we identified hut
knew absolutely nothing about
"the committee" or any of its
members as the two names were
rattled off. Thus ended what start-
ed out to be a successful bid for
any Negro program on television
and ended in the studio's brass
making bold attempts to learn
from the committee the names
of gents or ladies who would fill
in for Sammy and how any such
person or persons could get so
great without the general public's
knowledge.
off the team when the life story
of the Trotter; was filmed—the
"act" was divided into two com-
plete teams, the Trotters and the
Hawaii Fiftieth Staters. For 40
minutes or less they "enter
(aired" by shooting at each
other's baskets and making it a
complete liollywood comical deal.
There were the famous .trick
shots and it was fast and funny.
Table tennis was played too —
with no better reception, but this
was done very skillfully and those





A Raisin' In N. Y.
Better Than Here
Reports from New York ticket
brokers make It certain that "A
Raisin In The Sun" now appearing
at the Blackstone here will not
be held over. Reason a terrific ad-
vance sale for the Broadway run,
The play closes here Sunday,
March 7 and reopens on Broadway
following week at the Barrymore
theatre. Reports from manage-
ment indicates tickets will be hard
to get in New York for at least
two months. Already there are
complete sellouts for certain
shows, both night and matinee.
Broadway became interested in
By WILLIAM EDWALD
UPI — This Saturday The Dick
Clark show (ABC-TV) will star
Tommy Leonetti, Richard Rome,
Billy Williams and Cathy Carr.
Gary Cooper made one of his
rar etelevision appearances Sat-
urday when he joined Lena Horne
and a new singing group, Marga-
ret Ann and The Jade Quartet, on
the NBC-TV Network "Perry Co-
mo Show."
During the eolorcast, Cooper
said he is "interested" in doing
a show like Como's and, with the
singing star as guide, "observed
a TV program being produced.
Miss Horne sang "From This
Moment On," "One for the Road,"
"Day In, Day Out" and, in duet
with Como. "Life Is Just a Bowl
of Cherries."
the play after reading glowing
reports and views from New
Haven, Conn., and Philadelphia
where the Lorraine Hansberry
play enjoyed successful trial runs.
Then when Chicago critics went
overboard in praising the show
the verdict was sealed. The re-
sult of those reviews were spread
in New York and the box offices
began to click and are eentinuing
to do so. The show was to have
opened on Broadway Feb. 12 but
producers decided to make an
early visit to Chicago where scene
of the story is the pictured.
Billie Holliday Gives
Talents, Tears To 'Thon'
Emceed By Martha Ray
NEW YORK — (SNS)—Appear-i whya,a
ing on Martha Ray's 19 hour'
telethon to raise money for re-
tarded children, Billie Holliday,
blues singer better known as
"Lady Day" was a big sensation.
She was dressed beautifully—in
white and her jet black pony tail
was very effective.
But when she sang one of her
most famous numbers, My
Man," tears welled up in her
eyes and when she finished the
number, she had to run off the
stage. All her fans are asking—
There is nothing unique about
La Holliday shedding tears after
a performance but there is usual-
ly an explanation when requested.
I Billie had no explanation. "I just
I felt like crying, she told reporters
after the telecast.
Was Mist, Holliday brooding
over "My Man" or was it some-
thing else? This question may
never be answered for the simple
reason it perhaps will never again
be put to the famous singer.
BILLIE BOLLIDAY
By AL KONROB
WHEN THE LATE BILL R013-!THE most explosive "covenant"
INSON passed many asked the troubles involved the family of
quesiton who will replace the guy:
at the top of the stars who willing-
1 aid benefit causes that are
worthy. —MANY SAID IT COULD,
NOT and wouldn't be done—AND'
NOW COMES Sammy Davis who,
is ever willing to lend his superb!
talents to benefits so long as they I
are proved worthy. YES SAMMY
IS the guy who moved in after,
Robinson and at the same time!
took the "n't" out of phase" It
Couldn't Be Done.' — THIS IS
NOT exactly a plea to "Mr. Won-
derful" to keep up the practice.
It is rather a public salute to
the person who has already attend-
ed the chores.
• • •
WHILE ON THE SUBJECT OF
DAVIS news services report him
as agreeing to a divorce settle-
ment for his wife, Loray which
isn't surprising. — NOR WAS IT
entirely unsuspected that such a
move would he made, even as far
back as months ago.—A FELLOW
LIKE Davis belongs to the pro-
fession he has mastered.—AND
THERE is bound to he misunder-
standings creeping in when time
comes to neglect some one thing
for another, even if the victim
happens to be the spouse.—TIIE
SETTLEMENT? Well, Davis
looked at that the same as he
does his work. It must be done,
and satisfactorily.
110W MANY patrons witnessing
the play "A Raisin In The Sun"
realize the story contains many
details of obstacles and barriers
that faced the author's family
many years ago. — CERTAINLY
Lorraine liansberry who wrens
"Raisin" less than two decades
ago. — HOW SHE PENNED the
story makes its revival interest-
ing and gpod theatre.
THOSE OF YOU entertaining
idea of a Sunday theatre party to
see "A Raisin In The Sun" might
as well choose another time.
THERE WILL BE no Sunday per.
formances. In Chicago this is um.
usual. The unusual to the New
York theatre goer is when he can
see shows on Sunday. — IN CASE
OF "A Raisin" there is an added
chance to see the show manage-
ment decided to have MATINEE
SIIOWS both Wednesdays and
Saturdays. — This is also common
in New York.
LONG RUNS in amusement
circles are rather uncommon to-
day but a few seem able to linger
on. ONE OF TIIE longest is the
Amateur Hour show at New
York's Apollo theatre. T II PI
AMATEUR HOUR has been i part
of New York's amusement row
for more than two score years and
is still very popular. — IT HAS
BOASTED presenting the talents
of some six or eight emcees one
of whom, Leonard Reed is back
on the job, after an absence oi
some fifteen years. LEONARD
IF YOU are interested, is man•
ager of the famed Harlem thews
tie.—THE AMATEUR HOUR hal
springboarded a number of top
stars to the position they now
hold in the entertainment worldk
—SUCII GREATS as Ella Fits.




Sammy Davis, Cole Top
Stage's Switch Brigade
Artists who excell in one of more;
types of entertainment appear
the scene only occasionally yet;
there have been a few who stood1
out in that respect.
One, Muriel Rahn, a great con-'
cert artist, has also rated as a
musical star on stage and radio
as well. Muriel who created the
title role in the all sepia version
of "Carmen Jones" but dropped
out early. is a favorite in concert
circles. Her appearences on col-
lege campuses have been most
successful promotions.
Another is Nat King Cole who
began as a pianist and after dis-
covery that he was favored with
a stylish singing voice combined ,
both arts to form one of the most
entertaining of such combinations.
Today Nat leans more to singing
than he does playing the piano'
when appearing on television and
in film.
By the same token can be meas-,
ured ''Mr Wonderful," better'
known As Sammy Davis, Jr. Sam-
my arrived as a dancer but WE
vocalizing rates with the hest tat.
day. In addition to straight sing-
ing Sammy has added a most
unique style of mimicing plus
mitating voices and style of others.
His dancing? Oh, yes, that is as
good as ever. The others are
added "starters" to his great per.
formance.
Even more notable changes in.
elude the careers of Billy Eck*.
tine and Arthur Lee Simpkins.
Billy, originally a trumpet star
with vocalizing added in now one
of the world's great vocalists.
Simpkins. Ills big switch came
when he added classics and semi•
daSSies to his programs. And
where he started out as singer of
popular tunes with the old Earl
Hines ork he now rates as ono
of the better handlers of taus le
be dime in foreign binomial.
There have been numerals soda
switches in vocal and lastroaade
al entertainment by top stars this
space will not permit mamas
here. We merely mention a 11111Pe
_  4Valailli%wove =ft.,
DEFENDER
Sat., FA. 36, 1959
—
L.A. Judge, Police Chief Row Over Raids a •
JUDGE HUBERT T. DE.
LANY, center, returned Ms.
tice of the New York City
Domestic Relations Court, who
students who heard him. Chat-
ting with Delany are from left
to right: Ilerbert S. Rodwell,
Henderson, N. C.; Maxine
Mosley of Boston, Mass., seven Lula Hays, Mrs. Ora Ellington,
•
Zachary, Hertford, N. C.; Jac.
queline Bell, Jackson, N. C.;
Dr. Warmoth T. Gibbs, areal.





GREENSBORO, N. C. —John
W. Jeffries, assistant state agent
with the A&T college Extension
Service, and who has the longest
record of any worker currently
connected with the North Caro-
lina Extension Service will retire
later this month.
"Jeff" as he is affectionately
Called, helped a lot of farmers,
Made plenty of friends and readi-
ly admits that he gave some bad
advice during the 37 years he
, worked with the farmers of North
Carolina. On the eve of his
long awaited retirement, Jeff told
reporters this week, that if he had
to do it all over he would follow
almost exactly the same course.,
Referring directly to his exper-
ience in Extension work, he add-
ed, "there is no other job in
which I would have been happier,
nor done as well."
33RD BIRTHDAY
There is some humor in Jeff's
educational exploits. He likes to
tell his friends, "I celebrated my
33rd birthday in high school and
I wasn't the teacher, either."
Jeff, a graduate of A&T college,
got his degree 31 years after he.
first entered, but he wasn't in col-
lege all that time. He matriculat-
ed at A&T. (then A&M) first in
the fall of 1913, spent one year
and was called back home to help
his ailing father on the farm.
With extension courses offered
In his community by A&T and
other colleges, he built enough
credits for senior ranking. He re-
turned to the college on a full
time basis in the fall of 1943 and
over the years. lie was appoint-
ed district agent in 1940 and was
promoted to h i a present post in
1943. He was appointed to t h e
trustee board of his Alma Mater in
1949 and served this post with
distinction.
In May of 1951 he was signally
honored with the Superior Service
Award, given by the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture. T h e
award was presented to him at a
dinner meeting in Washington by
Charles F. Brannan, the secretary
of the department.
Jeffries Is a dedicated family
man and he and his wife have
done a pretty good job with their
nine offsprings.
They include: Mrs. Virginia Jef-
fries Brown, graduate of Bennett
college and Meharry Medical col-
lege, now a housewife in Los An-
geles; John W. Jr., a graduate
of A&T, now an investigator with
the New York City Department of
Public Welfare; Roland S., grad-
uate of Hampton Institute, a n d
Tuskegee Institute, now doctor of
veterinary medicine in Chicago;
Hulon M., operating his own farm
in Alamance County; Edna E., a
graduate of Bennett college, teach-
er in Graham:
James D., graduate of A&T,
former Army officer, now at Can-
cer Research Center near Wash-
ington, D. C.: Calvin, a graduate
of A&T, now a pilot with the U. S.
Air Force: Mrs. Iris Jeffries
Wade, graduate of Hampton In-
stitute, now home economics
teacher in Wilmington and Elton
R., graduate of A&T, now Voca-
Gov, Buford Ellington of Ten-
nessee has proclaimed March 3 as.
Bishop Lane Day in Tennessee.
Bishop Lane. who is buried in Riv-
erside Cemetery here in Jackson,
was the Negro minister who found-
ed Lane college. The proclama-
tion, dedicating the date of his
birth to his memory, was brought
to the governor by a prominent
group f Negro
church men from Nashville a n d
Jackson. The proclamation states
in part, "In order to give this
statesman the recognition he de-
serves, I do hereby proclaim
March 3, 1959, as Bishop Isaac
Lane Day and request all our
citizens to pay tribute on that day
to the spirit of brotherhood which
his life so completely typified."
Jacksonians attending the cere
mony included Dr. and Mrs. C. A.
Kirkendoll, Dr. Eugene Ching and
Prof. J. A. Cooke, all of Lane
college faculty. Also on hand were
Dr. Joseph A. Johnson, former
president of the Phillip School of
Theology of Lane College, and
now a minister in Nashville, the
Rev. John Glenn of the C. M. E.
church, Dr. W. S. Davis, presi-I
dent of Tennessee State universi-
ty and Prof. Horace C. Savage,
author of the book "The life and
Times Bishop Isaac Lane." Dr.
Kirkendoll, president of Lane col-
lege, said the proclamation will he
taken to Jackson, Tenn., for cere-
monies at Lane colleg on March
The New Hope Baptist church
observed its Youth Choir's First
' Anniversary with a special pro-
gram Sunday at 3 p. m. A special
bed to th
Rev. and Mrs. R. Clingman of
Evanston, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. C.
A. Agnew, Dr. and Mrs. H. R.
Marshall, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Terry Ty-
son, Mrs. Bell Parham, and her
daughter, Mrs. Frances Goodman,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Perkins,
Rev. and Mrs. G, W. Scales,
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Clifton, Mrs.
Bertha Graves, Mrs. Mantle eral guests were invited and when MISS WINROW PLEASES 
IN 
RECITALBrown, Mrs. Virgie Cole, Mrs. Mrs. Hampton wailked in the house
Juanita Beasley, mrs. m a g gi e all gathered around her singing i -..o say that Lois Winrow han-
Dukes, Circle No. 2 of Bean Happy Birthday to You. Mrs.
Baptist churrh, Mrs. Rosa Jones' sensitive 
Hampton was very happy. At 
idles her voice deftly and with a
Miss Lurline Savage, Mrs. Nellie 
this point all the guest went into' 
si engsingve
is perhaps expressing it
feeling for what she is
Carr Mrs Janie Smith, Mrs. the dining room where they serv-1 
ora Pearson, Mrs. Leanne Moton, 
ed to a menu of Turkey, Boiled MICHIGAN STATE'S Men's In-
Mrs. Lula Thomas, Mrs. Lillie Ham' 
Julio, Creamed Potatoes, tramural Building contains a 125
Bell, Mrs. Mary Perkins, Mr. 
Salads, Coffee and Cold Drinks. x 127 foot dirt arena in which an
and Mrs. Joe Davis, Mr. and Those 
present were Mrs. Rena entire baseball infield is laid out
Mrs Charlie Clark R d Mrs., ev, an' Hay' 
Mrs. Bessie Gordon, Mrs.lfor winter practice..
tional Agriculture teacher in Jack- R  
A. L. Campbell and Mrs. Ger-
trude Person, Most of these nice
people were nice to me first be-
fore the holidays, but I have not
felt like writing any since Christ-
mas. I really do believe my
friends know that I am appreciat-
ive of what they do for me or
they would not continue to doev.RobertL. Douglass, a stu-
received his degree the following 
 so.sonville
June. 
dent at Lame college. Snecial songs Among the many visitors a n dWhat are his plans? Jeff has were prepared by the Youth friends who attended the Execu-Jeffries is quick to tell you just two things in mind. He is go- under the direction of Mrs[ tive Board of the Missionaryabout the best job that he ac- ing to work hard as president of n Tabe a I h h'choir of I
complished in 37 years with t h e the 4-H Club Foundation of
Carolina. Inc., at no pay, to which
he was elected last month a n d
farmers in the State to purchase return to farming on his site in
top quality home milk cows. As a 1 Alamance which he loves so well.
result of that campaign, he was
able to procure for the 43 car-
loads of dairy cattle at a cost of
more than $57,000.
The lot consisted of more than
1,100 registered dairy animals. He
said that the biggest good came
Service. He spearheaded a drive





grand children, five sisters-In-law, 1 Mrs. Florence Ward, Mrs. M. A.
six brothers-in-law, and a hot of I Jennings. Mrs. Hampton received
nieces, nephews, cousins and oth-lseveral beautiful and useful gifts.
er relatives and friends. Mrs. Hampton appreciates h e r
The Songs of Joy Singers from nieces, Mrs. Pruit, Mrs. Gates
Covington, Tenn., rendered a mo-, and Mrs. Martin who were rear-
sical at Blaire Chapel C. M. E. ed in her own home. They are
church last Sunday night whichl school teachers, Civic leaders and
was enjoyed by all. Rev. N. Da- church workers. May God bless
via is pastor. them all. Mrs. M. A. Jennings
A scholarship aid for deserving reporter.
individuals was held last week at The Note Burning ceremony was
Brown-Creek Baptist church. The a very impressive occasion last
prgram consisted of variohs renH Sunday afternoon at St. Paul C.
ditions from local talent. Miss C. E. church. The Rev. C. F.
Rawls of Brownsville, Tenn., serv- Odom, pastor of Mother Liberty,
ed as mistress of ceremonies. The was the guest speaker. The ser- as well as t h 
e Superior Court. ber of the judiciary would make
Rev. C. H. Murphy is pastor. mon Was very 
appropriate for the bench and Chief of Police Wil- such public charges. To back up
occasion. Music was furnished by liam H. Parker of the Los Angeles what he meant by the statements
St. Paul choir and the Federated Police Department, was set off not being borne out by the facts,
i ty school last Saturday night. Re. choirs of 
this city. Mrs. M. L. here Tuesday in a blistering blast cheif parker quoted the 1957 ar-
n 
by lfreshments of all kinds were serv- 
Mewether, secretary, renovation ,
ed and was enjoyed to the highest of aubliei
Municipal Judge David W. Wil- rests to show that 6859 Neggi1
llama, in the form pw re jailed on gaming chaff ,committee, was signally honor- 
- i
by all persons present. On Sun- ed for 
years of service to the letter to the chief, iwhile during the same period 907
day night the Youth Department church.  Judge Williams hotly criticized! caucasians and 306 others had
of Hurts Chapel gave a "Youth  the police vice administrative been arrested under similar or-
Talent Program' which was given operations, for what he termed'cumstances.
in the main auditorium of the discriminatory arrests, likening; The chief, also showed the chart
church. The occasion was spon- the one-sided multiple arrests of of gambling arrests in 1958 re-
bored by Miss Gaither Atwater. Negro gamblers to that of t h e;vealing there were 5210 Negroes
The Rev, F. L. Green Is pastor. recent arrests by M e x i c a n arrested, as against 482 micas.
The Woman's Chorus of Salem authorities of more than 50 Ameri-kans and 482 others. The law en.
Baptist church celebrated their an- cans and assessing them exces-lforcement officer's chart seems
niversary Program last Sunday sive bail on minor gaminillhardly enough to squelch the
afternoon at 3. The Rev. U. D. charges. 'alarm sounded by Judge Williams
Louis delivered the anniversary in the matter of racial discrimi-
Music and
Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE
The lush sheen and remarkable
sermon. Various other singing quality of voice as possessed by
groups participated in the affair. Renate Tebaldi thrilled an over-
Mrs. Louise Coleman, president flow audience of 2,750 music lov-
arid the Rev. R. L. Drain, pastor, era in Orchestra Hall Sunday aft-
Mr. Will McDonald of 139 Bev- ternoon, Feb. 15,
tha at. died last week at Jackson- vhen she appear-
Madison co. hospital after a ling- ed in concert.
ering illness. The Rev. Willie B. Already a fav-
Glass officiated at the funeral. orite songstress
The Berean Baptist church held and star of the
its regular monthly Prayer Lyric Opera co.,
Breakfast last Sunday morning Miss Tebaldi
Feb. 15, In the Church's Fel- was singing her 110"
lowship room. The fellowship is first Orchestra Ile
wonderful at these meetings and Hall recital on
bl attend. The Rev. A. L. Camp- was an occasion
,the public is cordially invited to this occasion. It
of the boys game, Prof. B. L. Gi
team, presented the hall to Mrs. Sunday was a high day at Lib- 
that brought Miss Tebaldimore, former coach of the girls: bell is pastor.
C. A. AGNEW Agnes Poe, the present coach, erty church. The pastor, Rev. C.
who was a member of one of his: F'. Odom, preached a wonderful
championship teams. In the boys sermon which was enjoyed by all.
game Marlon Ingram had 16 Stewardess Board No. 1 held a
points. Devan Weddle, 15, and Ben Weight Rally in the home of Mrs.
1.111er. 14. John Spiver was tops Hattie Maxwell on Mobile Avenue.
for the losers with 6 points. Sunday at 3 o'clock. A nice bust- offering an afternoon of exaulted
It has been several days since ness session was had and raised song. Songs in her native tongue,
the holidays, and I am just writ- more than $1G.00. Mrs. Lola Bry- Italian ranging from the aria Ah!
ing the names of the sweet gen- ant, president, Mrs. M. A. Jen-Spietato, from "Amadigi" and Una-
erous hearted people who were /ling, reporter. ragazza che non e' pazza, by Ga•
luppi, through Scarlatti's Caldo
sangue and Chi vuoll animarasi,
two Mozart songs, to the exciting
La Regata Veneziana (in Vene-
tian dialect) by Rossini, conclud-
ing the group with two unforget-
table songs by Bellini.
Miss Tebaldi's artistry is of the
unblemished proportion and as
real kind to me during Christmas The Senior Usher Board of The
Baptist and since then. Mrs. Mary L. Mer- First church gave a
riweather, Mrs. Mary Lane, Mrs. Valentine Social in the lower au.
Lula Bush, Mrs. Iola Brooks of ditorium of the church last Fri-
Chicago, Mrs. Fannie L. Moton, day night.
A beautiful surprise birthday
party was given at the palatial
horn* of Mrs. Alfreda Martin on
the corner of Tanyard and Lib-
erty Streets, assisted by her two mistress of the glorious outpour.
sisters, Mrs. Jannie Pruitt and ing of sumptuous song she has
Mrs. Josephine Gate, in honor of no peer. Born of the bet canto
their aunt, Mr. Yenta Hampton. era, she casts a spell of complete
Mrs. Royal Etta Glover was co- delight over the throng which
hostess. It was a swell affair. Sev- hangs on each superlative sound.
North 
,a rn e ure Council of the C. M. E. church,
president of the Board and chair-
participated in the service. , man of the Helen B. Cobb Schol-
--- Mrs. Terry Tyson and Mrs. Lil- , arship Fund. Mrs. Bedford is a
—  
ennessee1' lie Bell of this city spent several native of Jackson, Tenn, and wasweeksss vinisiStitn.g Louis,selaptievtersoit a annl guest inKelly the 4h1o5m;anoyf
Chicago. They have recently re-
turned home expressing quite a
pleasant trip.
The Ever-Ready Mother's Club
of Allen Avenue Church of G o d
in Christ met with Mm. Mamie
'Brown. 523 N. Cumberland. last
Thursday night. The purpose of
this club is to raise Toney to
help the needy. We We them
great success.
Merry High of Jackson a n d
Central High of Paris, Tenn., split
la double header Friday night,
'with Merry's girls losing to Cen-
i train girls 4,1-17 and Merry's hers
!winning a 79-33 victory. L. G.
nts for
the Green Hornets to be high
I point man for Merry Thomas was
lion wed b Jeff Rat,'.• 4
A Valentine social was given at
the Hurts Chapel communi-
BouvAR
from the reproduction of this big i A wornanless fashion show waslot. He also promoted the first
held at Bolivar, Ind. school. The'statewide 4-H Club Dairy Cattle
winners were Gaston Andrews,'Show for Negroes in 1945 which rm.;t John A. Williams, second,also was an outstanding success.
and Willie G. McKinnie, third.With this outstanding work,
David Thomas, Jerome Boyd,Borne honors have come to Jeff
and Forrest Robinson were honor.
able mentions.
JOHN W. JEFFRIES, assistant
state agent of the A and T college
Exten.ion ‘service, will retire this
month after serving for 37 years.
Mrs. Savannah Woods was bur-
ied at Green Grove. Rev, Udell
Lewis delivered the eulogy. Mot-
ley and Rivers Funeral Home was
in charge.
The Lane Tabernacle Men's cho-
rus of Jackson rendered a mu-
sical program Sunday afternoon at
St. Paul CME church. Prof. Dan-
iel Gloss and group were at
Greater Springfield Baptist church
Funeral service for Mrs. Ger-
trude Young Barber was held at
Bethlehem M. B. church. R e v.
Ezell Curry delivered the eulog,
Out of town guests included Mr,
Young, Carl Woodrow. W. D. and
Rerhelle Young. Fred and Edd
Givens of Memphis: Mrs. Mary
I Tuttle and Sonny of German-
town; Mr. and Mrs. Mose Bills.
Bessie Smith and Nonnie Forbes
Givens of Jackson.
MICHIGAN STATE'S football
coach Hugh Duffy Daugheriy was
elected "Coach of the Year" ii
1955 by the largest margin in the
21.year history of the poll,
eorge Brooks and Mrs. Marvin, which convened here recently
Cathy, with Mrs. Ruth Neeley 111' was Mrs. Phylis Bedford of
the piano. The Junior Usher Youngstown, Ohio who is the vice
Board of First Baptist church
Thomas
j points. Craven was high point for
I central with 11 points. In t h e
girls game Central won with a
wide margin over Merry's girls
46-17. Carolyn Davis scored 12 of
the 17 points for Merry. For Cen-
tral Thetis was high point girl with
27 points
West 11:eh school smacked vis-
iting Dunbar High of Savannah,
with a double loss Friday night
37.20 and 01-13 in a pair of home-
coming virtories. The girls game
moved at slow parr until Lizzie
McGee be: an to spark the West
lassies. 34, (lee finally finished the
'evening to lead the winning girls.
!The boys ." ere routed from start
to finish AA It h the Tieers toe strong
I for their opponents. A 1 the halli
Mrs. Geor-
ard at. dur-
ing her stay here.
In a meeting of the Department-
al board of Liberty CME church
last Monday night Stewardess
Board No. 1 and No. 2 and Mrs.
Savanah Louis of Chicago Ill,
presented to the church a very
beautiful Communion set which
is completely outfitted for carry-
ing communion to the sick and
shutins. The pastor the Rev. C
F. Odom and the church at large
are very grateful for the gift.
The funeral of Mrs. Velma Wil-
liams Johnson who was the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Williams was held Wed-
nesday evening from Mother Lib-
erty CME church of which she
was a member with the Rev. C.
F. Odom and C. W. Allen officiat-
ing. Burial was in Elm-Wood
cemetery with Ford Funeral
Home in charge. Mrs. Johonoson
died in a hospital in Boston. Mass.
where she had gone several weeks
ago after a lingering illness to
be near her children. Mrs. John-
son was a very active member of
her church. She was a member
of The Senior choir and The Sen-
ior Usher hoard. She was a sin-
cere worshiper in the services of
her church. Survivors are three
sisters, Mrs. Lydia Culp of Jack
son, Mrs. Ponie Meadow of Salina.
Kane., Mrs. Lonnie Sharp of In
dianapolis. Ind., one brother, Mr
Ashbie Williams of Gary. Ind .
Two Daughters, Mrs. WarnellA
Calamese and Mrs. Willie MA,
RENNE11' TO MOUNT HOL-
YOKE — These six Bennett
College qudenti accompanied
by Mrs. Louise G. Streat.
faculty member, are shown
forth more people than any other
single attraction held there this
season.
There were many things libout
the recital that made it memor-
able and the soprano showed her
appreciation f the c b
as they left Saturday for South
Habley. Mass. where they will
spend two weeks al Mount
Holyoke College. Mr,.. Street
shown at left of back row will
egroes Target
Of Harrassment
By LAWRENCE F. LaMAR ,of one 
lone white man, all of the
!defendants that appeared before
LOS ANGELES — (N P R) —Ihim on gambling charges were
What appears to be the opening Negroes.
guns of a long smouldering breachl
,
Police Chief Parker, countered
between judges of the Municipal!with a "surprise" that a mem-
The irate jurist, a Negro ap-
pointee of former Governor Good- natory arrests.
win J. Knight, posed the question The chart bears out the judges
whether, anyone else gambled be-'contention that Negro arrests are
sides Negroes along Central ave.I excessive. The population ratio
Judge Williams said of the two'is nearly 10 to whites to Negroes.
of the three years he has been Yet, Negro arrests on gambling
on the bench, with the exception.charges are more than 5 to one.
best. Hearing a portion of her re-i
cital in the large auditorium of
Greater Betheda Baptist church,
Sunday, Feb. 15, as sponsored by
the Ergardea Club, Miss Winrow
showed much growth and develop-
ment over her last appearance
here.
In songs like Shubert's Du hist
die Ruh, well contrasted with Auf
dem Wasser zu singen and Marx's
dich die Liebe, the recitalist
showed a genuine feeling for the
inner meaning of the texts and
once she arrives at a fuller under.
standing of the language and its
correct fusion with the music, she
can be outstanding.
In Brahms' lovely Sapphische
Ode, she caught only a half of the
aura of the poet's imagination, but
in Schubert's Du Bist die Ruh,
she maintained a flowing line
which is often difficult for young
singers to attain.
A sheaf of four French songs
found the mezzo soprano in ade-
quate voice and ample arch for
their projection. They were sung
with excellent rhythmic contrast
and balance and it was when she
finished that her audience paid its
wildest applausive praise.
Still in the French style she ad-
vanced to the dramatic aria from
Tschaikowsky's "Jeans D'Arc,"
Adeau forets, in which the maid
of Orleans bids her last farewell
to the hills which she had loved
so dearly.
, A fine reading this was too, but
not quite with the definition
which the tradition demands.
Miss Winrow has made such a
decided improvement over what
we've heard on previous occas-
ions that we were greatly pleas-
lecture in the area of family
life in the general education
program, left to right, front
row: Missec Jacqueline Her-
hin, Greensboro, N. C.; Laura
Sawyer, Salisbury, N. C. and
ed. She felt her songs more and
with this feeling she was able to
project more of what was
on in the song. This is the all,
communication, without which no
singer can hope to reach the true
realm of the artist stage.
Herman Taylor was altogether
capable of providing fine accom-
paniment for her vaulting song.
She has come a long way since
she sang at a music convention in
Washington, D. C., where musi-




The Melodians Choral Ensern.
ble, Theodore McEwing, director
presented their third annual con-
cert Sunday, Feb. 15, at Lincoln
Center, before a large and re-
sponsive audience.
In an obviously interesting pre.
gram which featured the Melo.
diens in three groups of well bal-
anced songs, the Adair Alford
Trio, Dorothy Morris, soprano,
and Elaine Griffin, pianist were
assistants on the afternoon's pro-
gram
The Melodians, a mixed * .1
composed of 23 voices male and
female, amount to an attractive
chorus with serious intentions, and
once they learn to sing on an
even line with more clarity in
diction and musicianship this
group should take its rightful
place among the better such sing-
ers in Chicago.
The audience was enthusiastic
and the appearance made by the
group on the stage was much
place.
acceptable than it was the 
they last time sang at the same
LaVonne Barbour, Armand!'"
Md. Bark row: Mrs. Steen&
Gloria E. Brown. Brow, a
Y.; Anita Duckett, BeSCOW.
Va. and Demetrie Cants
hen, Oak Hill, Ala.
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n it was the
at the same
o N.Y. Catholics, Protestants Pray Together
By BECKY TAYLOR
Dear "Beaters" (parents too.)
the box is filled up to the brim
with mail, so we'll dig right in.
in Europe. Beginning some six
Years ago with one student, the
awards have increased the num-
ber to six students to receive
awards of $3,000 each for his
year in Europe. A faculty com-
mittee is in process of selecting
now six students for the aca-
demic year 1959-60. Six were se-
lected last year for the current
school year, and five of them are
studying in Europe at present,
while the sixth is poised to go as
soon as some difficulties a r e
cleared up.
These student travel-study
grants are made in the hope of
providing young Negro students
with the experiences necessary to
future usefulness in forein e r-
vice.
• • •
Miss Lorene Novothy, a special-
ist in problems of junior and sen-
ior high school English, will dis-
cuss composition and creative
writing problems with some 50
teachers fro ma 10 county area
at NORTH CAROLINA COLLEGE
on Friday, Feb. 20.
The Rev. E. Theodore Jones,
l'nivorsity PAstor of VIRGINIA
UNION UNIVERSITY announced
today that the annual Week of
Prayer will be observed at the
College Feb. 22-27, 1959
Dr. Thomas H. Henderson. Dean
of the College, released the Dean's
List for the Fall semester end-
ing Feb. 1, 1959. The list shows
students who have earned "B" or
above agerages for the Semester.
A total of 71 individuals a r e
nemed, 43 of whom are Richmon•
from KNOXVILLE COLLEGE at-
tended the 47th Annual Conference
of The Council of the Southern
Mountains, Inc., which was held
last week, Feb. 4-7, at the Moun-
tain View hotel in Gatlinburg,SIT MORE HOUSE COLLEGE Tenn. This marked the first timeSTUDENTS To GET MERRILL that Negro colleges in the area
TRAVEL-STUDY AWARDS OF were invited to participate.$3000: Mr. Merrill makes it possi- Alberta Thomas, senior from An.ble_for Morehouse students to nemanie, Ala., and Victor C. Mad-spend a year in travel and study doe, sophomore from Evansville
Ind., were representatives from
the KC student body.
• • •
A short story, "The Fog." by
Mr. John H. Mellitus. professor
of German and Swinish at MOB.
RIS BROWN COLLEGE, has been
esmsen as one of the ten best
Short stories on Negro life by
Nick Aron Ford, English professor
;of Morgan State college as a re-
suit of Mr. Ford's study of short
stories about Negro 
f
• • •
Selected writings of literary
groups known in America as the
Beat Generation and in England
as the Angry Young Men will be
discussed at ATLANTA UNIVER-
SITY on Tuesday, Feb. 17. Dr.
Thomas D. Jarrett, professor of
English, will review an anthology
of works and ctiticism of the
movements for the Atlanta univer-
sity School of Library Service at
7130 p. m. in Dean Sage auditor-
ium.
VIRGINIA STATE COLLEGE
Day will he observed by alumni Guest leader of Religious Em.
chapters throughout the nation on phasis Week at JACKSON STATE
Sunday, Feb. 22. Alumni chapters COLLEGE, which began Sunday,
in the surrounding communities is Dr. Melvin H. Watson, Director
will participate in the program at of the School of Religion at More-
which time outstanding alumni in house college, Atlanta, Ga. nester of the 1958-59 session,• •the area will he honored. • Southern's athletes are seriouslyVirginia State was awarded to- SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY will threatening to take the honor ofday a department of Defense Re...observe its 45th Annual Founders out-stripping all other specializedserve Award presented by Major,Day Monday, March 9, which will student groups on the campus,General II. J. VanderHeide, 21st be preceded by a week of activi- scholutirally.Corps Commander, on behalf of ties leading up to the main
Neil McElroy, Secretary of De-,event.
tense. The Calendar of Events includ-
The college received the award es a symposium, a student noonders, for outstanding cooperation with
is • • the reserve program of the arm-
Students aid faculty members ed services, and is the only
SEEN FROM LEFT TO
RIGHT When newly elected'
officers for the Brooklyn chap-
ter — Delta Alpha Zeta chap-
ter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Inc. were installed by WII-
tution of higher learning in the
21st Corps area receiving this
award.
liarn E. Doer, national execu-
tive secretary of Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Inc.: E.
Ball, Marie C. Davis, Joanna
Ransom, program director:
Fannie P. Watts (National
day convocation, radio and tele-
vision programs, and the main
ceremonies on March 9. Dr. Mor.
Failure As Sharecropper
Now Farmer Capitalist
A farmer who once failed as a
sharecropper, loaded his wife and
children and few pieces of furni-
ture into a wagon and moved, is
now one of the most outstanding
to that landlord who told us to
move after three crop failures. If
that man hadn't made US move,
we'd probably still be sharecrop-
pers."
farm operators in Arkansas, says' The Vaughn' have never forgot-
T. R. Betton, district agent of the ten that move in the dead of win-
Sate Extension Service. ter in 194,2. "It has been a kind
The farmer is Cleveland Vaug1-1 of spur in our side," muses Mr.
of Earle, who owns a 107-acre Vaughn.
farm, rents 180 acres more, andi On the farm to which they
has a modern six-room home with moved (after pleading with the
ga heat, hot and cold running owner) they settled down to a
water, a tiled bathroom, and hard- program of rigid thrift. They were
wood floors, determined to have a farm of
Under his tool shed stand two their own. Within three years, by
tractors, two combines, a truck, scrimping and saving, growing
and other equipment. His diversi- about all their food and making
tied farming enterprises include most of their clothes, the family
cotton, soybeans, okra, hogs, and litad saved enough to pay cash for
beef cattle. 1107 acres.
NO. ONE FAMILY ;RENT 16e ACRES
Six years ago Mr. and Mrs.! They have been renting 180
Vaughn were selected as the Num-'additional acres for a number of
her One Negro farm family in the*ears and subletting most of it to
ownership division of the Mem-ithree families. "I would like to
phis Commercial Appeal's live- buy mere land," say Vaughn,
at- home contest among farmers,"because I want to keep these
In Arkansas, Mississippi, Missourliamilles with me as long as they
and Tennessee. iwant to stay."
W. owe our success," say These tenants know his meth'
Vaughn, "to hard work, the co- ods. They know he believes in
operation of the whole family, thissound soil and water conserve-
adoption of improved farming tion practices, in testing his soil
and homemaking practice, a a d and applying fertilizer according
' FARM EQUIPMENT PAY%
OFF — Cleveland Vaughn,
right, of Earle, Ark., is dia-
1 ninths the advantages of ad-
Minato farm equipment with
I 11/111tr4d Extension Agent T.
It. Settee, left, and Comity
Ruperelsor.atLarge Jesse W
Mason of Farmers Home Ad
ministration In the hack
ground are Mr. Vaughn's two
to the recommendations. in plant-
ing good seed, and i fighting boll
weevils and other insects.
Vaughn has had the advice of
County Agent Thomas F Vaughns
and Soil Conservation Technician
Chester S. Durley in adopting
these improved practices.
ADVICE PAYS OFF
"Their advice has paid off in
increased production on my
farm," states Vaughn.
His cotton yield has Increased
from three-fourths of a bale to
the acre to nearly a bale and a
half, his corn is up from 35 to
100 bushels per acre, and his soy-
beans from 26 to 40 bushels per
acre.
And in addition to harvesting.
his own soybeans, he harvests his
neighbors' crops for miles around.
"My machinery pays for itself in
two ways," say Vaughn. "It earns
money doing custom work, and
helps to insure good crops for
me by enabling me to get my
crops planted and cultivated on
time."
The Vaughns have a good farm,
a comfortable home, modern
farm equipment, and five ener-
getic children. Two of them are
already in college, and the others
are on their way.
&indite... They are kept bury
during the soybean harvest
gathering the owner's ow.
crop and those of his neigh-
hers. USDA Photo
decal Johnson, president, Howard
university, Washington, D C., will
be the main speaker on Founders
Day.
Two years ago, almost to this
date, officials at S. U. became
disturbed at an alarming "low"
in the scholastic plight of ath-
letes. At the end of the fall ae-
When the roll of honor students
is made, nine athletes, with grades
!ranging from 3.0 to a straight
"A," perfect 40, will be smone
the scholastically select.
Paul LEWIS, maintained 3 per-
fect 4 0 average, Robert "Speecy"
WILLIAMS, 3 7 average and Mar-
vin ROBINSON 3 5. Others are:
Charlie BAKER, David EVANS,
David PONTON, Clarence CURIA,
David "Tin Can" ROBERSON,





The 103rd Founders' Day at
WILBERFORCE UNIVERSITY
will be marked by a week long
observance of significent events.
The period will begin on Feb. 24,
and conclude on March 4, with a
formal convocation.
Other events forthcoming during
the observance will include a
pageant entitled Parade of Presi-
dents, at 8 p. m. on Tuesday,
Feb. 24; a Founders' Day church
service at 11 p. m. Sunday, March
1 at which time the Rt. Rev.
Sherman L. Greene, senior bishop
of the AME church will speak.
• • •
President D. R. Glass announc-
ed today that TEXAS COLLEGE
will be one of the 30 colleges par-
ticipating in the testing of 5,000
to 6.000 scholarship and admission
candidates from more than 700
high schools distributed throughout
the United States and the Virgin
Islands.
Application forms for the exami-
nation may be obtained from the
high schools listed above from
Texas college or by writing di-
rectly tont Office of the Director,
Cooperative Intercollegiate Ex-
amination Program, 22 E. 54th
St., New York 22, N. Y.
• • •
For the seventh summer the
college will offer a five week pre-
college session for high, school
graduates designed to provide a
more effective transition from high
school to college and to enable
the student to earn advance col-
lege credit In basic subjects. Five
sneetal programs will he features
of the summer school curricu-
lum HAMPTON INSTITUTE dur-
ing the regular summer session
held on the college campus from
June 15 to August 7, according
to an announcement by Dr. Hugh




was officially accepted Into full
membership of the American As-
sociation of Colleges for Teacher
Education at the recent meeting




the A W .Scott, TI Memorial Tro-
phy was formally presented to
the PRAIRIE VIEW A&M college
Panthers, national intercollegiate
football champions of 1958. The
occasion was the annual Football
Banquet for members of the squad
and their guest. A dance wag held
for the honorees following t Is e
banquet.
Ca.
An Achievement Pay observance
at Prairie View has been ached-




SHAW addressed the closing ses-
sion of the North Carolina Coun-
cil of Churches held at DUKE
UNIVERSITY, last week. lie was
pressed into service due to the
death of J. ERNEST WILKINS,
who Wal slated to make the ad-
dress.
Mrs. Anna L. Carter, Miss Kath-
eryne Russell, Mrs. Bertha L.
Cowan and a host of other re-
latives and friends. The couple
Founder/ second anti basilens;
Julia Stith, Philacter: D. B.
Evelyn Lewis, M. D., Tamale;
Almira Kennedy Coursey, bul-
k-us; Wilhelmena Gilchrist,
Tamais Grammateus; Bea-
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
Mrs. Clemmie F. Sanford h a a
retired from the Ethyl Corpora-
tion after having worked there
for 12 year,. She will receive
monthly compensation for the
approved type of work done in
iher department during these
I years. Her co-workers presented
her with a large cake beautiful-
ly decorated with roses, and with
her name engraved on the top of
It, She received several others ex-
pensive gifts, and, well wishes
from all members of her depart-
ment.
Visitors malty remark on the
size and beauty of Mt. Zion church
on East Boulevard, but after
Sunday's unusually large group of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority mem-
bers and of city people, and the
large bus full of officers and the
members who came from Gramb-
ling college, we, the audience,
thought we were prepared for en-
joying the program but the aud-
ience enjoyed every minute of
of all the program. The address
by Mrs. Julia Brogdan Purnell,
which was timely and excellent:
the singing by the Grambling col-
lege concert choir, which was so
enjoyable and the introduction of
groups meant for all, an enjoy-
able incentive for appreciating the
educational, helpful program Pre-
sented. We Baton Rougeans were
inspired.
Our week spent in New Orleans
meant as much toward our recov-
ery as did the prescriptions and
orders from out- Dr. True, we do
feel a little spoiled, but who would
not, after a week with our son-
in-law and daughter, and the two
dear babies. And "codling" by
nieces, nephews etc.
We enjoyed such a delicious
dinner in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. H. Godcheaux. They, their
children and the other guests kept
us enlivened to the extent that
we forgot we were ill. Mrs. God-
chaux, our niece, is a much bet-
ire cook than is her aunt, al-
though it is not easy to admit
this.
Here from New Orleans for the
interesting programs presented by
Alpha Sorority, were Miss Edna
Simmons, Mrs. Touro and many
others of that sorority. We enjoy'
ed seeing them. In fact the A. K.
A. and Deta Sigma Theta mem-
bers are very close friends In
these two cities.
The "E. 0. y." (Educators of
Yesteryear) enjoyed such a pleas-
ant, helpful meeting in t h e
home of their member, Mrs. B. E.
Moore, this week. Then we had
the pleasure of seeing Mr. Moore
who was recently hospitalized.
But, cheerful and pleasant as
usual, he informed us that he is
uled for Feb. 26 by the local chap-
ter of the Alpha Kappa Mu Na-
tional Honor Society. Mrs. Glory D. Collier, Miss Dor- as attended services at Jonesboro
Special activities will include an othY Wilkins, Mrs. Nona B. Sunday. He is pastor of Baptist
Honors Convocation and Banquet. Wilkins, Miss Lillie M. Gib- church.
The speaker for the eleven o'clock son, Mrs. Madie Mayberxr. Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair
convocation is Dr. Ira De A Reid, sister of the bride, Mr. Mamie attended services in West Bates-
chairman of the department of So- J. Yarborougr, also a sister ville at Friendship Baptist church,
Rev. Jessie Ford attended serv-
ices at Walnut Ridge Sunday
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Nels Barnett gave
a talk on India and showed slides
at the Lafferty Memorial church.
Rev. L. T. Thompson is pastor.
Bennie Earls of Battesville, a
student at Shorter college in North
Little Rock was an all A student
during the first semester. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
GALE MIKLES. Michigan Earls.
State's assistant wrestling coach. Mrs. Keanster Kennard is ill at
was the highest point-maker on her home.
the Spartan mat squad four years Mrs. Willie Plemmy is th with
in a row as an undergraduate. a sprained ankle.
trice Yeates, first antifiasi.
lens; Janice Simms, episto-
lens; and Loree Hines and
Susie Elliott. The group will
sponsor Its fourth annual
scholarship dance at the Carl-
ton Terrace OR March 8.
much better, also that he is
glad to know that we are, "Still
carrying on although retired."
Mr. Moore is now retiring as an
instructor in Southern university.
, The Y Teen girls of the Maggie
, Nance Ringgold Y. W. C. A. are
proving themselves very helpful at
they hold their regular meetings
and discuss plans and proced-
ures in their organization. We are
proud of them.
The election for "Sweet Heart"
in one of the High schools has
not been carried out yet. We are
anxious to know who will he
elected, also how the other con-
testants will react. They are gen-
erally so broad and congenial. I
; Since our World Day of Prayer!
I services were so helpful and ap-
preciated by students and adults,
we are hoping now that even
more interest and co-operation
! will be shown in the observance
and activities during the observ-
ance of National Brotherhood week
I Feb. 15-22. We find our youth par-
ticipating and encouraging others
to participate in planning, this
year. We are grateful and thank-
ful. So our hope is that each of
its will work, pray and do our
best. The old saying that Our,
Best may not be The Best but.
do what we can.
Although much better this week,
we find that our illness is a handi-
cap when it comes to keeping up
with local city activities and other
desirable news that would inter-
est the public.
Tennessee
The author of the following
article is a Negro Protestant
journalist. He is a reporter on
the New York Journal Ameri-
can and served for several
years on the Pittsburgh Cour-
ier. Herewith he relates his Im-
pressions after attending "A
Day of Prayer for Church
Unity and Social Justice" at a
Catholic parish In New York's
Harlem district.
By STANLEY ROBERTS
NEW YORK — In keeping with
the recent plea of Pope John
XXIII for Christian unity, more
than 1,000 Harlem Catholics and
heir Protestant neighbors Joined
n a "Day of Prayer for Church
Unity and Social Justice" at All
Saints Catholic Church here.
This adventure in Christian pub-
lic relations began with a Solemn
High Mass. A commentary on the
MASS was given by Father John
J. Barry, and Msgr. Cornelius J.
Drew, delivered a sermon on the
text, "What Doth In Profit," In
addition the commentary, Profits-
tents were furnished printed pro-
grams that included instructions
on "What to Do During Mass."
Following Mass, the gathering
went to the All Saints Auditorium
where exhibits had been set up
iby religious communities. Catho-
lic societies and the Catholic
press. An information booth was
conveniently placed near the en-
trance to the auditorium.
To a Protestant reporter the
warmth and friendliness of the
,Catholic priests, nuns and laymen
was immediately evident and gra-
tifying. Persons outside the Catho-
lic Faith too seldom have an op-
portunity to talk informally with
priests and almost never come
in contact with nuns other than
glimpsing them on the bus of in
the street,w.
• who are not a part
of the Catholic Church think of
these religious representatives as
ascetics — living in a world of
their own, quite apart from ordi-
nary people with everyday prob-
lems, frustrations and human
frailties.
Yet, I met a perky little Negro
Sister who could comment on the
latest news development with the
joy of living distinguishing her,
every word and gesture. She was
Intriguing. I hope to see her and
talk with her again.
The robust priest who looked
like a football halfback, talked
with a soft Irish brogue and had
all of the zest for life that is,
the earmark of a well-balanced
person, was no ascetic. He can
best be described as a "regular
guy" in the best connotation of
that descriptive term. Come to
think of it, he might have been,
a Notre Dame All-American, 1
ADAMSVTLLE
By CLIFF SUMMER VILLIS
Mt. Carmel CME church held
a budget rally which was a great
success.
A musical was recently held at
Mt. Carmel CME church spon-
sored by Mr. Mary Summerville.
It was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Electa Brown is in the Car.
raway Methodist hospital suffer-
ing from head injuries caused by
an accident,
elologY and Anthropology at Hav-
es-ford college in Pennsylvania.
Mrs. Charles White, member of
the Board of directors. Houston
Public schools, will speak during hasn't decided where they will
make their home. Mr. Barr Is in
t h e Armed Forces and presently
stationed in California. They were
united in holy matrimony by Rev.




Charles Porter of Indianapolis,
Thomas (Pig) Smith and Clarence
Brigham all of Indianapelis spent
a few days in our city with their
parents and grand parents, Mrs.
Katie Dansby, Miss Nadine Lu-
cas, Mrs. Era Lucas and Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Taylor,
Rev, G. H. Bowen is able to
be up again. He is the pastor
of Salters Chapel AME Methodist
church. Rev. Bowen was in an
accident several weeks ago at
Clarksville, Tenn. He was struck
by a freight train while driving
his car. He received a couple of
broken ribs but is doing fine now.
The last two basketball games
will be played on Feb. 24 at
Meiggs High and March 6 at Hum-
boldt, Tenn,
Miss Liable Pearl and Lenwood
Barr of South Carolina were
married at the home of her grand-
mother, Mrs. Allis Cowan. Those
who attended the wedding were
BATES VILLE
By MATTIE WATKINS
George Brown is ill at the home
of his sister, Mrs. Ada Valentine,
Genipher Watkins has improv-
ed at his home.
Rev. William H. Zunn of Little
Rock visited here Friday with
friends.
Prayer meeting is held every
Wednesday night at Bethel AME.
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner
attended services at New Ark Sun-
day.
Rev. and Mrs. F. S. Thom-
didin't ask. It was easy to talk
with these people. In the relaxed
atmosphere of the day, there was
no hesitancy in meeting them as
new friends.
The austerity of their garb was
as barrier to stimulating conver-
sation and mutual understanding.
Before lunch a layman, Eman-
uel Romero, gave a Bible read-
ing with Father Kevin Kelly from
St. Charles Borromeo parish
furnishing the commentary.
Lunch was served by the ladles
from the various parishes of Har-
lem who presided ite graciously
as they might have in their own
homes The cheerful, well appoint-
ed school cafeteria provided a
physical setting in keeping with
the spirit of the occasion.
After lunch there was a guided
tour of the church and sacristy
conducted by Father Francis
Philbin, C.S Sp., and Father
Francis New m a n. Interested
friends were permitted to peer in-
side that most mysterious of
places — the confessional Father
Harry Salmon delivered a sermon
on "Our Blessed Mother, Mary,"
explaining the devotion to t Ii e
Mother of Jesus.
The audience seemed to in-
crease as the day wore on and
an enthusiastic crowd returned to
the auditorium to welcome the
outstanding Catholics who came
to greet them.
Floyd Patterson, heavyweight
champion of the world; Milan
Jack, president of the Borough of
Manhattan; Ricardo Montalban
who stars with Lena Home in the
Broadway musical, "Jamaica,"
made effective appearances. The
distinguished and beloved Jesuit,
Father John LaFarge, served as
moderator for a panel discussion
on "Discrimination and the Chris-
tian Conscience." Panel membere
chosen from the Catholic Lay.
men's Union were Guichard Par.
ris, Walter Petry, Macro Thema',
Dr, Daniel Sullivan, Paul Barr'.
doe.
The last sermon "The Redemp•
Hy, Sacrifice of Christ," was de-
livered by Msgr. James V, Hart,
pastor of Our Lady of Lourdes
parish. Solemn Benediction of the
Most Blessed Sacrament closed
the devotions.
Music for the day was furnished
by the Blessed Martin Coral
Group.
It was quite a day. No one eh
tempted to indoctrinate the Pro-
testant participants. There were
no high - pressure propagandist,.
But, throughout it all, you could
not escape the obvious peace and
serenity which the devout Catho-
lic seems to find in his religious
life.
This, after all, is perhaps the
best "sale, presentation." Let's
do this more often.
Roland Todd Is confined at mi.
versity hospital.
Booker Reynolds is in the ye*
erang hospital.
Mrs. Sim Farris 11 home from
the hospital and recovering nice-
ly.
Rev. W. Escott was entertain.
ed at his home with a surprised
birthday party.
Mre. Annie Eddings is also on
the sick list. Also Mrs. Josephine
Harris.
A homecoming rally will be
held at Mt. Zion Baptist church
April 13, Rev. W. S. Lewis, pas-
tor.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Duncan are
the proud parents of a baby boy.
Mother and baby are doing nice-
19-
Mr. and Mrs. Rich Mack an
also on the sick Hat.
Mrs. Olivia Jackson. president
of Club No. 12 raised the highest
amount of money at the budget
rally. Hats off to her,
Rev. E. B. Payne, pastor of
First Baptist church Invites y
to worship at that church on m-
ond and fourth Sundays. While
Rev. W. Excott invites you to wor,
ship at Mt. Carmel CME on the
first and third Sundays.
• • •
TRUSSVILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
Services at Mt. Joy Baptist
church were well attended and
immensely enjoyed lad Sunday.
An arousing sermon was delivered
by the pastor, Rev. M. L. Robin-
son to the delight of all.
Mrs. Annie Harris worshipped
at First Baptist church in Alton.
Rev. J. E. West is minister.
James Bean, son of Mn, a n d
Mrs. Mese Bean, Sr., left last week
to enter the Army.
Prank Smith is on the aid
list.
John Meshes°. sr., is much hie
proved from his illness.
Mission meeting of Mt. Joy Bap-
tist church was held Sunday at
the home of the president, Mrs.
Maude J. Newberry.
140819111.1190a
Hypnotist!" The colonel outma-
neuvers fight manager who uses
hypnosis to Insure his fighter will
win.
7:30 TRACKDOWN, Texas Rang-
er battles gang of saddle tramps
who overrun town and take host-
age to assure their safety.
9:00 U. S. STEEL HOUR. "Trap
for A Stranger:" Small-town mar-
shal up for re-election arrests fa-
mous entertainer for speeding and
then uses case to further his can-
didacy.
Thursday, Tab. 26
7:30 YANCY DERRINGER. An
attractive woman becomes Yan-
cy'is partner when a turn of a
card at poker brings him half in-
terest in a lady's silver mine.
8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90. "The
Dingaling Girl:" Story of a young
mother who is unexpectedly thrust
Into stardom as a rock 'n roll
"teen queen."
Friday. Feb. 27
7:00 RAWII1DE. "Incident West
of I,ano:" Rawhiders attempt to
help four show girl sisters reach
safe territory after they are ma-
rooned on range.
900 THE LINEUP. "The Pigeon
Drop Case" Frisco salesman falls
for oldest confidence game in
books, but scheme backfires when
victim works his own larceny and
nearly winds up in jail for with-
holding evidence.
1. if
'1 .4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Feb. 28, 1959
Stork Stops
Ls* e'4isr•• •
Eon at John Gaston hospital:-
Feb. 14
I A son, Deal, to Mr. and Mrs.
;Jersey Lewis of 277 Adolphus.
• A son, Isiah. to Mr. and Mrs.
Jlisk Thomas of 3876 Holman.
A son, Steve, to Mr. and Mn.
Joseph Cunigan of 517 Carpenter.
• A son, Clayton, to Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Bell of 2953 Hale.
A son, Russell, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Blanchard of 1136 Holly-
wood.
A daughter, Vanessa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Burgess of 1200 La-
tham.
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Jones of 964 Riverview.
A son, Jacques, to Mr. and Mrs.
Q. T. Pettigrew of 683 Whitehav-
en Lane.
A son, Claude, to Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Thompson of 48 Lucca.
A daughter, Evelyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Simmis Jackson of 1931/2
Commerce.
A son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs.
!Walter Hunt of 299 Hernando.
A daughter, Frankie, to Mr.
and Mrs. Otria Russell of 619 Lin-
den.
;Feb. 15
A daughter, Phoibo, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Gathright of 669 Ay-
ers.
, A son, St. Clair, to Mr. and Mrs.
It. Clair Bradley of 223 Pauline
Sir. W.
[ A son, J. W., to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Sumling of 440 Flynn.
A son, Rufus, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Jones of 341 Ayers.
• A daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Lester of 1060 Kerr.
A aon, Esau, to Mr. and Mrs.
Esau Wilkin of 584 Brown Mall.
A son, Joel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dave White of 1008 Speed.
A son, St. Clair, to Mr. and Mn.
Sylvester Walton of 3009 Shannon.
Feb. 11
A daughter, Terri, to Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Jackson of 1595 Pil-
low.
A son, Hugh, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Hill of 1037 Tupelo.
A son, Julius. to Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Thompson of 332 Vance.
A daughter, Vicki, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Bailey of 948 Port-
er.
A daughter, Nancy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clay Kerr of 188 Mitchell.
A son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Taylor of 1418 Brit-
ton.
A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mn.
Walter Crowder of 43 W. Desoto.
A daughter, Debbie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Collier of 8500 Ellis
rd
A son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Harris, of 4031 Sewanee.
Feb. 17
A daughter, Dorothy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip Henry of 1090 Grand.
A son. Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Higginbottom of 241 W. Col-
orado.
A daughter, Sharon, to Mr.
and Mrs. Israel Franklin of 551
Harahan.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes Brazil of 1525 Miller.
A daughter, Cotesa, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Cox of 301 Ash-
land.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. 0. D.
Chambers of 1207 N. Evergreen.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Summers of 1980 Glory
cir.
Feb. II
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Brown of 358 S. 4th
at.
A daughter, Darmetha, to Mr.
and Mrs. Monroe Anderson of 3124
Mt. Olive at.
A daughter, Glenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Columbus Green of 896 Ex-
change.
A daughter, Toni, to Mr. and
Mrs. Dellie Green of 1229 Col-
lege.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Neil of 1392 Fairview.
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Lester of 1136 Holly-
wood.
A son, Phillip, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Hurley of 584 Walnut.
Feb. 19
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Addi-
son White of 1389 Woodbine.
A son, Ronald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Coleman of 1023 Tu-
pelo.
A daughter, Doris, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. James Fields of 2182
Brown.
A daughter, Carol, to Mr. and
Mrs. I. J. Boyd of 844 Welling-
ton.
A daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Williams of 659
Hastings.
A daughter, Mary, to Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore McDowell of 193
So. Parkway E.
Feb. 20
A daughter, Lorene, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Woods of 917 Nep-
tune.
A daughter, Kim, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Mosby of 913 So. Wel-
lington.
A daughter, Darol, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lenard Hill of 222 N. Ma-
naSSaf.
A daughter, Loretta, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cordell Miller of 163 Madder.
A son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Washington, of 1879 Per-
son.
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and
Mrs. Aaron Voss of 2161 How-
ell.
A son, Harold, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cleveland Triplett of 2519 McRae.
A son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Gamble of 1853 Blair Hunt
cir.
A daughter, Ethel, to Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Strickland of 1324
Niese.
A daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.






' Chosen "Miss Jubilect" at the
Memphis Cotton Makers Jubilee
last week at the Ellis auditorium
was Miss Lois Williams, daughter
of Mrs. Recta Williams, of 302
Carbon rd.
Miss Williams is very active as
a member of the Ze.Zo club, Let-
terman and Motor clubs and the
Pep Squad. She is business mana-
ger for the Year Book staff. She
spends quite a bit of her time
working for the Jaycerettes
Charity auxiliary.
At the Mt Olive CME cathedral.
where she is a member, she be-
longs to the Christian Youth Fel-
lowship and sings with of the jun-
ior choir. Her hobbies are danc-
ing, swimming, reading and
sports in general.
THANKS TO ALL
"I would like to express my
sincere thanks to all who helped
me make my dream a reality
and helped me receive the honor
and title of 'Miss Jubilect," that
said after she was informed that
she would reign for the Cotton
Makers Juhilect."
She said that she would do
everything in her power to dignify
the title during the next year.
join me in congratulating the
"Miss Jubilect of 1959," Miss Lois
Williams.
HONOR SOCIETY
The A. Maceo Walker chapter
of the National Honor Society,
headed by Miss Lana Taylor, pre-
sented the pupils who made the
high honor roll during all three
six-weeks period, of the first
semester at a recent general as-
sembly program.
The students included Evelyn
and Dorothy Works and Sandra
St. Clair, freshman; Rosanno Dil-
lard, Mae Frances Westbrook,
Barbara Taylor, Arthur Hicks and
Bobby Collins, soohomores; and
Mona Brooks, Beverly Miller and
Floyd Bass, juniors. Miss Taylor
was the only senior on the list.
Mrs. Vivian H. Robinson, 11th
grade English teacher was the
I speaker for the program.
DID IOU KNOW?
That Emma Pearl Watkins, one
of the most outstanding girls in
the junior class, has moved to
the state of Alabama'?
That the Jubilect, "King Cottton
Goes to School." was given under
the direction of our own Nat D.
Williams?
The BTW faculty and students d fai
EARLE, ARK.
The Polio drive, for Crittenden
county, gave a partial report o
$751.32 as their total. Prof. Leroy
McNeil is the chairman of t h e
National Polio Foundation In
Crittenden county, and is princi-
pal of McNeil High school, of,
Crawfordville, Ark. The school, as:
well as the mothers march work.
•
Mrs. Golden Lane, of Chicago,
and a registered nurse, visited her'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Auther
Sims recenty. Mr. Sims is in the
Funeral Home business at Earle
and is a manufacturer of fine cas-
kets.
A Tackey Party was given Feb.
19, at the home of Mrs. Pearl
Hunt for the benefit of the church.
Mrs. Ruth Neely won the prizes.
Mrs. Wilkerson and Mrs. Willie
Reed had been on the sick list but
are up and at work again. They
are both teachers at McNeil High
school.
The officers of all the auxiliaries
at the St. Luke MB church were
installed recently with Rev. Madi-
son officiating. Rev. R. T. Weeden
is the pastor.
A monthly talent program was
presented Sunday, Feb. 15, by the
Junior choir. Mrs. Lillie Carroll
was the guest speaker. Mrs. Blon-
dell Johnigarn was the sponsor.
Founder's Day of the PTA was
celebrated at the Dunbar High
school. A reading of the origin of
I the PTA and congress was read by
'Mrs. Bennie Ruth McCorkle.
Bernstein Conducts For Ad Unit Maps
Young People On WREC-3 Research Plan
6:30 COLONEL FLACK. "T h e! 10:00 U. S. MARSHAL. Federal
'agent and small time gangster are
found murdered on outskirts of
• town and investigation leads Mar-




floppy foils attempts of small
time cattle rustlers "In Old Colo-
rado."
11:00 YOUNG PEOPLE'S CON-
CERT. Leonard Bernstein con-
ducts the New York Philharmonic
in one hour program and also dis-
cusses the music for youngsters
and oldsters who want to appre-
ciate sic.
5:30 LONE RANGER. Honest
young rancher attempts to take
law into his own hands and is
later forced to call upon Lone
Ranger to help clear him of mur-
der.
4:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. Annie
plans to trap counterfeit gang by
sending pal, Lofty. to Join them
in disguise In "Shadow at Sono-
ma."
7:30 WANTED DEAR OR
' ALIVE. Josh befriends fugitive
' who offers to surrender if his wife
can share in bounty money.
8:30 DAVE GUN, WILL TRAV-
EL. Paladin Investigates terroriz.
irig monster In Colorado and finds
giant hear and a woman in on
• chase
, 1000 NEW YORK CONFIDEN
ITIAL. After four months in boo-
NEW YORK — The Board of
Director of the Bureau of Adver-,
!Using, American Newspaper Pub-
lishers Association. has passed a
'resolution expressing its apprecia-
tion to the Newprint Information
Committee for its plan to under-
I write a major research project de-
signed to explore "a new dimen-
sion of impact of newspaper ad.
venttslng upon consumers."
! Louis A. Weil. jr., chairman of
• the Bureau board and publisher of
the Lafayette (Ind.) Journal and
Courier, in announcing the board's
action, said:
"Results of this major research
project, which the Newsprint In-
Iformation Committee on its own
• initiative has selected, and which
will be paid for by the committee
and conducted by independent au-
tborities, should help guide adver-
tisers In investing a larger share
of their advertising dollars in
newspapers.
While details of the research
project are not yet available. the
I Newsprint Information Committee
bas diselooed that its chief pur-
pose would be to measure -news-
Mier advertising effectiveness."
ALUMNI GIFT — Mrs. Ann
Lawrence Hall, right, public
school teacher and president
of the Memphis Chapter of
LeMayne college alumni as-
sociation, presents the chap-
ter's check for $750 to the
college. Dr. Hollis F. Price,
Just to know that we are in the
last part of the Winter season ,
helps us to bear these cold cold
days and nights we are having.
Bur' As we write this, it is real-
ly cold. This is th etime of year
that the schools really make
time and progress.
There is nothing but sickness to
keep a child out, and we have
been blessed not to have an out- ,
burst of the usual diseases, so
far and school attendance is fine
throughout the section.
RELIGIOUS NEWS
The churches are busy also. On
Saturday last, the pastor and lay
people of Brownsville district of
the CME church held its first
Council of the year with most of
the pastors present. The Rev. D.
Alcorn presented the Presiding E1-1
der to the District and' the Elder, i
Rev. C. D. McKelvy, guided the
council with grace and dignity
throughout the day.
The morning message was by
Rev. P. E. Womack, presiding el-
. der of the North Jackson district,
with worship services being con-
president of the college, ac- I ducted by Rev. W. D. Meriwether
cepts the donation. (Withers and Rev. W. H. Sims.
photo) After a bounteous dinner served
by the host pastor, Rev. W. C.
Rogers and members of the host
church, the business of the day was
assumed. Finanacial reports were
taken and assessments of $5.245.51
were taken. All churches that re-
ported made good reports, with
People's Chapel of Dyersburg,
Rev. J. C. Hullum, pastor, report-
ing all the assessments paid in
full.
The District Board of Christian
Education was set up with Rev. T.
M. Smith as director. Other
members are Mr. W. L. Burnett,
lay leader; Rev. W. C. Rogers
and Rev. W. D. Meriwether, de-
partment of Evangelism; Mrs. Al-
berta Jamison, and Miss E. B.
Seets, youth department; Mrs.
1 Thomas Hale and Miss IlelenSmith, S. S. and C. Y. F.; Mrs.
Flossie Mulherron and Mrs. Maud
Rawls choir leaders; Mrs. La-
Rue Cleaves, Missionary Society;
and Mr. Johnnie Jamison, ushers.
Members at large are: Rev. D.
Alcorn, associate director; Miss
I Rose Mary Rogers. Mrs. J. A.
Adams, Mrs. Ruth Hartsfield a n d
Rev. J. A. Adams.
Our section feels highly honored
to have had the pleasure of en-
tertaining the Winter council a n d
we extend to all of them an in-
vitation to please come again.
On Wednesday night, the District
Board met in Trenton at the high
school, with Rev. Smith presiding.
Final plans were made for the
District workshops which will be-
gin in March at Brownsville. The
theme for the workshops is
"Evangelism and Christian Stew-
ardship."
Topics for discussion will be (1)
Worship, (2) Evangelism and (3)
Stewardship. The Workshops will
be in session three nights in each
MA. Area Centers are Browns-
ville, Dyer, Milan, Dresden and
Dyersburg.
Negro History Week came to a
close with the Young People pre-
senting a program at the Dyer C.
M. E. church. The local Board of
Christian Education was in charge.
SOCIAL
Those persons that went to Jack-
son from this area to hear the
Fisk Jubilee Singers were Mrs.
Hollis Skinner, Dr. and Mrs. J.
T. Seat, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bur-
nett, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Burnett, jr.
Those attending the Kappa Al-
pha Psi meeting in Selmer Sun-
day, were: Dr. and Mrs. J. T.
Seat, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bur-
nette, jr., and Messrs. Nathaniel
Penn and R. L. Radford. These
members report that this was a
keynote meeting for there were
representatives from the Nash-
ville Alumni Chapter as guests of
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
The Sweetheart Tea, sponsored
by the City Federation of Wom-
en's Clubs was a glorious affair.
The library of Stigall school was
beautifully decorated with large
and emall%Valentines. •
Each club had its talent deco-
rated with Valentine motifs over-
laid with antique lace, line c iit
outs or line cloths with flowers
on some of them. The serving ta-
ble was overlaid with a line cloth
complete with a Silver Tea seri-
ing. Nuts and candies were on
each table. It was certainly hard
to judge which table was the pret-
tiest.
The Thursday Sewing club re-
ceived the first prize for having
the prettiest table: the Literary,
Art and Music club received the
second prize and the Book Lov-
ers club, the third prize.
Mrs. A. B. Roe is the president
of the Thursday Sewing club;
Mrs. V. P. Pulliam heads t h e
Literary club; and Mrs. Mottle
Davis is president of the Book
Lovers group.
The judges were Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Dunlap, Miss Barbara
Stallings, and Master Tal Golds-
by. The judges were florists of
the city.
Persons from Jackson. Browns-
ville, Dyer, Milan and Humboldt
appeared on the program. Mr.
and hIrs. Edgbert Ballard receiv-
ed a gift for being married longer
than any couple present and Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Bryson, a gift
for being the most recently mar-
rid couple. All joined in singing
"Let Me Call You Sweetheart."
Timely remarks were made by
Mrs. Jennie Vance, general chair-
man for the Tea, and Mrs. 0. E.
Stigall. past president of the City
Federation.
Climaxing the Tea was the re-
ports from the contestants. Miss
Lila Northcross, supported by the
Gloxinia Garden club and the Ha-
waiian club, was crowned "Miss
Federation" by Mrs. Lerlia Cun-
ningham, vice-president of the city
federation. Mrs. A. B. Roe, sup-
ported by the Thursday Sewing
and Book Lovers club, had the
second highest amount.
Miss Sara Johnson, supported
by the Literary Art and Music
and Progressive Mothers club was
third, and Mrs. Ada L. Buckley.
supported by the Loyal Friend-
ship and Beauticians clubs, was
fourth. All of the contestants with
the supporting clubs worked hard.
Many Humboldtains motored to
Jackson Sunday afternoon to hear
the Fisk Jubilee singers in concert.
The singers were sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Some of them attended the Tea af-
ter the program in Jackson. The
Jamisons. Wynne', Bells, Burnes,
from Dyer; Dr. and Mrs. 0. W.
Bush, Trenton; the Barham s,
from Milan; representatives from
the clubs in Jackson and a bus
load from Brownsville, were a
few of the out-of-towners attend-
ing the Tea.
CLUBS MEET
Thursday Sewing club met with
Mrs. Freddie Thomas on Main st.
Two new members joined in the
persons of Mesdames Elizabeth
Ballard and Addie Rawls.
Book Lovers club met in Tren-
ton with Mrs. Esther Johnson,
hostess. Mrs. htattie Davis is pre-
sident.
Mrs. N. F. Williams, presi-
dent of the Missionary Society of
Lane chapel CME church and
Home Economics teacher at Stig-
all school will he the guest speak-
er at Morning Star Baptist church
for the junior Missionary Society.
The funeral of John L. Lewis
was held at St. James Baptist
church, with the pastor, Rev. Rob,
erts, officiating. Mrs. Johnnie Fay
Wallford of Gary. Ind.. was here
for her father's funeral.
Mrs. Louise Moore of German-
town, Tenn., is the house guest of
Dewey Toggles and their niece.
The Peerless Improvement
class, number four, of the St.
James church, met In the home
of Miss Yvonne Sims, Tuesday
night. Miss Sims is president:
Miss Doris Croom. secretary; and
Miss Lila Northcross. teacher. At-
tending were Charlie Mae Bele-
ford. Robert Brovle, Louise Gray,
and Mc vid Lacey and Way-
mond Potter.
The N mi Circle of the Wom-
en's M" sionarv Society of t h e
Morni Star Baptist church met
in th home of Mrs. LotiAnna
Campbell. Mrs. 011ie White is the
president. Also members are Mes.
dames Eva Zebertine. teacher;
Vinnie Williams. assistant teach-
er: Gertle Williams, secretary,
Martha Ann Jones, treasurer. Lit-
tle Shirley Moody always attends
these meetings, singing, saying her
verse and paying her dues, but
now she has drooped the ladies
and started to Kindergarten. She
will be missed Last week the cir-
cle met in the home of Mrs. Altha
Fielder.
Mrs. Altha Fielder Was called to
Oakland. Tenn.. to the bedside of
her brother, who is ill.
C. f. Moody. Sr., is sponsoring
his little eranddaughter in Kind-
ergarten. She will make the third
Moody in the school.
The regular meeting of t h e
board of directors of the Gillimpie
Kindergarten was held Monday,
Feb. 23, at 8 p. m. Plans for the
Strawberry Festival were discuss-
ed.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
Miss Marilyn Williams became
the bride of Henry Foster of Los
Angeles. Calif.. in a quiet cere-
mony. The wedding was perform-
ed by the Rev. R. B. Bland.
After the wedding a reception
was held at the home of t h•
bride's parents. Assisting with the
reception were Mrs. Thomas Jef-
ferson, Mrs. Joe Allen, Mrs. L.
V. SUirks, Mrs. Vernon Cox, Miss
Armenthia Williams, Miss C h a T-
ien. Warren. Mrs. Victor Starland,
Mrs. E. P. Shannon and others.
Mrs. Foster is a graduate of
AM&N college, a member of Zeta
Phi Beta sorority and was a
member of the AM&N college
choir. For several years Mrs.
Foster had taught at the Lincoln,
senior High school. Mr. Foster is
a graduate of Southern university.
Out of town guests who atteed•
ed the wedding was the bride's
sister, Mils Armenthia Wil-
liams of Blytheville Mr. and Mrs.
Foster will make their home In
Los Angeles, Calif.
pita!, hamburger stand nwner WITH OUR CLUBS
comes home to find his wife gone The Nacirems club held their
and business told in "Come Home, monthly meeting at the home of
I Doatlt." Mantas Lao Tracy. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Seats in
Marion, with the Seals serving
as host and hostess.
A routine business meeting was
held by the President, J. B. Clark.
Informal games of whist were
played. Members present for the
!evening were Mr. and Mrs. Ver-
non Cox, Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
Jeffers, Mr. J. A. Clark, Mr.
and Mrs. Potts and Miss Edna
M. Purifoy. The host and hostess
served a delicious repast. An en-
joyable evening was had by all.
SEMPER FIDELIS (1.UB
The Semper Fidelis club will
hold their hi-monthly meeting at
the home of Mrs. Edgar Barnett.
The 14th Delegate Assembly of
the ATA was held Saturday at
the National Baptist hotel, Hot
Sprins, Ark. Attending the Dele-
gate Assembly were Overtis Wil-
ton B C. Williams,('harles Lati
mar, Mrs. C. Allen. Mrs. A. P.
Suggs and Miss Brown.
Mrs. E. L. Wilson was called
to Chicago to attend the funeral
Services of her mother. We would
like to extend to Mrs. Nelson our
sincere sympathy.
Mr and Mrs. John B. Clark





I'm sure it had dawned upon
you, dear readers, that we a r e
now in the Lenten season. Lent,
as you probably know, is a re-
ligious season observed in the
Spring by Christian churches.
It begins on Ash Wednesday
forty days before Easter, and ends
on Easter Sunday. The name
comes from Lenten, an old Eng-
lish word for Spring. In the Rom-
an Catholic church,Greek Ortho-
dox, Protestant Episcopal a n d
maybe others, Lent is a season
when Christians fast, pray, go to
church and stay away from amuse-
ments. Many other churches
hold special religious meetings.
You can make the Lenten sea-
son meaningful if you take a part
in the observance. It leads us
prayerfully up to the crucifixion.
WELCOME BACK
We welcome back from Nash-
ville Rev. L. Nelson, who spent
a few days at Riverside. Seems
that the Fisk Jubilee singers at
Lane college was just too good for
words. All I can hear is, "They
were wonderful." Several from
Ripley attended.
Attending the funeral of Mrs.
Clay Taylor last Tuesday at Miles
Chapel CME church, Sammie Clay
of Chicago, a brother of the de-
ceased, was here.
If you attended the LHS Home-
coming game week before last,
then you have something to talk
about for a while. The game was
well attended by alumni, parents
and friends in spite of the inclem-
ent weather. Mrs. Earnestine Flor-
ence reigned as Queen and Jessie
Taylor as King. Both are juniors
at LBS.
The girls played a hard game
but lost to Sommerville by a score
of 23-35. The boys took over after
this defeat and ran the scores off
the scoreboard, taking the game
by 131 to 39.
NEXT PTA MEETING
The next meeting of the PTA
will be held on March 9 in the
high school auditorium. Mrs. Dear-
est Jarrett is the discussion lead-
er for the evening and Mrs. L. 0.
Halliburton will sing a solo. If you
would like a PTA program for
the year, see the President, Mrs.
L. Morgan for your copy.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thomas
Gooch are proud parents of a
baby girl, Gerald-Suzette, weigh-
ing nine pounds. She was born on
Feb. 16.
Mrs. Cora Barbee had guests in
her home last week in the persons
of her grandchildren and great
grandchildren, Mrs. Mary Wal-
ter Perry and baby of Louisville,
Ky., and Mr. and Mrs. William
I Matthew and children of St. Lou-
is, Mo.
nual dance which was held in Pine
Bluff. Mr. Clark is the county
agent of St. Francis county.
DAY OF PRAYER
The Worlds' Day of Prayer was
held at the Lane Chapel CME
church. Using as their theme,
"Lord I Believe," the following
representatives are from the vari-
ous churches of the city and Madi-
son: Mrs. A. P. Suggs, Miss
Laurita Dean, Mrs. B. C. Wil-
liams. Mrs. Clyde Moore, Mrs. M.
M. Crutcher, Mrs. Will Bond, Mrs.
!Phillips, Mrs. J. W. West. T h e
! address was given by Mrs. Rogers
Bottom, of the Graham Memorial
• Presbyterian church. "Prayer
Around the Nations" was used as ;
. her subject. Hymn singing was en.1
joyed by all.
Mrs. R. J. Christmas served
as mistress of ceremonies. T h e
benediction' was offered by the
Rev H. S. Coleman, minister of
the Lane Chapel CME church.
Mrs F. M. Jamison, Mrs. J.
Zellers, Mrs. M. 0. Livingston
and Jim Gipson, happy birthday





Guests were Dr. Crouch, w h o
is provincial polemarch, and son,
C. M. Leathers, keeper of rec-
ords of the Nashville Chapter and
Mr. Cecil Hardy.
Plans were advanced for t h e
Provincial meeting that will be
held in Jackson, April 3, 4.
Mrs. Esther Johnson was host-
ess to the Booklovers club Friday
night. Capturing prizes at
the meeting were Mrs. Mattie Da-
vis, and Mrs. Carrie B. Seat. This
area was well represented at the
Sweetheart's Tea in Humboldt last
Sunday. Mmes. Carrie Ball, Car-
rie Harris, Geraldine Williams,
Ernie Wynne, Mr. and Mrs. John-
nie Jamison and Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester Burns attended.
Mrs. J. D. Overall surprised her
husband, Mr. Overall, with a
birthday party Wednesday night.
Those enjoying the affair with Mr.
Overall were Messrs. T. L. Bu- jelk
chanan, L. V. Smith, James Wil-
liams, Eddie Ball, Hollis Wilk-
ins, E. L. Wynne, Hollis Wynne,
Sam Phillips Johnnie Jamison,
John Etta Jamison and Mrs. Ver-
na Smith.
IN AND OUT
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Johnson ac-
companied Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Beck, of Union City, to visit an
aunt of Mr. Johnson and the
Becks, Mrs. Cora Beck, who lives
In Charleston, Mo. Mr. I. H. Jones
jr., band instructor at Rosenwald
High school, motored to Toledo,
Ohio, recently, to visit his fami-
ly.
Messrs. Nathaniel Copeland and
Raymond Taylor of Boston, Mass.,
spent the week end in Trenton
visiting Mr. Copeland's sister, Mrs.
Alvin Johnson and Mr. Taylor's
mother, Mrs. Lovie Taylor. Mrs.
Edmonia Skinner had as dinner
guests. on Sunday last, Mr. Law-
dell Fisher and Mr. and Mrs. 111)
Bob Harris of Dyer.
THE SICK
Martha Ann Skinner, Ernest
Wade Roach. Shearlyn Belmont,
Miss Mary Carnes, Miss Essie M. :
Mitchell, Mrs. Babe Agnew, Mrs.
Willie Mull, Mrs. Willie Phillips,
Mrs. Cordelia O'Daniel, Mrs. Will
Sowell, Messrs. Tom Moore, ).int
Hunt, and Will Whitlock.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Skinner
are shut-ins.
Representatives front Anther-
ford school at the County-W id e
spelling match last week Moro
Bonnie Sue Bradford and Bandy
Sue Belmont: from Dyer, Annie
B. Fisher and Mary Alice Fields .
and from Trenton, Margaret John-
son and Mary Alice &Pith. Al-
though neither won the match we
were happy to have theist as
school representatives,
Rev. W. C. Rogers, Mr. f.
Jones, jr., Mn, and Mrs. W. L,
Burnett. Jr, and son Louis Kent,
were dinner guests of the Jaini-
sons Sunday.
Mrs. W. C. Rogers was a guest*
speaker at Dresden Sunday for
Woman's Day activities.
AN ADDED FEATURE
The Boys club of Tennessee will
meet March 10. at the home of
John Earl Arnold. One of the pur-
poses of this club is to help the
needy. Officers are John Earl Ar-
nold, president; Albert Ray Part-
ee, chairman; Richard Arnold,
secretary; Luther Joe Jenkins,
bookkeeper; and Paul Leonard
Langster, treasurer.
Five others belong to the club.
Beach Grove Baptist church in-
vites you to _attend regular serv-
ices at their church on first and
third Sundays. James Jones was •
an overnight guest in the home ,
of J. L. Arnold.
John Earl Arnold was Sunday
guest at dinner of his aunt, Mrs. 7
Eva Lue Ball.
Rev. B. E. Patterson was guest
speaker at the CME church Sun- „
day night.
See you next week.
Musing: You can he beautiful.
How? 1. Develop a rigid beauty
routine and follow it until it be-
comes almost mechanical. 2.
Spend a certain amount of time
every day on hair, clothes and
figure 3. Study and know t h e
clothes that will look best on
• you. 4. Use the makeup that suits
you individually. 5. Carry yourself
with poise. 6. Be friendly; develop
an ability to get along with peo-
ple; it shows in your face. 7. En-
joy peace of mind and emotional
security as much as possible. It
reflects in your appearance as
in your actions and entire person-
ality. 8. Be tolerant. Don't hate.
It corrodes the soul. and does ter-
rible things to your appearance.
Dear Carlotta:
am a divorcee of 30. living
with a man who is separated
from his wife. He has two chil-
dren who despise me, and are al-
ways talking about me behind my
back. He has me so far in debt.
I am nearly crazy. 7 work, but
everything I earn goes for his
children, the house or a new car.
Everything is in his name. When
threaten to leave, he tells me
to go ahead. But if I do, I lose
everything I've worked for. S. B.:
Dear S. B. Isn't it bettor to Marti
over at 30 rather than 40, when
the going gets tougher? You have
Ino security — moral or economic.
lOnce your usefulness as a wake
.earner begins to dim, you'll cer-
Itainly be turned out in the cold.
•Get smart girl, and get out!
Ida L Jackson •
At Unveiling
LEXINGTON, Miss. — Ida
Louise Jackson of Oakland, Calif.
was presented at the unveiling of
her picture at the Ida I. Jackson
library of Saints Junior College,
Feb. IS.
Miss Jackson, a past supreme
basileux of Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority was the founder of the
Alpha Kappa Alpha Health Pro-
ject of Mississippi. The health
proiect began on the campus of
Saints Junior college in 1934.
Under Miss Jackson's direction
teachers, nurses a n d doctors
eave 10 summers of their vacation
period to serve the MIssfeelppl
delta where the masses W WWI)





















































































































































































By RUFUS L. COLEMAN inns very long, ey en though he hasS an honest face, and this being herAlmost everyday someone asigs!only daughter. The mother haduse, "Mr. Coleman, how c a n,a friend who was a former clientgrapho analysis help me?" of mine whom she talked it overGrapho analysis is scientifically with. They both in turn talked itvaluable in isolatirs. the writers over with the daughter. the daugh-aptitude, for certain professions, er agreed to secure the man'sand vocations.
handwriting, of course the daugh-If you are in business it can be, ter was convinced that it wouldused in personal selection, in de- be for no good because she trulytecting forgeries, crooks, or would believed in the man.be crooks. T h e j SENT WRITING
executive can us- ; They sent me the writing notderstand his own , telling me what was expected. All
personality as V.72p.r. that was asked was that I pre-well as that of his
employees.
If you are a
teacher you can
understand and know each indi-
vidual pupil. If a nurse you can to drop him immediately because
know your patients as never be- he was a potential criminal, dang-f
fore. The same goes for doctors, erous and crooked.
lawyers, welfare - workers, minis-1 The analysis went air mail and
ters, accountants, architects, and: a few weeks later the mother
all others, gave me the rest of the story.
For no matter what we are or The daughter had broken the en-
, what we do we are always deal- gagement and shortly after the
ing with people, and GA provides man was arresed by officers from
an inventory of our whole per- his home state and had been tak-
sonality and thinking structure, en back to face criminal charges.
AN HONEST FACE?
Although our use of GA may
help us in business, in our pro-
fessions, or as a profession, there
is another use that is even more
personal. This is the ability to
know strangers and our friends,
which brings our attention to to- mentioned in the specimen. To;
days specimen, get the truth your handwriting(
It is from a client that I haveltells merely write a few lines of ester PTA Toreceived permission to use. It islwriting, anything you desire so
irons a mother whose daughteriwrite. Enclose $1.00 and a stamp.
has been dating a man who is re.cle reply envelope. If you desire
latively a stranger in the neigh. to learn more rules for analyzing
borhood.
pare the analysis and return it
immediately. The sum of the ex-
amination was that I recommend.
ed that if she had any projected
business dealings with the writer
So to some of our readers this
is just some of the ways to which
Grapho Analysis can be benefic-
ial to us. Those of you that pur-
chased the book "Secrets Your
Handwriting Reveal about You,"1
will be able to isolate the traitsi
handwriting enclose $1.50 foe. Hold Congress
The man proposed marriage, the "Secrets Your Handwriting Re-
girl accepted. The mother, like veals." Address R. L. Coleman,
-- --- -- - --
of the man. Not having knownlder.   or embersany mother would be, was wary lGrapho Analysis, Tri-State Defen-
Annual Y-Teen Clinic
Will Explore Dating
The annual Y•Teen Clinic h a s
been divided into three sessions
for this year, Miss Minnie MeFed.
den, teenage program director an-
nounced recently, and they are to
be held at 400 p. m. on Wednes-
day, Feb. 25; Thursday. Feb. 26,
and on Wednesday, March 4.
The first clinic will be for sen-
sor Y-Teens and will be on the
subject of boy•girl relationship
and dating. Members of the panel
discussing the subject will be Mrs.
Loretta Kateo, social worker of
Memphis Family Service; Mrs.
Dorris Sodden, instructor of M e L
rose High school; Miss Carolyn
Suggs, an Instructor at the Kansas
St. Elementary school; and Rev.
A. E. Andrews. pastor of the Park-
way Gardens Presbyterian church.
The second session will be for
juniors and seniors and will be a
discussion of charm and personal-
ity. Panelists will be Mrs. Fran-
ces Craine, of the Memphis Dai-
ry Council, and Mrs. Frederick
Rivers, a housewife.
Health and dating will be t he
subject of the clinic for March 6
for junior girls, and Mrs. Marion
Johns, of the Memphis Travelers
Aid society will speak along with
Mrs. Craine, who will show films
on all of the topics.
Alonzo PTA
1 -
ON CARRIER — Cutting a birth•I H, olds Annual
day cake for crewmembers whosel
January. Is Ronald Reed, air- Patriotic Teabirthdays were in the month of '6man, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dal R Reed of 507 W Mal t. n .,
Johnson city, Tenn. Navy man
Reed Is aboard the Pacific Fleet
attack aircraft carrier USS Mid•
The Alonzo Locke school PTA
held its Annual Patriotic Tea at
the school cafetorium last Sunday,
Feb. 22, from 4-6 p.
way. He attended Langston high The committee in charge of the
school In Johnson city, arrangements were: Mrs. D. M.
— - — Johnson, program; Mrs. M. R.
Clements, decorations; Mrs.
Emma L. Wilson, refreshments;
Miss Mattie Wilson, souvenir pro-
grams; Mrs. Zane Ward, publici-
ty; Miss Maurice Taylor, registra.
tion, Rodell Boyd, ushers; Mrs.
Marie Adams, telephone and con-
tact and Miss Erma Braxton, fi-
nance.
Mrs. Beanie M. Johnson was
the general chairman and vice-
president of the affair.
Mrs. Warrie Duncan is the presi-
dent of the PTA with Miss Mau-
rice Taylor the secretary a n d












WHIRI ,pies lies YOU
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LONDON — (UPI) — Mrs.
Ogden Phipps' Neji, American
Steeplechase champion, was one
of 17 entries accepted for the
March 5 Cheltenham Gold Cup.
The British steeplechase cham-
pionship at Cheltenham will be run











The r.d.. aro. h A  he giro.. r..0 es
HOMECOMING — Pictured
above are ionic of the many
trophies won by West high
school (formerly Denmark)
girls basketball team under
the coaching supervision of
B. L. Gilmore. Standing with
him are some ot the "11 •
Star" players who helped with
them. The get.together was
The PTA of Lester High school
presents its first Annual Congress
of Parents and Teachers on Thurs-
day night, Feb. 26, at 7 p. m. in
the school auditorium, 2946 Mi-
mosa ave.
Vocal and instrumental music
will be furnished by the glee club
and the band under the direction
Mrs. B. W. Williams and W. G.
Cowser. In addition. John Free-
man, assistant superintendent of
the board of education, will talk
about the need of additional t a x
money for the schools.
Mrs. Ruby Bulls is the pres-
ident of the PTA with Mrs. Grace
K. Tardy the secretary. A. B.





The famed a capella choir of
Dillard university, New Orleans,
will be presented here in concert
on Wednesday evening, March 18
in the auditorium of Booker T.
Washington High school.
The concert will be a benefit
performance for recreational facili-
ties for young people in the Walk-
er Homes area, and is being spon-
sored by the Walker Homes Civic
club, of which Felton Earls, Sr.,
is president.
Directed by John M. Kuypers,
t h e renowned Dillard choristers
have won national recognition for
their superb singing, and are
heard regularly on coast-to-coast
and have appeared on several ma-
jor television programs including
the Dave Garroway show.
The choir's program will include
music of the 17th and 18th cen-
turies as well as familiar tunes
and beloved Negro spirituals.
Sale of tickets will begin on Feb.
23 at Ware's Supermarket, 230 W.
Brooks rd.; Marshall's service
station at Brook and Horn Lake




Members of the 13th Ward Civic
club met last Monday night at
the New Life Baptist church at
353 Lucy ave., and a number of
members and officers were pres-
ent.
Lester Robinson is president,
Mrs. Kathaleen Irby secretary,
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Phew, JA 5-7611
during the eighth Homecom-
ing celebration honoring Mr.
Gilmore who retired this year
from coaching and Is now
head of the agriculture depart-
ment at the school. During
coach Gilmore's career he won
five state championships, four
state runners-up, twelve re-
gional championships, runner-
up In one inter-regional tour-
nament play and All District
III Championships since t h e
organization of the district. In
addition to the previous he
has coached his 1952 team to
the NFA District IV title and
received two sportsmanship
awards given in regional tour.
lament play by the Jackson
Theo 
JACKSON
S4=4E301 -3Anna C. Cooke —
by
Negro History was observed in
Jackson with many .organizations
having special programs. The ev-
ening services at Macedonia
Baptist church on Feb. 8, were
centered around Negro History.
The processional consisted of
program participants singing "We
Are Soldiers in The Army." The
scripture was by Bobbie Pettis
with Delphia Earline Shaw giving
the prayer.
highlights of Negro History
Week were given by Miss Annie
Ruth Williamson. Other partici-
pants on the program giving fa-
mous Negroes in our history as
well as musical numbers includ-
ed Kay Bell Bonds, Ruby Ilelen
Jones, Frances Carter, Josephine
Short, Eula Ingram, Martha Jef-
fries, Mary Sain, Madeline Walk-
er, Walter Cross, Mary Bonds.
Clarence Dixon James Youn g,
James Blair, Erma Glass, Reg-
COMPLETES DOCTORATE —
Dr. Eugene Chiang, professor
of history and college campus
photographer at Lane college
fulfilled all the requirements
for his doctor of education dc.
gree at Columbia university
last month. Dr. Chiang, a na-
tive of Ling Pao, Honan Pro-
nola Page and Essie Shaw. Por-
trayals were done of Daisy Bates,
Booker T. Washington, Mary Be-
thune, Marion Anderson, Paul
L. Dunbar, Susie Jacksono,o Marti
Luther King, Goose Tatum, Ralph
Bunche, Bishop Lane, Jackie Rob-
inson and Harriet Tubman. Poems
were recited by Stella Shaw and
Ada Jones. The program was sun-
der the direction of Mrs. Daisy
Shaw and Mrs. Reatriee Bonds,
with Prof. Daniel Glass, Mrs.
Vera Hardy and Mrs. Arva L. Rob-
inson in charge of the music. The
Youth Ensemble of the church
did an excellent job with their se-
lections.
PAY TRIBUTE
At Merry High School a daily
pause In pay tribute to Negroes
in the fields of science, education
music and sports was had over
the intercom sponsored by the So-
cial Studies Department of which
vince, China, received his mas-
ters from Columbia in 195,0 and
has served with the U. S. Arm-
ed forces, the United Nations
and was editor of the Ameri-
can Journal in 1952. His lam!.
ily includes a wife, a 6012,
daughter and an adopted
daughter. He has been at Lane
since 1958.
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Alumni chapter of Kappa Al-
pha Psi fraternity. West High
was victorious over Dunbar
High from Savannah in both
boys and girls game on the
night of the celebration. Miss
Bernice Taylor was crowned
"Miss West High" during the
festivities.
Mrs. Monroe, Mrs. Savage, Mrs.
McKissack, and Mr. Moore are in
charge. The week climaxed with
a playlet on Friday during t h e
regular assembly. Also under the
department's direction, a very at-
tractive display of famous Ne-
groes was placed in the lobby of
the school.
NOTE BURING FOR ST. PAUL
Sunday, Feb. 15, was a glorious
day for members of St. Paul C.
M. E. church. This day marked
the note burning ceremony. The
Renovation program for the very
attractive and modern church
was begun in August, 1952 under
the pastorate of the Rev. E. T.
Brown with a planned program
of payments for nine years too
be completed in October, 1961.
Through the strong leadership of
Mr. Carty Robinson, sr , chairman
of the renovation committee, Mrs.
M. L. aferriwether, secretary and
Mr. W. E. Wallick, treasurer and
the liberality in the support of
the members, the mortgage was
lifted 2 years and 10 months
ahead of time.
J. E. McNeely was the fir,
chairman of the committee w
Dr. T. J. Meacham serving se co-
chairman and C. W. Sandlin as
treasurer. They are now deceased
but I'm sure they would be well
pleased that their work was car-
ried on so efficiently. Additional
members serving on the commit-
tee were Mesdames M. L. Wo-
mack and Sarah Gibbs. The total
cost of the renovation wan $21,600.-
06 which was made through a sep-
arate fund through pledges of the
membership and donations from
friends. Rev. J. D. Atwater is
now pastor of the church.
FISK SINGERS APPEAR
Beta Chi and Gamma Alpha
Omega chapters of Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority celebrated their
51st Founders Day by presenting
to Jackson the famed Fisk Jubi-
lee Singers nn Sunday. Feb. 15.
Standing room only was avail-
able in the packed Health Build-
ing of Lane college to hear this
noted group which is under the
direction of M. Kennedy with
Mrs. Anne Gamble Kennedy, ac-
companist. Greetings were extend-
ed by Mrs. Rosetta McKissack,
basileus of Gamma Alpha Omega
chapter who also presented t h e
choir. The devotional part of the
program was given by Miss Rob-
bie Foster with Miss Jessie Brooks
acknowledging the congratulatory
messages.
By the applause it was well
knowthat, hat each person attending
enjoyea every moment of the mu-
sical program.
HERE AND THERE
Mrs. Florence Hunter was the
recent house guest of Mrs. Daisy
Shaw. While in the city she had
the opportunity to meet with the
Ladies' Auxiliary of the Ameri-
can Legion in the home of Mrs.
Doris Price, president who served
a most delicious menu to the mem-
bers and guest. Courtesies were
extended to her by Mrs. Albert
Hardy also Mrs. Hunter was at-
tending the Religious meeting
of the National Dental Assn. which
was held in Cincinnati, Ohio last
week. Mrs. Bell holds the position
of Vice President of the organize-
FEEL
GOOD
Try this tonic — se
out of town phone cell to
you-know-who. It works,
Station-to-dation ratats
are low, even lower after
6 P.M. and on Sundays.
Call Long
Distance!
Ws Twice as Fast
to Coll by Number
• •
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Last Rites Held For
Mrs. Mamie Herndon
Last rites were held for Mrs.
Mamie James Herndon on Wed-
nesday. Feb. le, at the Collins
Chapel CME church, Rev. D. S.
Cunningham, the pastor of the
church officiated.
Mrs. Herndon lived with her
daughter, Mrs. Leon Foster at 515
Edith She died Feb. 15, at E.
H. Crump hospital.
She was born in Walhalla, S.
C., and was one of nine children
born to Sir. and Mrs. William
Jansen. She received her training
Walhalla and Columbia, S. C.
Mrs. Herndon came to Memphis
at an early age and met and mar-
ried John Edward Herndon of
Clarksville, Tenn. To this union
was born five children, Pauline,
Eddie Mae, Margaret, Mamie Bea-
trice and James Edwin.
She had been a member of Col-
lins Chapel CME for more than 50
years, serving the church well.
Mrs. Herndon was a charter
member of the Phyllis Wheatley
club and a faithful wife.
She leaves to mourn her pass-
ing three daughters, a son, two
sisters, one brother, six grandchil-
dren and a host of other relatives
and friends.
Taking an active part in the fu-
neral ceremonies were: Rev. S. A.
Owen, scripture and prayer;
Mrs. Freddie Wesley, acknowledg-
ments; Mrs. M. S. Draper, solo:
Prof. James King, words of corn-
fort: Mrs. R. L. Adams words
from Ilse Wheatley club; Leroy
Davis, Ben Jones, James Kings,
MRS. HERNDON
Clarence Pope, J. W. Rumpus,
Michael Lenoir, George Gilchrist
and 011ie Suttles, active pallbeer.
ens; and members from the Wheat-
ley club who acted as honorary
pallbearers.
R. S. Lewis and sons was In
charge of the body. Interment was
in Mt. Carmel cemetery.
- -
• I,ew ecaii . vavia s
Bravery Back in 1943
By EDGAR T. STEWART
"Greater love hath no man than
this, that a man lay down his
life for his friends." Thus spoke
the greatest man that ever
lived, Jesus the Christ.
It was back in 1943 that a sink.
HER REIGN ENDS — Mlle
Bobbie L. Nelson, of 376 E.
Butler at., a sophomore at
Lelitoyne college, has complet-
ed her reign as Sweetheart of
the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternt•
ty's undergraduate chapter. A
mathematics major, Miss Nel-
son said It was quite enjoy-
able being the "sweetheart" of
so many Alpha men.
Mg ship in the North Atlantic sent
out SOS calls for help. A Coed
Guard cutter went racing to the
rescue. Charles David was a
member of the cutter's crew.
When the sinking transport was
sighted, orders were given to
stand by. The cutter's crew be-
gan pulling the survivors out of
the water, but that was not enough
for Charles David.
Ile said to the others, "Some
of those men may not have the
strength enough to come to this
boat. I am going after them."
With that he leaped in the sea
and rescued a large number of
them. it is said that he rescured
around a hundred. anti then he
climbed aboard the cutter tired
and cold.
Word soon came that the com-
manding officer was about to
drown. David leaped into the sea
again and rescued the officer.
With all survivors on board, the
gutter started hack.
David contracted pneumonia as
a result of the exposure too the
cold and died the next year, 1944.





Toe. stop Tutting perfumed axle green
nn your bale. Dive Th. neeawsz balk Se
th• bees
5155 CORONET WAIN narearma wen.
tifically Prepared from natural aulfurwate
ad nil for Negro hair grooming
WILLIAM VANICTRX LABORATOXITill
Memphis S. Tenn.
lion and Chairman of the Board.
She traveled to Orley with Dr. an
Mrs. R. Q. Venson of Memphis,
Tenn., and shared with them the
Imperial Suite at the Sheraton-
Gibson hotel where the meetings
were held.
During the aims week, Dr. W.
R. Bell and Dr. W. S. McKissack,
local dentists, attended the Mid-
Winter Dental meeting in Chicago,
Mr. and Mrs. James Hughes
spent part of last week end at
the homoe of Mrs. Hughes' parents
In Sparta, Tenn. Enroute home,
they were the dinner guests of
Dr. and Mrs. W. S. Davis on the
campus of Tennessee A. and I.
State university.
Here's hoping Dan Cupid play-
ed his part and remembered all
the fair ladies on Valentine Day.
Qnicw CAIMI for your MOONS or lions
gale notes - n.y Ix. 7-2362,
Nit. LX 74477.
SALESMEN WANTED
Full or Pant Time
Appliance a n it TV Salesman —
Neat Appearance — High School
Education — Auto Required
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
1300 Thomas — JA 8-1294
Frei to WRITERS
seeking a book publisher
Two fact-filled. illustrated brochstraetell how to publish your book. rat40% royalties, national advertising.
publicity and promotion. Froe
appraisal. Write Dept. DX
Inpostrten Prose. 386 defs Ave.. N. Y. lilt
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have•••••••••
yen lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BEI.L advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job en business is not a success. if you have
failed In the rest come set MADAM BELL at once.
lAicated on Highway 51 South, jug over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whltehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and gee MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Re sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.
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A. M. Walker To
Lead YM Drive
The appointment of A. Maceo
Walker as general chairman of
the Abe Scharff branch of the
YMCA campaign organization f o r
the $1,000,000 appeal for Memphis
and Shelby county YMCAs was
announced last week by Alvin
Wunderlich, general chairman of
the campaign.
Mr. Walker is president of t h e
Universal Life Insurance company
and the 'Fri-State Bank of Mem-
phis, and is also the head of the
Memphis Mortgage Guarantee
company.
He is chairman of the board of
the Miss. Blvd. Christian church,
a director of the Abe Scharff
branch of the YMCA and a form-
er president of the National In-
surance Association.
BWIMMING POOL
One of the goals of the cam-
paign now in progress is the in-
stallation of a swimming pool In
the Abe Scharff branch at 254 S
Lauderdale at.
The branch was originally es
tablished in 1938 at 816 Miss. blvd ,
and had as its first chairman of
the board of directors the late W.
M. Bonner, who was an executive
of Universal Life Insurance com-
pany. Its first executive secretary
was the late C. R. Lawrence, who
assumed his duties in 1940.
A permanent site for the branch
was purchased in 1943 by A be
Scharff at Linden and Lauderdale
and the branch was named in his
honor.
The construction of the new
building containing a gymnasium,
auditorium, showers, locker room,
dormitory and central heating
plant was begun in 1950, and
on Sept. 30, 1951 it was occupied.
M. Horton Speaks At
Civil Liberties Meet
, Myles Horton, director of t h e
Highlander Folk school at Mont.
eagle. Tenn., was one of the featur-
ed speakers at a High school civil
liberties conference held in Asi-
lomar, Calif., from Feb. 20 through
22. His subject was "Equality of
Opportunity."
Other outstanding speakers at
the conference sponsored by t h e
American Friends Service Com-
mittee were Harold Stassen, form-
er governor of Minnesota and
former member of the Eisenhow-
er cabinet, whose address was
''Freedom's Contribution to World
Community."
, Harry Ashmore, editor of the
Arkansas Gazette, of Little Rock,
addressed the gathering on the
tubzject: "Major Civil Liberties
Issues of the Coming Decade."
WORKSHOP IN MAY
While on the West Coast Mr.
Horton was scheduled to speak at
the annual Community Palo Alto
Brotherhood dinner, at the Univer-
sity of California, and to the
Berkeley Fellowship of Unitarians.
Msgr. John O'Grady, secretary
of the National Conference of
Catholic Charities, will speak at
a Highlander workshop on Com-
munity Services and Segregation,
Mrs. Septima Clark, director of
Education, announced recently.
The workshop, which will g e t
underway May 17-24, will be for
the professional staff, volunteers
and board members associated
with social welfare arid health
organizations.
The participants will discuss ex-
periences and problem bearing
on integration and will endeavor How Do Youto find way by which social wel-
fare and•health workers can work
together within their own groups R
and with the community on inte-
gration.
LEMOYNE QUEEN — Pretty
Wilhemina Doggett, of 1089
Whitfield ave., a senior, was
chosen recently to wear the
Bluff City Group Cites Telephone?
Mayor, City Cornmrs. sion Hints and information on how
During a recent meeting t h e
members of the Bluff City Educa-
tional Association adopted a reso-
lution commending the mayor and
members of the Memphis City
Commission for their "vital con-
cern for education," and asked
them to adopt the 1959410 budget
which has been submitted by the
Memphis Board of Education.
In a letter to the city officials,
representatives of the group wrote:
"We are proud of the fact that
Memphis is one of the fastest
growing cities in the nation, and
we are equally as proud to know
that our city fathers recognize the
need for growth in our educational
system.
"We feel confident that you, too,
want the best possible education
for our boys and girls. As teach-
ers, we shall continue our work
to develop and guide youth for
functional citizenship."
A STEP FORWARD
The association said that it had
had an opportunity to examine the
budget and felt that its adoption
would be "a step toward the de-
velopment of a great educational
system concurrent with the rapid
growth of our city."
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, principal of
Booker T. Washington High school
is president of the Bluff City Edu-
cational association. Other repre-
sentatives whose signatures ap-
peared on the letters were Mrs.
Helen M. Hooks, Mrs. Othella S.
Shannon and Mrs. Celle L. Stev-
ens.
crown as LeMoyne college's
Homecoming Queen. Miss
Doggett was chosen by mem-
bers of the LeMoyne basket-
ball squad. She is a history
major and cheerleader. (Wi-
thers photo)
!Name C. Stone Editor Mrs. E. Bailey
Of New York Newspaper
NAACP Youth Award Gold Pins
Urge More To
Attend Meet To Scout Execs
Young people of the Memphis
community who want to partici-
pate in the fight to end racial dis-
crimination and segregation are
invited to attend the next meet-
ing of the Youth Branch of the
NAACP.
The youth meet every Tuesday
evening at the Mt. Olive CME
cathedral at 4:30 p. m. The church
is located at the corner of Laud-
erdale at., and Linden ave.
Organized about two years ago,
the chapter is a "working organ-
ization," according to Booker T.
Wade, jr., the president.
Two Negro Boy Scout executives,
Fred 0. Harris, of 3224 Alta rd.,1
and Wendell Pant, of 3308 Formosa
rd., were awarded diamond-stud-
ded gold scout pins during a staff
conference of the Chickasaw Coun-
cil of the Boy Scouts of America,
Inc., held here last week.
The awards were made in recog-
nition of the two men's outstanding
service rendered to scouts and
cubs in the North and South di-
visions in 1958, and the pins were
presented to them by George W.
Predicts Gradual
Southintegration
COLUMBUS, Ohio — (UPI) —
Hodding Carter, Pulitzer Prize
winning Southern editor, predict-
ed Thursday eventual racial in-
tegration in the South, but only at
the very gradual and painful rate
at which it is now proceeding.
The noted editor and publisher
,1 the Delta Democrat-Times of
Greenville, Miss., told an Ohio
State University audience that ten-
sion in the South is both a re-
flection and legacy of the recon-
struction period that followed the
civil war.
But, he said, he belives even-
tually—perhaps two generations—
the voice of the moderates will be
heard and tensions eased.
Carter said following the civil
war the moderates were shouted
down by the extremists who want-
ed "everything now" or "nothing
ever."
He said the country was again
split into two camps with the "Ne-
gro as a focal point."
He said the northern extremists
welded the white Southerners "into
a monolithic racial group whose
two principal objectives were the
restoration of white political con-
NEW YORK CITY — Charles Connecticut School of Law.
Sumner Stone, jr., has been aP- Mr. Stone came to the AGE as
pointed editor of the New York an associate editor last August 
Strong Al 93Age, S. B. Fuller, the publisher
.announced last week. He succeedsto develop a pleasing telephone 
personality is the subject of a free
booklet now available from t h e
local Southern Bell Telephone
company.
The name of the 19-page book-
let is ''The Voice With A Smile,"
and it lists three rules that will
help the telephone user streamline
his voice and includes a lesson on
how to speak at the right speed
on the phone.
A telephone personality quiz in
the booklet will help the telephon-
er rate his speaking qualities, and
prove one's speaking habits.
Businessmen as well as speech
and English teachers will find
"The Voice With A SmilC" very
helpful•theirk.
To get free copies of the tele-
the Bell Telephone business office,





Three Memphis area women
will be signed for radio and re-
cording jobs by a Memphis Cos-
metic manufacturer. "We are
lookiong primarily for average
people with nleasant voices," an-
nounced B. M. Spears, president
of Lucky Heart cosmetics.
The firm is presently engaged
In screening Memphis women
who are capable ef taking part
In the company's planned radio
programs. No other qualifica-
tions other than a pleas-
ant speaking voice and personal-
ity are required. Those chosen
will be offered radio recording
contracts for Lucky Heart's
new radio programs.
Interested Memphis area worn- 1
en who would like to be inter. I
viewed and auditioned for these
three roads to stardom may
contact the Advertising Depart-
ment of Lucky Heart Cosmetics









We shull be glad to have you call at your convenience
and inspect this new unique service.
TRI-STATE BANK
OF MEMPHIS
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation








760 Union - JA 7-2631
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - JA 7-2631
2263 Park Ave. - FA 3-8507
Open Nights
Alfred A. Duckett, executive edi-
tor, who resigned to open his own
public relations firm.
Mr. Stone, at 34, is the young-
est cl.
AGE, the oldest Negro newspaper,
in America in continuous publica-1
Ii
A graduate of Wesleyan univer-
sity, the new editor holds a
master's degree in sociology
from the University of Chicago.
He has attended the University of
In E I gypt ,Gaza and  India. 
He was formerly associated
'with the American Foundation for
.Continuing Education of Chicago,
III as a regional representative,
and conducted adult discussion
groups in world affairs and
foreign policy throughout this
country and Canada.
A native of Hartford, Conn., Mr.
Stone is married to the former




Babies are not the only patients
wearing identification bands at thel
E. H. Crump hospital these days.'
after having worked with CARE
For All
Crump
is adopted as part of this hos-
pital's policy of bringing the lat-
est hospital and proced-
Now all patients admitted are urea to its patients.
provided with soft, plastic identi—
fication bands.
When a patient is admitted un-
der this new system, a card is in-
serted in the clear-plastic band
bearing the patient's name, case
number, and attending physician.
The purpose for this procedure is
to provide immediate and positive
identification of the patient f o r
hospital staff personnel . . . even
though the patient is unconscious,
under sedation, or unfamiliar with
the English language.
With this system, there can be
several "John Smiths" in the hos-
pital at the same time, and still
no mistaken-identities will occur.
The possibility of "right dosage -
wrong patient" becomes as remote
as mistaking a spoonful of castor
oil for a vitamin pill — since the
bands are easy to read and pro-
vide instant identification.
The addition of this identifica-
tion system conforms with pro
cedures recommended by the




UPI — This Saturday The Dick
Clark show (ABC-TV) will star
Tommy Leonetti, Richard Rome,
Billy Williams and Cathy Carr.
Gary Cooper made one of his
rar etelevision appearances Sat-
urday when he joined Lena Horne
and a new singing group, Marga-
ret Ann and The Jade Quartet, on
the NBC-TV Network "Perry Co-
mo Show."
During the colorcast, Cooper
said he is "interested" in doing
a show like Como's and, with the
singing star as guide, "observed
a TV program being produced.
Miss Horne sang "From This
Moment On," "One for the Road,"
"Day in, Day Out" and, in duet
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Mrs. Eliza Bailey was honored
on her 93rd birthday recently
when 14 members of her family
and four other guests were pres-
ent in her home at 2417 Brooklyn
ave. for a turkey dinner.
Her children present for the oc-
casion were Mrs. Gazelle McDon-
ald Mr. and Mrs. Robert H o t,
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Bailey,
Mrs. Laura Thomas, and a daugh-
ter-in-law, Mrs. Aline Bailey.
Grandchildren present for t h e
affair were Miss Aline Bailey,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nevel, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Evans and Miss
Bobbie Ann Bailey.
Two great grandchildren at the
dinner were Miss Angela F a y
Reed and Scherrie Evans.
Other guests were Rev. W. C.
Holmes, Mrs. Mary Scott, H. L.
Westbrook and Mrs. Hester Bell.
trc,I and the continuation of the
old status quo.
"Principal means by which ,
white domination was regained [
was violence and fraud in elec-
tions," he said.
Carter said he thinks the worstl
thing that has happened since the,
Supreme Court rulings is the break
down of communications between
the races and the loud demand
that every white Southerner con-
form completely to the thinking of1
the majority. 
FRED 0. HARRIS
Simpson, deputy ge,gional execu-
tive.
The contest was open to all BoyIlD
Scout executives in the 49 states,
but Mr. Harris and Mr. F ant
were the only winners in the Chick-
asaw Council.
Mr. Harris and Mr. Fant receiv-
ed awards for outstanding train-
ing of leaders, increase in mem.




Sidney McNairy, jr., of t h e
class of 1955, St Augustine High
school, now Father Bertrand,
Memphis, has received a grant in
aid fellowship in bio-chemistry at
the University of Purdue in In-
diana.
Mr. McNairy will graduate with
honors this June from LeMoyne
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney McNairy of 353 Wellington,
all members of the St. Augus-
tine Parish. Sidney finished h i s
grammar studies at St. Augustine
and graduated from the parish
high school, being under the di-
rection of the Sisters of Charity
Sill I Going of the BVM and the Franciscanfathers for 12 years.
ees, summer camp and for kite
derbies for cub scouts.
The net increase in scouts for
I the South division headed by Mr.
Harris was 246 for 1958, which
brought the total membership up
to 789. Mr. Fant's North division
had a gain of 150 members, which
brought the total up to 626.
1 Mr. Harris entered the Boy Scout
work as a full-time executive in
1943 after having served for two
years in the Navy. He is a gradu-
ate of Virginia Union university
at Richmond, Va., where he ma--
Jared in social science.
A former sch000l teacher, M4)
Fant entered the Boy Scout serv-
ice in 1946 at Nashville, and had
served in Clarksdale, Miss., for
several years before he was trans-
ferred here three years ago.
Mr. Fant is a graduate of Fisk
university, and is also a social
science major.
Ebony Tells Story Of
White Kid-Negro Prof.
CHICAGO — Can Negro teachers
gain the respect of pupils whose
parents "accepted" the lynchings
and maltreatment of Negroes for
generations? One white mother
say that they can, and tells how
in her own story, "I'm Glad My
Daughters Teacher Is A Negro,"
in the March issue of EBONY
magazine.
Mrs. Sue Meyers Gerard, the
white mother, tells of the turmoil
of her mind and how she acted to
save her two children from bigotry
when integration came to her rural
town in Southern Missouri.
A swimming Instructor in an




Edna Ellington, seldom photographed
and little-known, has been the Duke's
wife for more than 40 years and sepa-
rated from him for nearly 30. What
kind of woman is this who was Duke
Ellington's childhood sweetheart, his
classmate for 12 years and married to
him before she was 20? How has she
avoided the spotlight? What are her
feelings for the Duke? Is music a part
of her life? Read the poignant story,
"A Visit With Mrs. Duke Ellington",
by Marc Crawford, in the big, new,
exciting, March issue of EBONY
magazine, now on your newsstand.
CV BUS MEYERS GERARD
A rath•r unexpected account by a Missouri
mother who tells how pupil and leather integra•
Sion has worked main her Columbia school area.
What qualities does Mrs. Gerard find in he,
daughter's Negro school teacher! What does she
particularly admire! How does she think that a
Negro teacher is peculiarly qualified to help
mold her child's thinking in these troubled times!
It's an unusual story by a white mother in th•










are lust a few
of them:
made the decision to teach the
subject to racially-mixed classes
in Flint. Mich., during World War
11, and returned to her home
where "few of my rural Missouri
neighbors have faced the race
situation so personally."
Why was Mrs. Gerard glad that
Mrs. Eva Coleman, a Negro, waki
her daughter's teacher? When as
ed this question by her son, Mrs. "
Gerard "leaned back and tried
to compose my 44 years of attitu-
des into a single thought."
Her extended answer gnaws at
the Southern conscience, and meets
head-on the fearful questions on





Over a billfon and a half colored people in
Asia, Africa and other places in the world
are breaking loose ins fantastic struggle for
social, industrial and political freedom.
There are 32 rulers of independent colored
nations and 20 rulers of semi-independent
colored nations who hold the balance of
power in the struggle between East and West.
Who are the leaders of this vast social up-
heaval? What do they have in common? Are
they dreamers or hard-headed politicians?
Read the picture-article, "Dark Leaders Of
The World", in your new, March EBONY.
teacher is a e or fi
-- rj. ----cir 







* Mahalla The Great
* Teen-Age TV Wizard
* Pearl Primus introducns New
Dancing Star
* The Children Nobody Wants
* The Pretty Widow Who Rules
Dominican Republic Province
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